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ADULT BOOKS--FICTION 

Abrams, Margar et; Seasons of the heart, cl 964. 

Texas Panhandle town in the 30's is the setting for a family story 
told with humor, gentleness, and compassion. 

Adams, Henry; Democracy; an American novel, cl 961. 

The satirical caricature of government life in the 1870's. Severe 
competition, graft, vote buying, fixed elections, and the individuals 
involved make the novel entertaining reading. 

Ade, George; Artie, and Pink Marsh, cl896 , 1897· 

Artie, \<lhi te, an office cl erk, 
man less venturesome than he. 
shop one flight down and t alks 
his shoes. 

confides in his office mate, an older 
Pink Marsh, Negro, works in a barber 
,.,i th "the morning customer" as he shines 

Agee, James ; A death in the fami!l, cl957· 

Sensitive analysis of the impact of a man's death on his close-knit 
family. 

Aichinger, Ilse; Herod's children, cl963. 

This novel t ells of a group of Jewish children in Vienna during the 
war. 

Alger, Horatio; Horatio Alger's Ragged P..!£.k and l1ark the match boy, cl962. 

T\-rO short novel s . 

Allingham, Margery; Mr. Campion and others , cl939· 

One novel ette ru1d six short det ective stories al l dealing with the 
exploits of Albert Campion. 

Allingham, Margery; Mystery mile , cl959· 

A mystery story. 

Allingham, Mar gory; Take two at_bedtime , c nd. 

A mystery story. 

And.erson, Sher'lrood; vfinesburg, Ohio, cl919. 

A group of tales of Ohio small-to'lfm life , 
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Anderson, \villiam c.; Penelope, cl963. 

Farcial novel about a dedicated Air Force scientist and the dolphin 
with ,.,hom he established communication. Penelope speaks 'vith a 
southern accent, having learned at a Texas base. 

Andric, Ivo; Bridge on the Drina, c1959. 

The three hundred year story of tho majestic stone bridge ,.,hich ,.,as 
built on orders of the Sultan's Grand Vizier Mehmed Pasha Sakolli and 
dynamited by the Austrians at the beginning of World War I. 

Arkell, Reginald; Old Herbaceous, cl951. 

Story about flowers and the seasons rather than about people. 

Athas, Daphne; The fourth world, cl956. 

In this world of the blind there is taunting ha.tred and suspicion of 
the sighted which finally leads to tragedy. 

Aucassin Et, Nicolette; Aucassin and Nicolette, cl958. 

Contents: 1Tis of Aucas~in and o~ Nicolette; ~~_Eto~y of King Constant, 
the emperor; Our Lad~'s tumbler; The lay of the little~; The divided 
horsecloth; Sir Hugh of Tabarie; The story of King Flo~us and of the fair 
Jehane; Of the covetous man and of the envious man; Of a Jew who took as 
surety the image of Our LaQy; !he lay of Graelent; The three thieves; The 
friendship of Amies and Am~; Of the knight who prayed whilst Our Lady 
~ourneyed in his stea~; The priest and the m~lberries; The story of 
Asenath; The Palfrey. 

Austen, Jane; Persuasion, cl818. 

The heroine, Anne Elliott, and her lover, Captain Wentworth, have been 
engaged eight years before the story opens but Anne has broken the en
gagement in deference to family and friends. Upon his return and when 
numerous obstacles have been overcome, the two lovers are happily united. 

Ayme, Marcel; The green mare, cl955· 

Extravagantly comic account of a family feud in provincial France. 

Baldwin, James; Another country, cl962. 

Novel of sex and blacks and whites with mixed love, drugs, and violence 
commonplace. 

Baldwin, James; Go tell it on the mount_ain, c1953. 

Reader becomes deeply and emotionally involved in this story of a 
sensitive Harlem boy vtho is pleading to be heard. 
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Balzac, Honore de; Balza~; five stories, c nd. 

At tha sign of the cat and rac~et; ColonE:ll Chabe:ct; 'rhe girl 1d th the 
golden e,yes; The commission in lunacy; The firm of NucinB·en. 

I 

Barringer, Daniel r1oreau; And the waters prevailed, cl956. 

Story of prehistoric man written for teenagers. 

Beach, Ed1~ard Latimer; Run silent, run deep, cl955· 

Life aboard U. s. submarines during World \'/ar II. 

Beauvoir, Simone de; The mandarins, cl956. 

A group portrait of the Existentialist clique, its fellow travelers, 
and its adversaries, and a chronicle of the political role played by 
the leading Existentialists from the Liberation to the late nineteen
forties. 

Bellow, Saul; The adventures of Augie March, c1953. 

The development of Augie ~~rch from child to man, the sone of a poor 
but honest Russian-Jewish immigrant settled in Chicago. 

Bennett, Arnold; Buried alive, cl908. 

Entertaining farce from the old device of the master changing places 
with his servant. 

Bierce, Ambrose; In the midst of life; tales of soldiers and civilians, c1909. 

Contents: !_llorseman in the sky; An occurence at Owl Creek Bridge; Chick
amauga; A son of the gods; One of the missing; Killed at Resaca; The affair 
at Coulter's Notch; The coup de g~; Parker Adderson, philosopher; An 
affair of outposts; The sto~ of a conscience; pne kind of officer; pne of
ficer, one man; George Thurston; One mocking-bird; The man out of the nose; 
An adventure at Brownville; ~famous Gibson beguest; The applicant;! 
watcher by the dead; The man and the snake; A holy terror; The suitable sur
roundings; ~he boarded window; A tady from Red Horse; The eyes of the pan
ther. · 

Blake, Nicholas; A guestion of proof, cl935· 

A detective story. 

Blake, Nicholas; 'I' he whisper 1:!!_. the gloom, cl960. 

Nigel Strangeways finds himself involved in a situation so dangerous 
it requires the personal intervention of the Prime l'tinister and the 
British army in support of Scotland Yard to shield a fo~eign di~lomat 
from assassination. 
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Booth, Esma Rideout; Kalena and Sana, ol962. 

Kalena, a new bride and her husband, Sana, work together for the cause 
of freedom in the Congo and try to bring about in lvhatever way they can 
the blending of the old and the new. 

Booth, Michael R.; Thirt~one stories, c1960. 

Contents: Nr. Arcularis by Conrad Aiken; Death in the lYOOds, by Sherwood 
Anderson; The pedestrian by Ray Bradbury; Christmas is a sad season for 
the poor by John Cheever; Bottle party by John Collier; The secret sharer 
by Joseph Conrad; The open boat by Stephen Crane; Mule in the ~ard by 
William Faulkner; The oldest people by William Faulkner; The lost decade 
by F. Scott Fitzgerald; The celestial omnibus by E. M. Forster; The base
ment room by Graham Greene; Cat in the rain by Ernest Hemingway; Araby by 
James Joyce; A little cloud by James Joyce; Shades of spring by D. H. 
Lalvrence; The garden party by Katherine Nansfield; The daughter of the 
late colonel by Katherine Mansfield; Theft by Katherine Ann Porter; ~ 
~by V. s. Pritchett; One's a heifer by Sinclair Ross; The summer of 
the beautiful white horse by William Saroyan; How beautiful with shoes by 
\ifilbur Daniel Steele; The leader of the people by John Steinbeck; A story 
by Dylan Thomas; The greatest man in the world by James Thurber; Of this 
time, of that place by Lionel Trilling; Livvie by Eudora Welty; Totentanz 
by Angus Wilson; Mrs. Golightly and the first convention by Ethel Wilson; 
The new dress by Virginia Woolf. 

Boulle, Pierre; The bridge over the River Kwai, cl964. 

Obsessed with discipline and duty, a British colonel, captured in World 
War II and forced to build a bridge to serve as a main artery for the 
Japanese, determines to erect a masterpiece and relentlessly drives him
self and his men to its completion. 

1 ( Boyce, Burke; Morning of a hero, cl963. 
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Young George Washington is presented in his close family relationships 
vlith the Revolution as a background. The awkward, youthful characteris
tics of the young man which later gave way to the man are emphasized. 

Boyle, Kay (1-'lrs. Lawrence Vail); The crazy hunter, cl940. 

Contents: The crazy hunter; The Bridegroom's body; Big fiddle • 

Brace, G8rald \·/.srner; The Garretson chronicle, cl947. 

This book tells the story of three generations of a New England family 
in an old village near Boston. Ralph, the narrator, is the main charac
ter who lets you knovr hov1 he and his family became the vTay they are. 

Bradbury, Ray; The Martian chronicles, cl963. 

A hostile attitude prevails among the inhabitants of Mars to each suc
cessive visit of Earth People, ranging from s~acemen to hotdog stand 
oYTners, in this science fiction story set in the 21st century. 
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Brant, Irving-; Friendly cove, cl963. 

A novel. 

Brennan, Joe; Frog-suited fighters, cl 964. 

Larry Larkin, a former lifeguard caug-ht up in the Korean ;{ar as a Frog
man in the Navy's dangerous Underwater Demolition Uni t, is beset by doubts 
and f ears that undermine his success as a Frogman. Vfuen Larry heroically 
rescues crewmen from a self-destroying submarine, he finally meets the 
challenge that a career as a Frogman has set before him. 

Br,yher, Winifred; The coin of Carthage, cl963. 

A novel about the anoient world of Rome and Carthage at the time of the 
Punic War. 

Buchan, John; ~enmantle, c1915. 

Adventure story of the European War dealing with the world of English 
secr et service agents in Constantinople. 

Buchan, John; House of the four winds, c1935. 

A romantic adventure story which follows the course of a small, mythical 
east ern European country. 

Buck, Pearl (Sydenstricker); Letter from Peki,!.!g , c1957 . 

American vroman 1 s emotional response to her Eurasian husband who remains 
in Communist China. 

Buckler, William E.; Stories from six authors, cl960. 

Contents: The basement room; Across the bridge; When Gr eek meets Greek; 
Hint of an explana~ by Gr ahame Greene; Life and work of PiX>fessor Ray 
Millen by Hobert Penn \.Jarren; Circus in the attic; Blackberry \orinter by 
Robert Penn Harren; Araby; Counter:e..arts by James Joyce ; The dead by James 
Joyce ; Barn burning; A rose for Emily; The .~ by William Faulkner; ! 
figure in the carpet; The season of the master; The madonna of t he future 
by Henry J ames; Outpost of progres~; Secret sharer; Youth; by Joseph 
Conrad. 

Bunin, Ivan Alekseevich; The gentleman from San Francisco, and other stories, 
cl923. 

Contents: The gentleman from San Francisco; Gentle breathing; Kasimir 
Stanislavovitch ; .2..2£• 

Byrne, Donn; Kesser Marco Polo, cl921. 

Story of the love of l-1arco Polo for Gold..en Bells, daughter- of the gre e:i; 
Kubla Khan. 
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Cable, George \:/ashington; The Grandissimes, cl957. 

Set in NJw Orleans during the Louisiana Purchase, two pow·erful families 
are finally reconciled by a pair of lovers. 

Cacciatore, Vera; The swi~, cl961. 

Contents: The swing; ·rhe bridge; Demetrio. 

Camus, Albert; L1Etranger, cl946. 

Read in French by Germaine Mousseau. 

Camus, Albert; The pl~e , cl962. 

The parable, in the form of a novel, depicts the struggles and resis
tance of individuals in a coastal Algerian city to the raging Bubonic 
plague and its manifestations. 

Camus, Albert; ~ stranger, cl946. 

An ordinary little clerk living in Algiers is the subject of this novel. 
He lives quietly and unemotionally until he becomes involved in another 
man's folly. He shoots an Arab, is tried for murder and is condemned to 
die. 

Capote, Truman; Breakfast at Tiffany's, cl958. 

Adventures of a haunting, neurotic, girl-about New York. 

Capote, Truman; Other voices, other rooms, cl 948. 

The adolescence of a loveless 13-year-old boy in a run-down Southern 
mansion peopled with eccentric characters. 

Carr, John Dickson; Deat h ,.,atch, cl935· 

Detective story. 

Carr, John Dickson; The eight of swords, c1931~. 

A detective story. 

Cary, Joyce; A house of chi~dren, c1956. 

Pictures of childhood spent on the coast of Ireland. 

Cary, Joyce; To be a pilgri~' cl949. 

The stories of the present and the past intermingle as Tom Wilcher 
relives his life in memory , and proves to Aru1 and her husbana that he 
is not so crazy as the family considers him. 
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Cather, \villa Sibert; Troll garden, cl905. 

Seven short stories of artist life, Contents: Flavia and her artists; 
The sculptor's funeral; ~he garden lodge; A death in the desert; ~ 
marriage of Phaedra; A \.fagner matin~; Paul 1 s case. 

Cattaert, Claude; Where do goldfish go?, c1963. 

At the age of ten, Valerie asks of the world nothing less than complete 
honesty. Her grandfather's death is the catalyst that sends her off \·rith 
the janitor's boy on an excursion around Paris to return lvith the begin
nings of resignation to the inevitability of learning to pretend and 
grolving up. 

Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de; Don Quixote, cl605. 

A travesty on knight errantry, full of ludicrous adventure. 

Christie, .Agatha; Hurder in three acts, cl934 • 

A detective story. 

Christie, Agatha; Witness for the prosecution, cl948. 

Short stories of puzzling crimes. 

Clarke, Arthur Charles; Childhood's end, ol953· 

Highly stimulating novel , widely fantastic but far from frivolous. 

Clarke, .Arthur Charles; The city and the stars, c1956. 

Solid science fiction for sophisticated readers. 

Clarke, Arthur Charles; Other side of the sky, cl957• 

Science fiction stories '"ritten during the period 1947-1957• Nine 
billion names of God; !!efugee; Other side of the sk;y; Wall of darlmess; 
Security check; No morning after; Venture to the moon; Publicity cam
~; All the time in the world; Cosmic Casanova; The star; Out of the 
~; Transience; Songs of distant earth, 

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne ; The adventures of Huckleberry Finn, c nd. 

The beloved classic that deals with the adventures of Tom Sawyer's 
11no-good11 but lovable friend. Huck tells his own story in the local 
vernacular, suffused with the humor of Mark Twain. 

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne; Gilded age, cl873· 

Novel relating adventure to Colonel Mulberry Sellers, an incurable 
optimist, 

Clift, Charmian; The sea and the stone, cl963. 

A novel. 
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Coles, Manning; Duty free, cl959· 

A small principality in the eastern Pyrenees was the epitome of quaint
ness and color but lacked sufficient money to maintain the country's 
economy. 

Colette, Sidonie Gabrielle; Cheri, and The last of Cheri, cl953. 

Two short stories telling the story of Cheri's "fortunate" marriage, 

Colette, Sidonie Gabrielle; ~~y mother's house and the vagabond, cl910. 

My mother's house is a delightful recollection of Colette's mother. 
The vagabond: French music hall artist, Renee, has suffered from 
an unfortunate marriage and is determined never to allow herself to 
be involved again. 

Collins, \vilkie; Woman in white, cl860. 

Practically the first English novel to deal with the detection of 
crime, 

Conrad, Joseph; Heart of darkness, cl902, 

One of the most magnificent narratives, long or short, old or new in 
English language. 

Conrad, Joseph; Lord Jim., cl899· 

A merciless analysis of a man who, branded as a coward among his fello\ors 
found himself ultimately a de111i-god among the 11alay savages. 

Conrad, Joseph; The portable Conrad, cl947. 

Contents: Three long stories; six shorter stories; and a selection 
from Conrad's prefaces, letters and autobiographical writings, Prince 
Roman; v/arrior's Soul; ~; Amy Foster; Tzyhoon; Nigger of the 
'~arcissus"; An outpost of progre~; He~ of darkness; Il Conde; The 
lagoon; The secret sharer. 

Conrad, Joseph; Tales of the Eas~ and West, cl958. 

Contents: Almayer1 s folly; ~he secret agent; Karain: a memory; The 
planter of Malata; pn outpost of prog~~; Falk; ~he warrior's soul; 
!Jn.y Foster; and Prince Roman. 

Cooper, James Fenimore; The deer slayer, cl841. 

A rousing tale of "'arfare between the Iroquois Indians and the l-Thi te 
settlers about Lake Otsego before 1745. 

Cooper, James Fenimore; The pioneers, cl823. 

Story of pioneer life on the banks of Lake Ota~go. 
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Cooper, James Fenimore; ~prairie, cl827. 

It relates the story of the last days of Lea.therstocking, notv an exile 
whom civilization has driven tvesttvard to the great prairies beyond the 
Mississippi. 

Cooper, James Fenimore; The spy, cl946. 

Takes place in the Revolutionary period in New York City ,.,here a mixed 
population of loyalists and British sympathizers mistrusted one another. 

Cozzens, James Gould; Last Adam, cl933· 

The Connecticut totvnspeople try to oust their doctor when his neglect 
is responsible for a typhoid epidemic. 

Cozzens, James Gould; s. s. San Pedro, and Castaway, cl934. 

s. s. San Pedro: Story of the disaster ,.,hich overtook the s. s. San 
Pedro bound from Ne,., York to .Argentine, Castaway: The imaginative 
part of the tale is a variation of the Robinson Crusoe theme, 

Crane, Stephen; Ma~gie, cl960, 

Contents: Ma~gie; Geor~e 1 s mother; The blue hotel, 

Crane, Stephen; Red badge of courage, cl957· 

A realistic stcry of the heroism of the common man under fire in 
battle. 

Creasy, John; ~it and run, cl960, 

Inspector West of Scotland Yard picks up a trail four years old. 

Cronin, A. J.; Hatter's Castle, c1931. 

An old-fashioned type of story, rather depressing, and to some readers 
the realistic frankness of detail may be displeasing. 

Davis, Dorothy (Salisbury); The clay hand, cl950. 

A detective story. 

Davis, Dorothy (Salisbury); A town of masks, cl952. 

A detective story. 

Day, A. Grove; ~est American short stories, cl953· 

Contents : Open boat by Stephen Crane; Gift of the Magi by Vlilliam s. 
Porter; Paul• s case by vlilla Cather; Lost Phoebe by T. Dreiser; Fourth 
~by John Russell; I'm a fool by Sherwood Anderson; Haircut by Ring 
Lardner; Tievil and Daniel Webster by Stephen V. Benet; Rip Van \finkle 
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Greatest American short stories (continued) 

by Washington Irving; Ambitious gues~ by Nathaniel Huwthorne; .£ill...£! 
Amontillado by Edgar A. Poe; Celebrated jumping frog of Calaveras by 
Samuel L. Clemens; Outcasts of Poker ~'lat by Bret Harte; \'Jonderful Tar
Baby stor;y: by Joel c. Harris; Lady or the Tiger? by F'rancis R. Stockton; 
An occurence at 0\ofl Creek Bridge by Ambrose G. Bierce; Leader of the 
people by John Steinbeck; Secret life of Walter r·fitty by James Thurber; 
The bear by William Faulkner. 

Day-Lewis, Cecil; The worm of death, cl961. 

When their neighbor Dr. Piers Loudron disappears, Nigel Stange\ofays and 
Clara Massinger are not surprised--but vhen the body is found in the 
Thames, they start asking questions. 

De La Mare, Halter John; Nemoirs of a midget, cl922. 

The recollections and impressions of 11iss M. 

de Onis, Harriet; Cuentos y narracianes en lengua Espanola, cl961. 

Contains substantially the same collection of stories as appeared in 
the English translation. 

Destouches, Louis Ferdinand; Journ~to the end of the night, cl934. 

The adventures of Bardamu, the narrator, from the outbreak of the war 
to the present. 

De Wohl , Louis; The restl ess flame, cl951. 

The life of St . Augustine in fiction form, keeping close to the known 
facts but supplying details and background. 

Dickens, Charles; Bleak house, cl853· 

A plot-novel with two chief threads, a proud lady's expiation of a 
sin done in youth and the humorous chronicle of a huge and interminable 
lawsuit. 

Dickens, Charles; Hard times, cl854·. 

A tract-novel inspired by Carlyle's philosophical radicalism--a pro
test against tyrannous utilitarianism and political economy divorced 
from human feeling. 

Dickens, Charles; A tale of two cities, cl859· 

This absorbing story of the French Revolution depicts the infamous 
Reign of Terror . The climax is Sydney Carton 1 s famous sacri fice a.t 
the guillotine. 
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Disney, Doris Miles; The departur~. of f.1r.!.....Qaudette, cl964. 

An appealing seven-year-old boy furnishes -the motive pm.,er in this en
joyable mystery s-tory, set in Connecticut. When the promised post card 
from his friend failed to arrive, Jed knew something 'vas ,.,rong, and so, 
eventually, did his ,.,idowed mother and a very likeable young detective. 

Disraeli, Benjamin; ConingsJ?x, cl844. 

Coningsby is the grandson of a profligate marquess. His friendships, 
his social experiences and his entry into political life entail a re
view· of the political condition of England. 

Doolittle, Hilda; Bid me to live, cl960. 

The time of the First World War; its setting in England. Its people are 
the young of that moment, members of the "lost generation." 

Dos Passes, John; Manhattan transfer, c1925. 

Thirty or forty characters disappear and reappear in the author's con
ception of Ne,., York. 

Dos Passes, John; Three . soldiers, c1921. 

A bitter invective against tyranny, misery, and degradation of life 
in the American Army during \.Jorld War I. 

Dos Passes, John; u. s. A., cl963. 

Contents : 42nd parallel; 1919; Big mone~. 

Dostoevsky, Fyodor; Brothers Karam~, cl880. 

The brothers Karamazov are the three sons of an old drunkard and sen
sualist; Ivan the materialist, Alyosha, the very human and lovable young 
mystic, and dissolute Mitya, tried and convicted for murdering his 
father. 

Dostoevsky, Fyodor; The idiot, cl868. 

The protagonist suffered from mental disease in childhood and retains 
the simplicity and clear insight of a child. 

Dostoevsky, Fyodor; Notes from the under~round, cl864. 

Through the actions of a young man the author explores the theme that 
a perverse human quality -vrhich resists completion, leads individuals 
to find pleasure in the pain of humiliation in experiences. 

Dostoe"lsky, Fyodol'; A ra-vr youth, cl94 7. 

This is the author's only novel which lacks the urge of a com~ellin~ 
idea to give it coherence and unity. The theme is the relation of a~ 
illegitimate son to society and to his father. 
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Dostoevsky, Fyodor; White night~, cl923. 

Contents : White nights; Notes from undergrc~d; Faint heart; Christmas 
tree an~ ,.,redding; Polzunkov; Little hero; Mr. Prohartchin. 

Dreiser, Theodore; An American trage~y, cl925. 

Tempted by desire for w·eal th and social position, Clyde Griffiths 
"accidentally" drowns the girl he wronged and pays the penalty. 

Dreiser, Theodore; A p:allery of vomen, cl929. 

Portraits of fifteen ,.,romen who have either come across the author's 
path, or whose stories have been related to him by friel'1ds. 

Drury, Allen; A shade of difference, cl962. 

Anti-U. s. feeling is encouraged by Afro-Asian and Communist blocks 
in the United Nations. \Vhen an African potentate becomes the center 
of a racial incident in Charleston, South Carolina the problem becomes 
apparent. 

Dudintsev, Vladimir; A New Year's tale ; cl960. 

A group of scientists are seeking some means of "condensing sunlight" 
so as to help the people on the other half of the planet, which is 
permanently dark. 

Duggan, Alfred Leo; Elephants and castles, cl963. 

Historical fiction about Demetrius PoHorcetes, King of 1'1acedonia. 

Dumas, Alexandre; Lady of camelli~, cl848. 

Pathetic story of a courtesan. Founded on a true story, the subject 
is treated with all the delicacy possible , '"here the vices and follies 
of a great city are to be described realistically. 

Durrell, Lawrence; Clea, cl960. 

Sequel to Justine, Balthazar and Mount Oli~. 

Eliot, George; Middlemarch, cl871. 

This book tells two separate stories: one of Dorothea Brooke and her 
t1.>10 marriages; t he other of Dr. Lydgate and the Viney family. 

Eliot, George; Silas l"iarner, cl861. 

Silas Marner is a handloom weaver, a good man, \>Those life has been 
wrecked by a false accusation of theft. 
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Elkin, Stanley; Boswell, cl961r. 

Like his eighteenth-century namesake, the James Boswell of this novel 
wants to contact all the great men of his day. A gate crasher and con 
man, he feels that man thinks he should live forever, ru1d that they do 
not. 

Eustis, Helen; Horizontal man, cl946. 

A psychological murder story laid on a college campus. 

Farrell, Henry; What ever happened to Baby Jane?, cl960 

Suspense novel about t1w elderly sisters once famous in the entertain
ment world, and the hatred that flourishes between them. 

Farrell, James T.; Studs Lanigan, cl935. 

An omnibus volume containing 
igan. Volumes included are: 
Studs Lanigan, Judgement day. 

the complete life history of Studs Len
Young Lonigan, The young manhood of 

Fast, Howard Melvin; Spartacus, c1952. 

Spartacus, the Thracian slave, leads the gladiators and slaves of 
Capua into an almost successful overthrow of cruel and decadent Roman 
masters. 

Faulkner, \villiam; Absalom, Absalom, cl936. 

A strange story of an old Southern tragedy which is revived and pieced 
together by a Harvard freshmen who came from the same locality. 

Faulkner, William; 'rhe Hamlet, cl940. 

Story of the gradual sucking dry of Frenchman's Bend by Flem Snopes 
and his kin. First of a triology, follmved by The town and The mansion, 

Faulkner, William; Intruder in the dust, cl94B. 

A Negro is held in a JV!ississippi jail, charged with the murder of a 
>lhite man; while a mob gathers, his innocence is proven by two 16 year 
old boys, one white and one Negro. 

Faulkner, William; Knight's gambit, cl949. 

Six stories, all of violence, Contents: Smoke; Monk; Hand upon the 
waters; ~~; An error in chemist£!; KrL:yghi•s-gaiDbit, 

Fatllkner, \villiam; Light in August, c1950, 

A realistic story of Southern families in an imaginary county in Miss
issippi, 
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Faulkner, William; The long hot stiDJm_q-J:, c1958. 

Third book in th£ trilogy that began 1rith 'l'he. hamlet, continues the 
story of the Snopes family. 

Faulkner, lvilliam; The~ivers; a reminiscenc~, c1)62, 

Set in Mississippi in 1905, eleven-year-old Lucius Priest and two 
friends, "borrow" his grandfather's car and go to Memphis where they 
trade it for a race horse. The ensuing crisis experienced by the 
three reivers ends only after a conflict 1vi th the lm; and some bizarre 
horse racing. 

Faulkner, William; Soldi?r'~IEL• c1926, 

Concerns Donald Mahon, a wounded aviator of World War I and his home
coming in Georgia. By the time Donald dies his ordeal has revealed 
the lives of meny characters, and changed some. 

Faulkner, vlilliam; The town, c1957. 

Faulkner takes Flem Snopes from his earlier triumphs over the stepping
stones of other men's dead selves to higher things in Jefferson. 

Ferber, Edna; Show boat, c1926. 

Follows the fortunes of the Hawks--Ravenal family from the 1870's, 
The main part of the story takes place on a. show boat that is towed up 
and down the Mississippi and its tributaries. 

Fielding, Henry; The history of Tom Jone~ foundling, cl749. 

The first English novel in which the character is stressed as strongly 
as the incident, 

Fielding, Henry; Joseph Andrews, cl741. 

Joseph Andre~1s, hero of this satirical novel, is a handsome but discon
certingly chaste footman, brother of Richardson's fatiguing heroine, Pam
ela, who was also virtuous and pursued. 

Fielding, Henry; Shamel a., cl741. 

Depicts the struggle of an honest servingmaid to escape from the snares 
laid for her by her master, 

Fischer, Bruno; More deaths than one, cl947. 

By devoting a chapter to each of the suspects and the detective, Bruno 
Fisoher has contrived seven different and contradictory views of this 
homicidal enigma, 
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Fischer, Brtmo; fig·skiJL!l.illl:• c19l;6, 

A novel of suspense in 1Vhich Adam Breen, an auto salGsman, comes into 
possession of a mysterious pigskin bag and finds himself in serious 
difficulties, 

Fish, Robert 1,; The shrunken head, cl963. 

Captain Jose da Silva, of Interpol, explores the trackless jungle of 
northern Brazil and frustrates a sensational political plot. This is 
a lively and satisfying tale of jungle adventure and detection, 

Fisher, Dorothy Canfield; The deepening stream, c1930. 

The story of a 1·1oman 1s life; its climax is of 1Vork in France during 
the First \'iorld l'iar. 

Fisher, Vardis; Tale of valor, cl958. 

A biographical fiction. 

Flaubert, Gustave; Madame Bovary, cl857· 

The passionless candor of the narrative, the patient rendering of the 
squalor and narrowness of provincial life and of its effect on the 
1VOman 1s mind, make this a landmark in the history of naturalism. 

Fleming, Ian; ~igator, c1962. 

A novel. 

Fleming, Ian; Diamonds are forever, c1956. 

Detective story. 

Fleming, Ian; poctor No, cl958. 

James Bond is sent to the Caribbean to trace the disappearance of two 
agents who have trespassed on the isolated island empire of the half
Chinese, half-German, Dr. No. 

Fleming, Ian; From Russia with_JL~, cl957• 

James Bond, the British secret agent, meets the Soviet murder organ
ization, SMERSH. 

Fleming, Ian; ~loonraker, o1955. 

Adventures of a British secret agent. 

Forbes, Kathryn; Mama's bank account, cl943. 

Sketches of a Norwegian-American family that have charm an<l color, 
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Ford, Ford Madox; The good soldie~, cl914. 

The narrator's attempt to adjust to the sha·ttering discovery that, in 
his most intimate relationships, he had for nine years mis·taken the 
conventions of social behavior for the actual human fact. 

Forester, Cecil Scott; ~ African Queen, cl940 

High adventure and suspense on a river journey in Central Africa. 

Forester, Cecil Scott; Captain from Connecticut, cl941. 

Adventures of Captain Josiah Peabody of the frigate "Delaware" during 
the \var of 1812. 

Forster, E. M.; Howard's end, cl910. 

An unusual novel wholly outside conventional lines which deals 1vith 
the 1vilcox family, English and not unusual; and with the Schlegels, 
two sisters and a brother who are quite unconventional. 

Forster, E. M.; The longest ,journey, ol922. 

The question of the book, set forth by the author is, "What is real and 
what is false in our civilization?", Its characters are all more or less 
symbolic of the ideas the author w:lshes to convey. 

France, Anatole; The red lily, cl894. 

When Therese Martin-Belleme meets and falls in love with the sculptor, 
Dechartre, she is already the wife of one man and the mistress of another. 

Frederic, Harold; The damnation of Theron Ware, cl896. 

This is a commentary of the period and as a precursor of the novel-to-be 
that the ~rork is significant. It is frequently cited to students of 
American literature. 

Furnas, Joseph Chamberlain; The Devil 1s rainbow, cl962. 

Based on the idea that Joseph Smith, founder of the Mormon faith, was a 
paranoiac who brought about his own ruin and assassination. 

Gallioo, Paul; Snow goose, cl940. 

A great white Canadian goose flew over Dunkirk while the British were 
making their escape and played a part in the rescue. 

Galsworthy, John; Man of property, cl906, 

Main theme is the sense of property, or possessive instinct, as embodied 
to an exaggerated degree in Soames Forsyte. 
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Garve, Andre~<; The golden deed, c1961. 

A mystery story. 

Garve, Andre~<; The narro~< search, c1957. 

Clare Hunter, an English model, discovers her husbaJ!d is indulging in 
illegal activities and leaves him; in his rage he kidnaps and hides 
their baby and refuses to tell '"here the child is. 

Garve, Andre~<; Sea monks, c1963. 

Suspense novel in which four youthful bandits in escaping from the lat< 
take over "Swirlstone" lighthouse and its three keepers. 

Gary, Romain; The roots of heaven, cl959· 

A novel of ideas, centering on an one-man campaign to save the elephants 
of French Equatorial Africa from extinction. 

Gerson, Noel Bertram; The slender reed, cl965. 

Biographical novel of James Knox Polk, our eleventh President of the 
United States. 

Gide, Andre Paul Guillaume; The immoralist, cl948. 

A somber psychological study of the disintegration of a man's character 
under the influences of illness and a tropical climate. 

Gide, Andre Paul Guillaume; Lafcadio's adventures, cl926. 

Sometimes called the Vatican SHindle; it is a mystery story centering 
around an unmotivatedcrimean;r-the-story of a gigantic confidence game. 

Glasgow, Ellen; The romantic comedians, cl926. --·--- . 

Judge Honeywell, age 65, properly mourns the decease of Edmonia, the 
perfect Hife who for 35 years has cared for him and protected him from 
life's minor and major collisions, but he soon finds that his interest 
is absorbed in lovely young Annabel. The story is a brilliant contrast 
of the two generations. 

Glasgow, Ellen; ?heltered life, cl932. 

Eva Birdsong, a famous Southern beauty, >rho was deeply in love with 
her charming but unfaithful husband, tried to cover up the unhappiness 
in her marriage by sober, shaer grace and courage. 

Glasgow, Ellen; They stoo~ed to folly, cl929. 

Three Southern Homen stoop to folly, each according to the fashion cf 
her generation. 
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Golding, \ifilliam Gerald; Lord of the flies, cl954. 

A novel. 

Goncharov, Ivan Aleksandrovich; Oblomov, cl858. 

Oblomov, a rich landowner, is the laziest man in the world. The account 
of his getting up in the morning is one of the funniest, most touching 
passages in any novel. 

Gordimer, Nadine; The soft voice of the serpent, c1952. 

Contents: The soft voice of the serpent; The catch; The kindest thing to 
do; 'rhe hour and the years; The train from Rhodesia; A Hatcher of the 
dead; Treasures of the~; The prisone;:; Js there not~here else where 
we can meet; The amateurs; A present for a good girl; La vie boheme; Ah, 
woe is me; Another part of the skx; The umbilical cord; The talisman; 
The end of the tunn~; !he defeated; A commonplace_story; Monday is better 
than Sunday; In the beginning, 

Gover, Robert; !:!ere goes Ki tte12, cl964. 

Kitten is a colored prostitute ~1ho is 17 and has become a night club 
singer when Mr. Pennypacker decides he must have her and arranges a 
motel rendezvous, Sequel to One hundred dollar misunderstanding. 

Gover, Robert; One hundred dollar misunderstandigg, cl962, 

A college sophomore faces a 1~eelcend of compulsory study alone in 
an empty fraternity house. 

Greene, Graham; The power_ and the .£lory, cl940. 

A Mexican, Catholic priest, fleeing for his life, too weak to resist 
whiskey, alternately runs from the military authorities and risks 
his life to bring the comfort of the Church to the fearful, browbeaten 
Mexican p<3asants. 

Greene, Graham; The guiet Americ~, c1955. 

Local intrigue, a night in a beleaguered outpost, and a perilous ven
ture behind the Communist lines are the main ingredients of this suspense 
story. 

Hardy, Thomas; geturn of the native, cl878, 

Story of joy, sorrow and tragedy against the somber background of 
Edgan Heath, silent, watchful, and inscrutable, 

Harte, Bret; Luck of Roaring Camp, cl868, 

Famous stories of California in the gold rush, 
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Hartley, L. P.; The go-bet;;een, cl953· 

A novel for those who enjoy excellent literary style and characteri
zation rather than dramatic episode. 

Har1'ood, Alice; '.Phelily and the leopards, cl960. 

Story of Lady Jane Grey--nine-day Queen of England. 

Hauff, \vilhelm; Das Wirtshaus in Spessart, cl947. 

Read in German. 

Hawkes, John; The cannibal, cl9lf9. 

A surrealist novel describing a ruined village, Spitzen-on-the Dein, 
which represents postwar Germany in Microcosm. 

Hawthorne, Nathaniel; The Blithedale romance, cl852. 

A novel based on the Brook Farm sociaHstic experiment started in 
1841. 

Hawthorne, Nathaniel; Celestial rai.lroad, cl846. 

A parody of Pilgrim's Progress. 

Hawthorne, Nathaniel; Hawthorne 1 s short ... !!1.0.!:i~.§!i cl946. 

Contents: Gray champion; J'llinister 1 s black veil; May-pole_£[ Merry l!ount; 
Gentle boy; \-lakefield; Great carbuncle; Prophetic pictures; Dr. Heidegger 1 s 
experiment; Lady Eleanore's man!le; Old Esther Dudle~; Ambitious guest; 
White old maid; Peter Goldthwaite's treasure; Endicott and the Red Cross; 
The birthmark; Young Goodman Brown; Rappaccini's daught~; Celestial rail
rca~; ~thert~a moralized legend; Egotism: or, The bosom serpent; 
Qlgjgtlll.ill!._ ba~guet; Dro~e' s wo_odeumage; Earth's holocaust; llrtist of the 
beautiful; Great stone face; Ethan Brand; \Vives of the dead; Antigue ring; 
Alice Doane's appeal. 

Havrthorne, Nathaniel; Selected tales and _sketches, cl950. 

~ontents: ~ollow of the three hill~; \Vives of the dead; !'1-Y kinsman; 
~ajor Malineaux; Roger Malvin's burial; Canterbury pilgrims; Mr. Higgin
botham's catastrophe; \!lakefield; ~t champion; The. ambitiou~est; Young 
Goodm,an Brown; The minister's black veil; The May-pole of 1·1erry Mount; The 
great carbn1cle; !i~J_L_Adame.nt; Lady Eleanore 1 s mantl~; Egotism or the 
bosom ser~2,1t; ~he_bit.~'!~i Christmas ban~et; ArtiRt of the beautiful; 
Rappacoin~ 1 s da~ghter; The haunted mind; Fancy's show box; The celestial 
railroad; Earth's holocaust; Preface to Moses from an old manse. 

Ha"thorne, Nathaniel; Short stories, cl946. 

Contains twenty-nine of Hawthorne's short stories, 
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Hay, Jacob; The Mindleber£LP~~· c1964, 

Strictly light entertainment is this story of a young Northern writer 
who attempts a history of a Southern textile tmvn, stressing its par
ticipation in the Civil lvar, Host of the humor has to do 11ith sex, 

Heinzman, George; Only the earth and the mountains, cl964. 

Ben Kane falls in love 11ith and marries a Cheyenne girl, but continues 
to act as scout for Custer and other United States Army officers fighting 
to subdue the Plains Indians. In this 11ay, the book takes its readers 
through the major campaigns from 1866 to 1879 and into the dreadful and 
heroic final trek of the Cheyenne nation, 

Hemingway, Ernest; A fare11ell to arms, c1929. 

This moving and tragic love story of an American ambulance driver and an 
English nurse serving on the Austro-Italian front during the First World 
War brings out the agonies of war and the sensitivity of those involved. 

Hemingway, Ernest; The snows of Kilimanjaro, and other stories, cl961. 

The snows of Kiliman.iaro; A clean, well-lighted place; A day's Hait; 
Gambler, nun, and radio; Fathers and_JL9nQi_lP another.count!Y; The killers; 
A way you'll never be; Fifty gr~d; ~ort happy life of Francis Macomber, 

Henderson, Robert; The enameled Hishl;>one....~ and .. ..£:l;.J1er touchsto.nos, cl963. 

These fugitive pieces (essays and stories) are taken from the pages of 
the NeH Yorker and most of them deal with the oddities of life in the 
metropolis. They are funny, original, whimsical, and subtle. 

Hersey, John; A bel~for Adano, c1944. 

Story about the troubles of an American Military Government officer in 
Italy, during the occupation after World Vlar II, 

Hill, Donna; Catch a brass can~L[, cl965. 

Miguel, a teen-aged page at a branch of the Nei'T York Public Library, 
alters the tempo of a love affair, reveals the true feelings of a Negro 
youth, sees a young librarian drawn into a. conflict with others, and 
challenges a gang leader in his own territory. 

Hilton, James; Good-bye, Hr. Chips, cl962, 

The story of an English school master and cf his associations with 
three generations of schoolboys. 
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Hilton, James; \{e are not alone, cl93 7. 

A busy, preoccupied English doctor ,.,as sent for to attend a young 
German dancer at a fifth-rate theater, and from that meeting to their 
tragic deaths, the t\.,0 were strangely united. The time is 1914, just 
before the outbreak of World \var I. 

Hobson, Francis; Death on a back bench, cl960. 

Mystery story ,.,ri tten in a comic vein. 

Holmes, Oliver Wendell; Elsie Venner, o1861. 

A psychological novel of an unfortunate girl in a New England village, 
obsessed by a "serpent complex" ,.,hich is eventually sublimated when 
she falls in love. 

Howells, William Dean; A traveler from Al truria, cl89l~. 

A picture of an imagined commonwealth. 

Hughes, Reuben; A high wind in Jamaica, cl929. 

Adventures of two children of British colonists in the West Indies, 
who on their way to school in England, are captured by pirates. 

Hughes, Richard; The fox in the attic, cl961. 

The story centers around Augustine, a young man who l eft his village to 
visit some relatives, the Kessens, in Germany at the time Hitler was just 
coming to power. Through all the events of that period and their effects 
upon the Kessen family, Augustine maintained his chosen role of noncom
mitment. 

Huxley, Aldous 1.; Antic hay, c1923. 

A book about everything and nothing; it is a pure product of post World 
War I intellectual nihilism. 

Huxley, Aldous 1.; Brave new world, cl932. 

Satirical picture of a future -vrorld in which science has solved all 
human problems. 

Huxley, Aldous 1.; Point counter point, cl928. 

There is no definite plot to this novel. Mr. Huxley takes a cross 
section of intellectual and social London and sho-vrs his complex horde 
of characters escaping from boredom and futility by the easy route of 
sexual adventure. 
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James, Henry; The ambassador~, cl903. 

An entertaining novel 1 depicting the reactions of several Americans 
to life in Paris, 

James, Henry; The American, c1877• 

In a conflict of the American idea of marriage with that of the French 
aristocracy, the latter wins, 

James, Henry; The American novels and stories of Henry James, cl947. 

Contents: The story of ,.§_,Vear; The Europeans; The point of view; A Nw 
England winter; Pandora; The Bostonians; "Europe"; Julia Bride; The;rorly 
corner; Crapy Cornelia; A round of visits; The ivory tower, 

James, Henry; Complete tales of Henry James (1883-1884), c1962. 

Contents: 1'he seige of Londo~; The impressions of a cou~; Lady Barberina; 
The author of "Beltraffio"; Pandora. 

James, Henry; The complete tales of H~y James, cl962. 

Contents: Geogenia Reason; A New England~ter; fath of duty; Mrs. Tem
perly; Louisa Pallant; Aspern papers; The li~. 

James, Henry; Confidence, 1880, cl962. 

A novel. 

James, Henry; Portrait of a lady, c1951. 

A character study of a young American woman in contrast with the 
sophisticated characters and conditions of European society. 

James, Henry; ~he turn of the screw, cl898. 

A psychological ghost story; this is perhaps the most puzzling ghost 
story in all literature, 

James, Henry; Washington Sguare, cl881, 

A period piece, set in New York in early 19th century, concerning 
well-mannered upper-middle-class people. 

James, Henry; vlhat Maisie knew, cl897. 

Maisie is the child of divorced parents who have each remarried, and 
she is an innocent witness of an intrigue between her step-parents. 
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James, Henry; The 1dng·s of the dov~, cl948. 

Three minds become each in turh the stage on which 1ve are shown what 
is going on: kate Gray's, Densher 1s, and Milly Theale 1s, Kate and 
Densher are pledged to each other, and Kate persuades her lover to pay 
attentions to Milly, so that the pair may be together when the dying 
girl is gone. 

Jay, Charlotte; Arms for Adonis, cl96J., 

A young Englishwoman named Sarah happens to see a bomb explode on a 
street in Beirut snd immediately thereafter is grabbed by a handsome 
man and driven off in his pale pink car. Her abduction is the first 
in a series of bewildering episodes, including a shooting and a 1>ild 
ride through the mountains. 

Jessup, Richard; The Cincinnati kid 1 cl963. 

The story of a championship poker game, which faithfully reproduces the 
characteristics of the players, their talk, and the ritual of play, which 
has strong masculine appeal. 

Jewett, Sara Orne; Country of the pointed firs, cl896, 

Life in a Maine village, 

Jones, James; The thin red line, cl962, 

From the abstract strategy of the Guadalcana.l campaign and the Big 
Brass who have come to watch the show, do~m to the fighting men who 
carry out the battle plans without knowing or caring about them, it 
is a many-leveled chronicle of the whole amphibious military operation, 

Joyce, James; Portrait of the artist as a young man, cl925. 

An autobiographical novel of James Joyce published in 1915. The book 
portrays the early life of Stephen Dedalus, later one of the leading 
characters of Ulysses, 

Kafka, Franz; ~orphosis, cl9Lf6. 

This is the story of a. traveling salesman who finds himself changed into 
a monstrous, many-legged vermin to the horror and humiliation of himself 
and his family, 

Kafka, Franz; Selected short stories, cl952. 

Contents: The ,judgement; The metamorphosis; In the penal colony; ~ 
wall of China; Country doctor; 9,ommon confusion; New e.dvocate; Old man
uscript; :&_fratricide; Report to an academy; ~r Gracchus; Hunger arti~; 
Investigations of a ...£2g; The burrow; Josephine the singer, 



Kantor, MaoKinlay; Andersonville, ol955· 

50,000 Union soldiers suffered, survived or died ~n this Confederate 
prison. 

Kantor, MacKinlay; Long remember, cl93'+. 

A very powerful and realistic novel with its setting in a small Pennsyl
vania town during the Civil War. 

Kant or, MacKinl ay; 5 pirit Lake, cl961. 

The horrible Indian raid in the frontier village of Spirit Lake, Iowa 
in 1857 with all its consequences, 

Kaufman, Bel; Up the down staircase, cl964. 

The experiences of a fledgling English teacher in a large, overcrowded 
New York City high school. Hilarious in places, the story reflects a 
sincere effort to communicate \vith defensive, deprived pupils. 

Kazantzakis 1 Nikos; Zorba, the Greek, cl952. 

An old Greek workman who is a philosopher goes to Crete. He buys a 
mine and puts Zorba in charge of the vrorkmen. 

Kerouac, J·ack; On the road, cl957, 

Experiences of the "Beat Generation", without goals and without direction, 

Kipling, Rudyard; In the vernacular: the 8nglish in India, cl963, 

These soldier tales, Indian tales and tales of the opposite sex show 
Kipling's profound understanding of India, its people, customs, and 
beliefs, the romance and the life of the English living in India. 
Contents: A \vayside comedy; Lispeth; At tho pit's mou"ll!; A bank fraud; 
False dawn; §tor;[ of Nuhammed Din; ~in Shushm; In the house of Sud
dhoo; Dray wara YOvl ~; At the end of the passage·; Hii}.liam the conqueror; 
On greenhow hill; l!l.ack Jack; The man who would be king; vii th9ut benefit 
of cl~; Mamgay Doola; The miracle of Purin Bhagat; In the presence, 

Koestler, Arthur; Darkness at noon, ol941. 

Tale of the imprisonment, confession, and death of one of the Old 
Bolsheviks. 

Kovacs, Ernie; Zoomar, cl957• 

A novel about the financing and staging of TV shows by one of TV's 
top performers. The hero is Tom Moore, who exchanges radio for TV, 
and goes through all the trials of a rising "idea man" to his first 
big success, 
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Lafayette, Narie Madeleine; !lli!.J!!'inc~ of Cle~, cl678. 

One of the earliest of the French novels, and displays unusual realism 
unlike the pretentious fiction of its age. 

Lagerkvist, Par; ~abas, cl951. 

The portrayal of the influence of Christ Jesus upon the thief who saw 
him crucified. 

Lagerkvist, Par; The sibyl, cl958, 

A man, condemned to wander forever because he denied a god's son the 
right to rest on his way to the Crucifixion, comes to consult the 
Delphic oracle about his fate. 

I.awrence 1 David Herbert; Lady Chatterley 1 s lover, cl928, 

The earthy love story of a gamekeeper and Lady Chatterley, tied to an 
invalid and impotent husband. 

Lawrence, David Herbert; The plumed serpent, cl926, 

The Plumed Serpent is the English name of one of the old Aztec gods, 
Quetzalcoatl; the action is based upon a semi-mystical, semi-political 
movement to revive the cult of the anci.ent deities. 

Lawrence, David Herbert; Sons and lovers, c1913, 

An intense and realistic story in which the relationship of mother 
and son is the predominating theme. 

Lederer, William J.; !he ugly American, cl958, 

A series of related incidents illustrating blunders in America's role 
in Southeast Asia, 'rh(l authors are interested in their characters as 
illustrations, not as human beings. 

Lermontov, Mikhail Y.; A hero of our own times, cl839. 

Setting is in the Caucasus and the episodes take place in the isolated 
mountain fortresses, 

Lewis, Clive Staples; Out of the silent planet, cl943. 

A philologist, kidnapped by a physicist and a promoter is taken via space 
ship from England to Mars; there he escapes and goes on the run, 

Lewis, Clive Staples; Perelandra, cl944. 

By no means orthodox science fiction but engagingly written, 
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Lewis, Clive Staples; I'ha£hideQ!§ _ _!!j;ren,g_th, c1946, 

A satirical tale in which Ransom and h'eston of the author's earlier 
stories again represent the struggla between good and evil, this time 
on Earth, in a college community, 

Lewis, Sinclair; Arr~9mith, c1924. 

The story follo~<s Martin Arrm;smith from medical school through ex
periences from genaral cow1try practitioner to director of a medical 
institute, 

Lewis, Sinclair; Babbitt, cl922. 

A satiricaLnovel about a typical go-getting American business man 
of the 1920's. 

Lewis, Sinclair; Cass Timberlane, c1957. 

A story of marriage in a small Minnesota city, 

Le1;is, Sinclair; Dodsworth, c1929. 

Story of an American business man traveling in Europe with his wife, 
A satire with sympathetic portrayal, 

Lindbergh, Anne Morrow; Dear~beloved, cl962, 

A novel which "acts out a philosophy of th8 meaning of marriage. It 
portrays a New England family's reactions to the wedding ceremony of 
a first grandchild, For each of the friends and kinsmen, the ceremony 
crystallizes some fear, love, hate or unhappiness and sharpens aware
ness of the enduring quality of perfoct love," 

Llewellyn, Richard; How green was my valley, cl940. 

An evocative novel of Wales, both romantic and realistic, The narrator 
looks back to his boyhood, when the mines 1vere flourishing, and carries 
on the family story as labor troubles come and hard times begin in the 
valley. 

Locke-Elliott, Sumner; Careful~ might hear.~~' c1963. 

Set in Australia, deals with a six-year-old boy and his four maternal 
aunts, all of ~<hom are engaged in a battle for his custody, 

London, Jack; The iron heel, cl907. 

A ":proJ?hetic" novel of 1912-1918 narrating the advent of a great cap
italistic Fascist dictatorshil? with its treacherous li~uidation of the 
middle class and the power of labor, 
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Loughlin, Richard L,; Journeys in sci_enc~.J.iction, cl961. 

Science fiction stories, 

Lud.wig, Richard M.; Nine short novels, cl952. 

Contents: Stephen Crane; Red badge of coura~; Kay Boyle; Crazy hunter; 
Katherine Anne F-orter; Noon wine; Henry James; Madame de Nauves; Thomas 
Mann; Tanio Kroger; \Villiam Faulkner; The bea;:; Joseph Conrad; Heart of 
darkness; Franz Kafka; 11etamorphosis; Mark Twain; !':lvsterious stranger. 

Macauley, Robie; The end of pity,and oth?r stories, c1957, 

Contents: A nest of gentlefolk; The mind in its 01m place; The end or: 
£i!l; The thin voice; The wishbone; The academic style; The invade~; ! 
guide to the muniment room; Windfall; Legend of the two swimmers; The 
Chevigny man. 

McCarthy, }lary; The group, cl963. 

The group is made up of "eight Vassar" girls of the class of 1 33 who 
had lived together during their upperclass years. 

MacLean, Alistair; H. M. S, Ulysse~, cl956. 

A story of Naval action in the North Atlantic during World lvar II. 
In addition to the tense situation created when Admiral Starr was 
sent to investigate a mutiny on the Ulysses, the crew faced the dan
gers of wolf packs, squadrons of German bombers, and the terrible 
cold, 

Mailer, Norman; Barbary shore, c1951. 

Novel of combined symbolism and realism dealing with opposing political 
ideologies of today, 

Malamud, Bernard; The assistant, cl957· 

A sad but moving novel about a poor unfortunate Jewish family struggling 
to improve their lives, 

Malraux, Andre; Man's fate, cl934. 

A novel of revolutionary China, relating the events of t\10 days in 1927, 
and the deeds and words, loves and deaths of a small group of revolu
tionaries, 

Malraux, Andre; The royal way, cl935. 

Most of the book consists of a dialogue between its two principal char
acters: Claude, the young French archaeologist who seeks an escape from 
the tedium of the respectable bourgeois, and Perken, the Danish adventurer 
who is driven on by ambition and lust, The subject of the dialogus is 
death, 
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Mauriac, Claude; The dinner]§~~' cl960, 

First novel by the son of th French novGlist, Francois Mauriac, consist
ing entirely of the characters' spoken and unspoken words. 

Mauriao, Francois; Woman of the Pharisees, cl946. 

A character study of a "good" woman who cannot refrain from imposing her 
will upon other people, One by one the people she tries to "help" in 
the name of religion, meet with tragedy, until her own tragedy overtakes 
her. 

Maxwell, William; The folded leaf, ol9~·5· 

A mature and thoughtful novel dealing with the friendship of two boys 
of very different temperaments, through high school and college, 

Maxvrell, \4illiam; They came like swallows_, c1937· 

An intimate family life of a Midwest middle-class family about 1918. 

Maxwell, \villiam; Time will darken it, c1948. 

Austin King invites some foster relatives to visit, but his beautiful 
wife, Martha, resents the invitation and the relatives themselves when 
they arrive and the story ends in tragedy, 

Mayer, Frederick; The web of hate, c1961. 

A novel. 

Nelville, Herman; Billy Budd, cl948. 

A sea story which tells of the disastrous hatred of the petty officer 
Claggart for Billy, a handsome Spanish sailor, 

Melville, Herman; The confidence-man: his masguer~, cl857• 

Social satire on the objectionable people collected on a passenger boat 
bound from St. Louis to New Orleans, 

Melville, Herman; Shorter novels of HE)rrnan l11elville, cl964. 

Contents: Benito Cereno; Bartelby, the scrivener; The Encantadas; Billy 

~· 
Melville, Herman; White jacket, cl959· 

Describes the rough life on a United States frigate on a homeward voyag8 
from Japan. It was influential in ending flagging in the Navy. 
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Menen, Aubrey; The prevalence of witches, cl948. 

In a fictional section of India, called Limbo, tho British authorities 
imprison a chieftain accused of murder, though the chieftan thought 
himself qui-te jufltified in disposing of a witch. 

Meredith, George; The egoist, cl879· 

A psychological comedy, mercilessly laying bare the soul of a spoiled 
child of fortune. 

Metalious, Grace; The tight white collar, cl960, 

Novel about a young school teacher and his wife who are chased out of a 
small New England town by a bunch of people 11ho are not in the least 
qualified to throw the first stone, 

Michener, James A.; Caravans, o1963, 

Ellen Jasper, an American bored with her native land, flees to Afghani
stan to become the second wife of a man named Nazrullah. 

Mitford, Nancy; Don't tell Alfred, cl960. 

Light satire of English domestic and international life, 

Modell, Merriam; Lady and her doctor, cl956. 

Dr. Krop has only a short time to live, because of a cardiac condition. 
A wealthy patient dies, and the doctor marries her spinster daughter. He 
carefully executes a "foolproof" murder of his bride and prepares to 
"live up" his remaining short life-span on her money. 

Moll, Elick; Seidman and~, cl958. 

Morris Seidman, one time menial for ~n4 per week, now has 200 employees 
and a happy home life, His success sets up a barrier between him and 
his son, Harold, who is full of bitterness after Korea. Father and son 
clash at home, in the shop, both profoundly disturbed by their mis
understanding, 

Morgan, Charles; Portrait in a mirror, cl929. 

The story of Nigel Frew an ingenius young painter who meets his first 
love at a house party in England in the 1870 1s, Claire is already 
engaged, but is instantly attracted to Nigel, 

Morley, Christopher Darlington; Haunted bookshop, cl919. 

Roger Mifflin keeps a secondhand bookshop in Brooklyn, New York. He 
takes in the young daughter of a friend to learn the book tra~q, end 
immediately a mystery develops. 

IOWA STATE TRAVELING LIBRARY 
DES MOINES, IOWA 
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Muntz, Hope; Golden v1arrl. or, cl949, 

Historical novel about the Norman conquest of Britain and the events 
which led up to it, 

Nabokov, Vladimir; Lolita, cl955· 

This story seems to be a travesty on the dignity of man and on his fellow 
men. The story centers on a handsome, pathological character who has a 
lust for certain girls from 9 to 12 years of age. 

Nabokcv, Vladimir; Pale fire, cl962. 

Told in the form of a poem and deals with the escapades of a deposed 
Balkan King in a Netv England college town. 

Nabokov, Vladimir; 'l'he real life of Sebastian Knight, cl941. 

The attempt of the narrator to discover the personality of his half 
brother, a novelist who has recently died. 

Norris, Frank; MoT~~. cl899. 

The pursuit of an innocent victim to his undoing. 

Norris, Frank; The octopus, cl957· 

An epic story of the war between California wheat growers and railroads, 

Novak, Lorna; Does it make into a bed?, cl963. 

A light novel of a sophisticated woman's "culture crusade" in a small 
Texas town. 

01Hara1 John; Appointment in Samara, cl934. 

A realistic novel, covering three days in 1930 1 which portrays the 
smart set in a Pennsylvania town, 

01Hara, John; Butterfield 8, c1935. 

The mysterious slaying of a girl-about-town based on the notorious 
Starr Faithful! case of the early 1930 1s. 

Orczy, Emmuska; Scarlet pimpernel, cl905, 

The Scarlet Pimpernel is the leader of a little band of titled English
men who during the reign of terror, assisted condemned or suspected 
emigres to escape to England, 
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Story of a girl t<ho ~;as kidnapped on the eve of her ••eddin&', held in 
the motm tains for t~;o ~;eeks and then returned to her doting family. 
In the interval, she had beoorne a self-reliant tmman instead of a vain 
and frivolous child, The setting is Texas in the year 1900. 

Pincherle, Alberto; Conjugal love, cl951. 

Introspective story of love, infidelity and rationalization told on a 
sensual intellectual level, 

Po1•ter, Katherine Anne; Noon ~;ine, cl937• 

A small dairy farm in Texas escapes financial disaste1• t<hen an imigrant 
S~;ede from North Dakota is hired, 

Postgate, Raymond h'illiam; Verdict of t~;elve, cl940. 

A murder mystery, 

Poushkin, Alexander S,; Captain's daughter and other stories,, cl883. 

Short stories by the first great author Russia produced, 

Po~<ers, James Earl; The presence of grace, cl956. 

Contents: pawn; Death of a favorite; The poor thing; The devil.!~~ 
,joker; A losing game; Defectj.on of a favorite; Blue island; The presence 
of grace, 

Prescott, Hilda Frances Margaret; The man on a donkey, c1952. 

Chronicle of the lives of five main persons ~;hose stories portray the 
life in 16th century England from the Royal Court to the peasant's hovel, 

Prevost, 1 1Abbe Antoine-Francais; Manon Lescaut, c1731. 

First great modern novel of passion. 

Procter, Maurice; The midn~ght plumber, c1957. 

The city of Granchester t<as having a crime wave and Inspector Nartineau, 
the most feared officer on the force, is called into action, 

?·1!>;h1 Cynthia Ann; A book of short stories, cl941. 

';ontents: Irving, Washington; Rip Van vlinkle; Ha~1thorne, Nathaniel; The 
~bitious guest; Poe, Edgar Allen; The cast of Amontillado; Harte, Bret; 
The outcasts of poker flat; Aldrich, Thomas Bailey; lfcarjorie Daw; Stock
ton, Frank R.; The lady or the tiger?; Garl~nd, Hamlin; The return of a 
private; Freeman, Mary E, vlilkins; lc gala dress; Daudet, AliJhonse; '~r>PJ 
~t cl.ass; MauiJassant, Guy de; The necklace; Stevenson, Robert Ln<>ie; l"ark,
~; Kipling, Rudyard; Without benefit of clergy; Bjom.son, BjoTI'"":,er1r.q 
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A book of short stories (continued) 

The father; Tolstoy, Leo; vlhere love is, there. God is also; Chekhov, 
Anton; The darling; Lagerlof, Selma; A Christ}TiaS guest; Lawrence, D. H.; 
TI<O blue birds; Moore, George; :!'_he clerk's guest; Galsv/Orthy, John; 
Qualit;y;; Mansfield, Katherine; !1arriage a la mode; Vlharton, ;:!dith; 1,'he 
verdict; 0. Henry; A municipal report; Steel, Wilbur Daniel; The vellow 
~~ Glaspell, Susan; A .jury of her peers; Dobie, Charles Caldwell; The 
open window; Gerould, Katherine Fullerton; Habakkuk; Bush, Katherine; 
Night club; Chase, i'1ary Ellen; Salesmanship; Edmonds, Walter D.; 'l'he 
honor of the count£;y;; Johnson, Josephine W.; John the six; Cozzens, James 
Gould; Total strange2•; Benet, Stephen Vincent; Th~ devil and Daniel \veb
~~ Moll, Elick; To those lvho 1;ait; Steinbeck, John; The leader of the 
~e; Faulkner,Filliam; Hand upon the waters; Hemingway, Ernest; Un
der the ridge. 

Purdy, James; Nalcolm, cl959· 

JVlalcolm is an innocent fifteen-year-old boy 1vho is introduced as the boy 
on the bench--a bench outside a palatial hotel. He has some recollection 
of travel an<l the memory of a father who left him alone to face life. 

Pynohon, Thomas; v., cl963. 

A quest to discover the identity of "V" a woman's initial which occurs 
in the journals of a British F'oreign Office man drowned off Malta. 

Quoirez, Francoise; A certain smile, c1956. 

The story concerns the love affair of a 20 year old Sorbonne student and 
a married man twice her age, 

Rand, Ayn; The fountainhead, c1943. 

A best selling modern novel whose hero is a brilliant young architect. 
The basic idea is that a man's ego is the fountainhead of human progress. 

Reader's Digest, Condensed Books, cl962, 

Contents: Lindbergh, Anne Morrow; Dearly beloved; Viertel, Joseph; Brickie; 
Knebel, Fletcher and Bailey, Charles vi.; _Seven days in M.~; ~liller, Wayne; 
The wonderful vTOrld of school; De Kruif, Paul; Nicrobe hunters; MacLean, 
Alistair; The -goidellrendezvo~. 

Remarque, Erich !"!aria; A time to love _and a time to die, cl954. 

Ernst, a young German soldier, gets a furlough in the closing days of 
World \1ar II, He marries JUizabeth, a. young neighbor girl, and upon 
his return, is to guard four Russian prisoners. In a generous gesture, 
he releases them, but one of them turns on him and kills him, 

Renault, 11ary; The charioteer, cl959· 

Homosexual relationships of three men set a.ga.inst a. be.c\uh·<:ip of World 
War II in England, 
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Psychological novel, tracing the devious routes to happiness of three 
young English women, 

Richardson, Samuel; Clarissa; or the history of a_l3lung girl, cl?'t9. 

This novel is constructed as a series of letters to Clarissa's friend 
Miss Howe, Clarissa casts herself on the pity of a lover in order to 
avoid a loveless marriage, 

Richardson, Samuel; Pamela, or Virtue rewarded, o1740. 

The story of a maid-servant of good and prudent upbringing whose virtues 
are assailed by her master. 

Robbe-Grillet, Alain; LaJalousie (The Jealous), cl957• 

Takes place on a tropical banana plantation and concerns a jealous 
husband who suspects his wife of having an affair with their neighbor, 

Roberts, Dorothy James; Fire in the ice, cl961. 

Set in medieval Iceland, this story is based on the Laxdaela and Njal 
sagas. 

Roberts, Kenneth Lewis; ~orthwest_Passage, cl937• 

Major Robert Rogers, an American ranger commander who led the expedition 
against the Indian town of St, Francis in 1759, had a dream to find an 
overland passage to the Pacific, 

Roberts, Kenneth; Rabble in..l!.£!:~• cl947, 

An historical novel based on the expedition of the army under the command 
of Benedict Arnold against the Burgoyne invasion, 

Robertson, Don; 'J:he river_ and _the wilderness, cl962. 

Historical novel with a background setting of Burnsides' blood-bath 
at Fredericksburg and Hooker's wilderness campaign. 

Roehler, Klaus; The digni~ of night, cl961, 

Contents: Eighteenth birthda~; Messengers of doom; New Year's every day; 
The hero; The dignit~ of night; M~ pigeon; ~· 

Rolvaag, o.; Giants in the earth, c1927, 

The Norwegian immigrant as a pioneer in America is finely vie~md through 
the characterization of Per Hansa. It sho;rs realistically the physical 
facts of the homesteader's life 50 miles from an~rhere on the Dakota -pl,:lnn. 
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Contents: G(lodbye Columbus; ConvE!.EE_ion of thE! Jews; Defenders of the faith; 
Epstein! You can't tell a man by the.!!.Q!~ he sings; ![!1; The fanatic, 

Ruark, Robert C,; Something of value, cl955. 

Shocking adventures of an Englishman and his native friend in present day 
Africa. 

Rubin, Harold; The carpetbaggers, cl961. 

Ruthless ambition, impelled by the memory of a harsh Slld intro~--erted 
father, drives Jonas Cord to build a finSllcial empire, 

Ryru1, Edwin; One clear call, cl962. 

This novel chronicles one day in the life of Father ClavSll, priest of 
a parish on Brooklyn's waterfront, 

Sackville-\vest 1 Victoria Mary; The EdtrardiSlls, c1930, 

The portrait of an age in a novel, 

Saint-Exupery, Antoine de; NiJ3:.htflight, c1932, 

This story fuses details of reality with dramatic suspense and a cur
rent of underlying psychology, 

Salinger, J, D.; Franny and Zooey1 cl96l, 

Both stories belong to a series of stories about the Glass family of 
twentieth century New York. In the first story, college girl, Franny, 
has a date spoiled by her conversion through a religious book, and 
Zooey, her older brother, tries to make her see that it is her job to 
become an actress, 

Sanford, Agnes Hary (White); Dreams are for tomorrow, cl963, 

Warm, human, rather sentimental novel about an unwed mother, vrith a 
religious stress in a New England background. 

Santayana, George; The last purita~, c1935, 

A young New Englander of today unsuccessful in law, introspective, doubt
ful about himself, embodies the \·reakness of the Puritan inheritance, along 
with its nobility of soul. 

Sarton, }1ay; Joanna and Ulysses, cl963, 

This novel describes the frien~ship of Joanna, a discoura~ed young Athen
ian artist 1 for Ulysses, a tiny d.onkey she sa.ves from dea.th by to-r'r,u:r:<>, 
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Sartre, Jean-Paul; Troubled slee~, c1950, 

A story of the French people after the fall of Paris in World War II, 
of many individuals of different walks of life and their reactions to 
defeat. 

Sayers, Dorothy Leigh; Gaudy night, cl936. 

The solving of the mystery created during the celebrations of Gaudy 
night at Oxford University, 

Sayers, Dorothy Leigh; The nine tailors, cl934. 

This unusual suspense plot is developed with dexterity and ingenuity, 

Sayers, Dorothy Leigh; Strong poison, cl958. 

A detective story, 

Schaefer, Jack; Shane, cl954. 

A superior Hestern. 

Sch1mrz-Bart, Andre; The last of the ,just, cl960, 

Sad, powerful, bitter tribute to all the persecuted Jews of hi.story. 

Scott, Sir H~lter; Quentin Durwar£, cl823. 

A story of l•'rench history, 

Shearing, Joseph; §trange case of L~cile_Clery, cl932. 

Famous trial which shook French society in the 1840 1s and which is 
said to have contributed to the fall of the Orleans dynasty forms 
the basis of the story, 

Sheckley, Robert; Notions unlimited, c nd. 

Science fiction, 

Shelley, llary Wollstonecraft (God1vin); Frankenstein, cl818, 

The pseudo-scientific story of a German student who discovers the 
secret of creating life and fashions an eight-foot monster, only to 
bring terror and destruction to those he loves. 

Sherwood, John; Undiplomatic exit, cl958, 

A mystery story concerning the death of a British ambassador in an 
Arab capital at the time of the Suez crisis, 
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Ribald burlesque of modern American college life, as seen by an ex-editor 
of the University of J.'llinnesota humorous magazine, 

Shulman, Max; Rally round the flag, boys!; c1957. 

When a mjssile base is established in a small Connecticut town, the 
results are chaotic, 

Shute, Nevil; On the beach, cl957· 

In 1963 in Melbourne, Australia, people are gradually coming to accept 
the fact that they vlill die very soon. The results of an atomic war 
have wiped out all life in the Northern Hemisphere and the infection is 
moving southward. 

Silane, Ignazio; Bread and~, c1936. 

Social and philosophical in tone, this solid novel is vividly real 
and important as an uncensored picture of modern Italy, 

Simeon, Georges; Un echec de Haigret, c nd, 

A detective story by the outstanding French writer of mysteries, 

Smith, Lillian E.; §trange fruit, cl944. 

A courageous novel of the Deep South with its hidden fears and prejudices 
and a doomed interracial love, 

Smith, Shelly; Come and be killed, cl946. 

A detective story, 

Southern, Terry; Can~v, cl964, 

A comic satire on the theme of an innocent girl going out into the 1vorld 
and being besieged by a motley array of men, 

Contents: The killers; Ernest Hemingway; The devil and Daniel Webster; 
Stephen Vincent Benet; Big J2londe; Dorothy Parker; Paul's c~; \•Iilla 
Cather; Seeds; Sherwood Anderson; Bliss; Katherine l'ie.nsfield; Disorder 
and earlY"Sorrow; Thomas Nann; ~.!H w. Somerset Naugham; Haircut; Ring 
Lardner; The gen!}_§l~om Sap. Frangisc,2_; Ivan Bunin; !£_bermory; Saki 
(pseud); ~monkey's pmr; lv. w. Jacobs; ~he munic_ipal report; 0, Henry; 
The darling; Anton Chekov; :Lodr;ing for_ the night; R. L. Stevenson; TI!!!. 
necklace; Guy de Naupassant; 'rhe procurator of _Judaea; Anatole Fraitce; 
The celebrated jumping fro_g_; Mark Twain; The luck of roaring camp; Bret 
Harte; God sees the truth but we.its; Leo Tolstoy; The cask of .Amontille.do; 
Edgar Allen Poe; A passion in t_!te desert; Honore de Balze.o. 
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Spring, Ho11ard; The houses in bet~reen, c1951, 

A panorama of English and continental history ·told as the life story 
of Sarah Rainborough, 

Steinbeck, John; The grapes of 11rath, c1939· 

Saga of the Joad family, small farmers and sharecroppers of the South-
11est 11ho go to California during the "Great Depression", 

Steinbeck, John; In dubious battle, cl936. 

A proletarian novel set in the California fruit country, 

Steinbeck, John; Of mice and men, cl937• 

A character study of big, timid, simple-minded Lennie and his friend 
George, who tries to keep him in order. 

Stephens, James; Crock o~~d, cl912. 

A fantasia of men, gods and fairies in Ireland which is neither a novel, 
a fairy tale, nor an allegory but is something of all three, 

Sterne, Laurence; A sentimental ,joyrne;x:, cl768, 

A vehicle for sentimental or ludicrous moralizing on the absurdities, 
elusive, humor and pathos of human life and character. The traveler 
is a reflection of Sterne himself, 

Sterne, Laurence; Tristram Shandy, c1759. 

A long and eccentric novel in which the a.uthor plays incessant jokes 
with the order and method of his narrative, 

Stevenson, Robert Louis; Black arrow, cl888, 

Tale of adventure during the \-Iars of the Roses when Henry VI pre
cariously occupied the throne of England. Richard, the Duke of 
Gloucester plays a prominen·t part in the story. 

Stevenson, Robert Louis; ·rhe great short stories of Jl.obert Louis Stevenson, 
cl961, 

Contents: The suicide club, Three tales. 

Stevenson, Robert Louis; The strange case of Dr, Jekyll and Nr, Hyde; The 
merry men, and other tales, c nd. 

Contents: The merry men; Will o1 the mill; Narkheim; Thrawn Janet; 
9llalla; Treasure of Fra.nchard; The strange case of Dr. Jekyll and 
Nr. Hyde. 
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Stevenson, Robert Louis; Treasure Islru1d, cl882, -·------
A masterpiece among romru1ces for boys; a story of piracy ruJd. concealed 
treasure in the middle of the eighteenth centt~y. 

Stewart, George; Sto.!!!!, cl941, 

A young meteorologist dubs a storm, "Maria", Md then watches the feats 
of men caught in its path, 

Stolz, Mary Slattery; Second nature, cl958. 

Anne Rumsen wMts to be a 1-1riter, The background is St, Louis, but 
the place could be MYHhere in America, 

Straight, Michael; Carrington, cl960, 

'fhere is some proof that Colonel Carrington should not be blamed for the 
Sioux massacre in December 1866 in northern Wyoming, 

Swift, JonathM; Gulliver's travels, cl726. 

A shipwrecked seamM studies the customs of the LilHputiMs, the Brob
dingnagians, the Laputans, Md the Houyhnhnms. 

Taylor, Elizabeth; A vrreaj;h of ...!:2.~• cl949. 

Camilla noticed a man on the platform vrhose appearance she mistrusted, 
but a suicide in the path of their approaching train drew the two to
gether and they found they were both going to a vacation in M English 
town. 

Tazewell, Charles; The littlest Mgel, cl947. 

Describing the trials of a newly arrived little angel who grew lonely 
in the beautiful golden streets of Paradise and caused too mMy upsets 
among the gro1-111-up Mgels, until one, the Und.erstMding Angel, took him 
in charge. 

Tolstoy, Leo; The Kreutzer Sonata, cl889. 

A novel discussing the place of sexual relations in marriage. vlhen it 
first appeared in 1890, it was considered highly controversial. 

Tolstoy, Leo; Resurrection, ol911, 

A juror recognizes the girl who is being tried for poisoning a. merchMt 
for his money as one he seduced on his aunt's estate years before. Tor
mented by a sense of responsibility he determines to follow her to Siberia 
and marry her. 
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Tolstoy, Leo; War and peace, cl865. 

~lost famous novel of Leo Tolstoy dealing l<ith Russia and France at the 
time of Na.poleon Bonaparte, giving an epic picture of the invasion of 
Russia by Napoleon and his army. 

Trollops, Anthony; The Eustace diamonds, cl872. 

The unscrupulous lying of Lady Eustace darkens the mystery of the diamonds 
and brings about many unexpected and amusing turns in the story. 

Troyat, Henri; The red and white, c1956. 

The effects of the Russian Revolution on an upper class family, who 
becomes exiles in Paris. 

Turgenev, Ivan Sergeevich; Selected t~les of Ivan Turgene~, c1960. 

Contents: The singers; ]Y.lzhin meadow; ~; First love; Knock, knock, 
knock; Living relic; Clara Milich, 

Updike, John; The centaur, c1963. 

A retelling of the myth of Chiron the centaur 11 \vho, painfully wounded 
and yet unable to die, gave up his immortality on behalf of Prometheus," 

Updike, John; Rabbit, run, cl960, 

A book likely to cause something of a stir in the literary world because 
of its frank love scenes and the philosophy of the leading character. 

Van Dyke, Henry; The blue flower, cl902, 

Contents: The blue flower; The source; The mill,; Spy rock; lvood-magic; 
The other ~Vise men; A handful of clay; The lost \Vcrd; The first Christmas 

~· 
Van Dyke, Henry; Unkno;m quantity, cl912, 

A. book of romance and some half-told tales; the thread which unites these 
stories is the sense of mystery that Tims through life and the unknown 
quantity. 

Verne, Jules; :!:_IVenty thousand leagues und.er the sea, cl869. 

In 1867 1 an unkno\Vll monster is roaming the seas. AU, S. Navy ship 
commanded by Captain Farragut is sent to find it. The monster turns out 
to be a submarine propelled by electricity and 1vcrking along principles 
very similar to those of the modern submarine, 

Villiers, Alan John; Great sea stories, cl959· 

Contents: Joseph Conrad; Youth,; William lftcFee; The reluctant hero; 
Joshua Slocum; Seventy-two dg}:_s ~Vithout a J.?_ort; P. C, Hendry; Basting 
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Great sea stories (continued) 

~..\lli!!i l'Jorley Roberts; ~-~ain of.. th~_JTllswater; Angus llacDonald; 
Ordeal; Ernest Shackleton; The boat journey; Alan Villiers; The cap
tains from Ilhavo; James Bisset; A.ir.J~d reception; Felix Riesenberg; 
Christmas day on the hj._gh_~!!l Jan de Hartog; Ski.E.P.~L!lex-1;_ to God; 
Kenneth Hardman; The advantages of seafaril,lg; Hugh Popham; First deck 
landing; Joseph Conrad; The character of the foe. 

Voltaire, Francois i'larie Arouet de; Shoyter writing'! of Voltaire, cl949. 

Contents: Hemnon, the philo~opher; :rhe dog and the hor!J~l The envious 
man; The history of the old woman; Jeannot and Colin; Bababec and the 
fakers; History of thEj! travels of Sca.rmentado; P~an of the tragedy of 
Hamle_i. 

ifalden, Amelia Elizabeth; My dreams ride high, cl963. 

Family backgrounds and tempers clash in the story of Jay, Joan, Gilbert, 
and Shane, the young Naval architect-engineer whose experimental jet 
boat project is threatened by sabotage. 

Walpole, Hugh; Je~, ol919. 

The story of one year, the eighth in the life of a happy, normal but 
imaginative little boy, growing up with his two sisters and his dog, 
Hamlet. A delightfully humorous chronicle told with affection and 
understanding, 

Warren, Robert Penn; Band £:Langel.§., cl955· 

As a child, Amantha Starr felt secure in the love of her father, in the 
care of her Mammy and in the familiar surroundings of her Kentucky home. 
But at her father's graveside she learned that her mother was a Negro 
and that she \Jould be subject to sale for her father's debts. 

Warren, Robert Penn; The circus in_'tlte attic and other storie~, cl91t 7. 

Contents: The circus in the attic; Blackberry winter; \Vhen the light 
gets green; Christmas ,<:;ift; Qcoodwood comes back; The patented gate and 
'Ghe mean hamburger; A Christian education; The love of Elsie Barton; 
~ta.ment of flood; !he confe..?siot!__()f Brother Grimes; Her o;m people; 
The life and work of Professor R2~illen; The .. ~vexed isles; Prime 

~· 
Waugh, Evelyn; The loved one, cl948. 

Satirical story about a young British poet. 

Weidman, Jerome; Sound of bow bells, cl962. 

Novel of the world of Manhattan book and magazine publishing. 
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Contents: Tl!e ,jilting of J~; The £2_~; l'he stolen Bacillus; The 
flowering of the strange orchid; _In the OVlf observa:!:2.!X; Aewom 1s is
land; 1'he remarkable case of D~.vidson 1 s eyes; The lord. of the dynamos; 
The moth; The treasure in the forest; ·rhe story of the late Mr. Elvesham; 
Under the knife; ~he sea raiders; The obliterated m~; Jhe plattner stO£li 
The red room; The~~ple pileus; ~ slip under the mi~~scope; The crystal 
~~ The star; The man >rho could 1-J.Q.rk miracles; A vision of ,judgement; 
Jimm.y goggles the God; Miss Winohelsea's heart; A dream of Armageddon; ~ 
valley of spiders; ~he new accelerator; The truth about p,vecraft; ~ 
ma5ic shop; The empire of the ants; The door in the wall; The country of 
the blind; The beautiful suit. 

1ve.lty, Eudora; Golden apples, cl949. 

A series of short stories chronicling the passing of some forty years 
in a little Mississippi town. 

\vescott, Glem<ay; The gr1p1dmothers--a family portrait, cl927. 

A study in the form of American family portraits, 

West, Morris L.; Daughter of sil,~, cl961, 

The trial of a young woman on a charge of murder and her defense by 
a fledgling lawyer. 

West, Nathanael; ~rhe day of the locust_, c1939. 

A story about the failures and freaks of Hollywood. 

vlestcott, Edward Noyes; !Javid Harum, cl931. 

The scene of the story is laid in central New York, t<here in a town 
called HomevHle, lives David Harum, a country banker, dry, q_uaint, 
and somevrhat illiterate, but possessing an amazing amount of know
ledge not found in books. 

~fuarton, Edith; House of mirth, c1913, 

Tragedy of smart society, 

Wilde, Oscar; P:i,_<2,ture of Dorian Gray, cl891, 

This novel is a moral allegory. Dorian is miraculously permitted 
to keep the unsullied splendor of his youth, but only until the 
gradual deterioration of his portrait reveals his accumulating secret 
depravity. 

Wilder, Thornton Niven; The bridge of San Luis Rey, c1927. 

The Pulitzer Prize novel surveys the lives of five Peruvian traveLerg, 
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The bridge of San Luis Rey (continued) 

victims of the collapse of a famous Incan bridge, and intricately 
weaves the story of why these people 11ere mystically linked together 
at such a significant point in their lives, 

Wilder, Thornton Niven; The C.§tbala, cl926. 

An amusing and ultimately pathetic group of old people perched upon 
the very pinnacle of the aristocratic society of Rome, 

vlilder, Thornton Niven; Die Brucke von San Luis R"!l:, c1927, 

Five people meet death simultaneously when a bridge collapses. A 
monk attempts to prove that it was not a mere accident but rather 
the culmination of the finite pattern of each life, according to 
God 1 s plan. 

1clilder, Thornton Niven; Heaven's m.y destination, cl935. 

The study of a young, successful middle-west salesman of textbooks, 
one hundred per cent American and very religious, who insists upon 
being good and making everyone else good. This insistence gets him 
jailed, fooled in a house of prostitution and disliked by everyone. 

Wilder, Thornton Niven; ~he Id_e_"!_._of f.iarch, cl948. 

Day by day events in the life of Julius Caesar just prior to his 
assassination, 

Williams, Charles; pe~d calm, c1963. 

John and Ilae Ingram, a honeymoon couple alone on their yacht in the 
Pacific Ocean, are confronted by another ship sinking. They pick up 
a young man 1·1ho is the sole survivor and t;ho says that the other oc
cupants have died of food poisoning. But when John investigates he 
finds them far from dead. A series of horrifying events begin when 
the young man is discovered to be mentally unbalanced and attempts 
to kidnap Rae, 

Williams, Joan; The morning and the evening, cl961, 

A 40-year-old Mississippi mute, who yearns to talk, is committed to 
a mental institution after his mother's death but later is released 
and follows a path to inevitable destruction, 

\villiams, Ursula l'IoraYI ~he Earl's falconer, cl959· 

A stol:"'J of medieval England. Dickon' s love of falconry tempts him 
to disregard all the castle rules forbidding a yeoman 1 s son to fly 
a hawk. Yet the Earl sympathizes vtith Dicken and makes him an a.]J
prentice to the master falconer at the castle, 
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Wilson, Sloan; .A sense of values, cl961. 

A man of 40 who has served in \lorld \>/ar II takes to drink and drives 
his wife to a divorce. 

Winterton, Paul; The house of soldiers, cl962. 

A novel of suspense telling how, under the guise of a historical pageant, 
a military camp and arsenal are set up on a Dublin hill where a professor 
of archeology is conducting his researches. 

Wolfe, Thomas; From death to morning, cl938. 

These "stories" are sketches from life written between 1932 and 1935. 

Woolf 1 Virginia; Jacob t s room and the ~<aves, c1959. 

Two short stories. 

\.rylie,Philip; Night unto nigl!:J:, cl944. 

Philosophical novel in lfhich a number of people study the enigma of 
death and come to varying conclusions, 

Zola, Emile; ~. cl880, 

A realistic novel about a prostitute, which was considered shocking when 
it first appeared. 

Zweig, Stefan; The royal game, cl944. 

Adventure of the mind which draws to its climax as a group of spectators 
watoh two men engaged in chess, 
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.ADULT BOOKS-··NON-FICTION 

92 BIOGRAPHY (arranged alphabetically by subject) 

Tarn, William Woodthorpe; Ale:Jgtpder the Great, cl948. 

A study of Alexander the Great. The author states that Alexander was 
author of three inter-connected ideas: the brotherhood of man, the 
unity of mankind, and the idea that the various people of his empire 
might be partners in the realm rather than subjects. 

Downey, Glanville; Aristotle: dean of early science, cl962. 

The author describes Aristotle's life, influence and work as a philo
sopher and naturalist l1ving more than 300 years before the Christian 
era. He explains how Aristotle introduced the inductive approach to 
scientific investigation, and hm~ he gathered together all -~he knowl
edge of the ancient ~<orld and added his own research to it in every 
known branch of science. 

Au~ubon, John James; Audubon and his ,journaJ.:.!!, cl897· 

Nye, Russel Blaine; George Bancroft, cl964. 

George Bancroft was American's first great historian, ~<ith his greatest 
ach1evements in pioneering studies of the colonial period, foreign re
lations, and the importance of the frontier in U. s. history. 

Barnum, Phineas Taylor; Barnum's o~m story; the autobiograph.y of P. T. Barnum, 
cl927. 

The volume is replete ~<ith engaging anecdotes, vivid experiences, and the 
peregrinations of an interesting man among crowds and in the cuurts of 
Europe. The book is a fascinating human document by a fascinating man. 

Hickey, Neil; ~gentleman was a thief, cl961. 

The story of Arthur Barry, now out of prison and living in retirement 
in Massachusetts, ~<ho m the .course of an enterprising career as "an 
American Raffles" in the 1920's managed to steal an estimated $10 
million in gems and assorted jewelry, 

Barrymore, Lionel; We Barr~nores, cl951. 

This is Lionel Barrymore t s autobiography, but it naturally contains 
a great deal about other Barryrnores, past and present. 

Cox, Cynthia; The real Figaro; the extraordinary career of Caron de Beaurnar
ohais, cl962, 

This is the biography of the 18th century Frenchman, Caron de Beaurnarchais, 



The real Figaro; the extraordinary career_of Caron de Beatunarchais (continued) 

who was a courtier, publisher, supplier of arms, inventor, and secret 
agent and wrote The Barber of Seville and Figaro. 

Pryce-Jones, Alan; Beethoven, c1933. 

This biography of Beethoven picturing him as a combination of extra
ordinary power and-utter pathos, divides his life into four definite 
periods: Bonn, 1770-1792; Vienna, 1792-1802; Vienna, 1802-1815; and 
1815-1827. 

Sullivan, John William Naven; Beethoven: his spiritual development, c1928. 

An analysis of Beethoven's music in relation to the emotional experi
ence that prompted him to expression, 

O'Connor, Richard; The scandalous Mr. Bennett, cl962, 

The biography of the owner of the New York Herald, James Gordon Bennett, 
and founder of the Paris Herald, 

St. John, Robert; Tongue of the prophets, c1952. 

The life story of the Jewish scholar, Eliezer Ben-Yehuda. 

Hamerow, Theodore s.; Otto von Bismarck, a historical assessment, cl962, 

A college textbook that is a biography of Otto ~'urst von Bismarck, 
1815-1898. 

Hamlin, William Lee; True story of ~~lly the Kid; a tale of the Lincoln 
County War, cl959· 

Tells in detail the career of ~il~i~ H, Bonn~, Billy the Kid. It is 
the author's conclusion that Bonney was not the totally ruthless des
perado that he usually has been pictured; on the contrary he often was 
on the side of law and order. 

Boswell, James; London journal, c1950, 

The first volume of Boswell's autobiography covering the year 1762-63. 
As a youth of twenty-two, he arrived in London hoping for a commission 
in the Guards. 

Bowen, Elizabeth; Gift from the African heart, cl961, 

When the author's husband was killed in a plane crash in South Africa 
in 1951, she felt compelled to go visit his grave. The story tells of 
the kindness and sympathy given to her on her long pilgrimage by the 
African villagers, 
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Roblin, Jean; The reading fingers: the life of Louis~ille, cl955· 

At present this is the only authorative biography of ~ouis Braille 
in the English language. 

Brooks, Van Wyck; Days of the phoenix; the ninetsen-.twenties I remember, cl957. 

The second volume of Mr. Brooks' autobiography, both impressionistic 
and sharply detailed, this is a continuation of Scenes and portraits: 
11emories of childhood and youth, 

Brooks, Van Wyck; Scenes and portraits; memories of childhood and youth, cl954. 

Covers in essay form the author's years from 1886 to 1914. This autobio
graphical pilgrimage is rich in discovery for the reader as well as for 
the writer who made it, Like all llr. Brooks' work, it reads like shared 
experience. 

Schachner, Nathan; Aaron Burr, a biography, c1937. 

A biography based upon exhaustive research of ~aron Burr. It is the 
author's intention to solve the problems of Burr's guilt as a deliberate 
murderer, a political opportunist, a traitor to his country. He attempts 
to prove that he was none of these. 

Calkins 1 Earnest Elmo; And hearing not ••• , cl946. 

A well-known American advertising executive, who has been deaf since 
childhood, 11rites his autobiography, and describes therein his efforts 
to find a place for himself, despite his handicap. 

Thody, Philip; Albert Camus: a study of his work, cl958. 

A study of the life and literary work of the Frenchman from Algeria, 
.Albert Camus, tvho 11as awarded the 1957 Nobel Prize for literature. The 
author stresses Camus' writing instead of biographical details. 

Bolles, Edmund Blair; ~ant from Illin~, cl951. 

A political biography of "Uncle Joe" Cannon !Vhich begins with the 
year 1906 when Cannon was (rJ, and had eTready become almost a legend. 

Dalton, 1. H.; Young man, sit down!, c nd. 

William ~ of India. 

Catherine II, empress of Russia; Memoirs of Catherine the Great, c1955. 

Better than any historical novel, this translation of the memoirs of 
Catherine II of Russia covers the years from 1729 to 1759. 

Cellini, Benvenuto; The autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini; a Florentin'l 
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artist, cl730 (continued) 

One of the most celebrated autobiographies of history, g~nng an intimate 
and lively picture of the life and times and of the author's vivid and 
arrogant personality, 

Chll;se, Jvlary Ellen; !L.!l:£9dly fellowship, cl939• 

A sequel to the author's Goodly heritage this book relates her experiences 
as a student and graduate student, as a boarding school teacher, as a pub
lic school teacher, and as a college professor, 

Chute, Harchette Gaylord; geoffrey Chaucer of England, cl946. 

An introduction to Geoffrey Chaucer: as more than the author of Canter
bury Tales, as courtier in the retinue of Edward III, as diplomat, business 
man, who rose to high places in 14th century London is herein presented, 

Fishman, Jack; !J.y darling Clementine; the story of Lad.y Churc.llil, cl963. 

From her first meeting with the young Churchill and his proposal to her 
in the gardens of Blenheim Palace, the story of Clementine Churchill covers 
their lives together. It is filled with intimate detaJ.ls of their days 
of struggle, disaster, and glory, 

Churchill, Vlinston Leonard Spencer; !'i;Y.: early life, a roving commission, c1930. 

This volume of Churchill's autobiography carries him through his school 
days at Harrow and Sandhurst, military adventures in India, Egypt, and 
the South African V/ar and into the House of Commons as member for Old
ham. 

Cowles, Virginia Spencer; Vlinston Churcpill: the era and the man, cl953· 

It is hard to write well about a man who has \Vritten so well and so 
lengthily about himself; therefore, this is really a first class piece 
of work about i{_inston Churchill, 

Gardiner, Samuel Rawson; Oliver Cromwell, cl899. 

Mr. Gardiner is a lineal descendant of Oliver Cromwell on his mother's 
side. 

Stone, Irving; Clarence Darrow for the defense; a biography, cl941. 

This life of famous A.merican defense la1~yer, Clarence Darrow, shows 
him as a man ;rho never compromised ;ri th his principles, ;rho was ;rilling 
to give up everything for the cause he believed to be right, 

Science for the Blind; The Danrins, c nd, 

.Charles Dar;rin, I, author of The t_heory of the elements and of man 
and his grandson, Charles Dar;rin, a famous physicist, 
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Freud, Sigmund; Leonardo da Vinci; a st~~ychosexuality, cl947. 

Using a sort of inductive psychoanalysis, the author explains, without 
a. trace of didacticism, the Florentine master's lifelong homosexual 
predilection and the reasons for his evident inability to finish his 
works of art, his dissipation of energy, his eventual neglect of painting 
for scientific investigation, and his frivolous liking for gadget making, 
which so angered his contemporaries, The life of Leonardo da Vinci. 

Pearson, Hesketh; Disraeli, cl960, 

The biography of the First Earl of Beaconsfield, Disraeli, 

Douglas, lfilliam Orville; Of men and mountains, c1950. 

An informal autobiography of Supreme Court Justine Douglas. 

Maurois, Andre; Al_exandre Dumas; a great life in brief, cl954. 

Alexandre Dumas' adventurous life has often been told, but never with 
the concise skill, the adroitness, and the vividness displayed here by 
Andre Maurois, 

Winslow, Ola Elizabeth; Jonathan Edwards, cl940, 

An excellent biography of the first original American philosopher 
and theologian, Jonathan Edwards, 

Jenkins, Elizabeth; Elizabeth the Great, cl964, 

A comprehensive and perceptive biography of England's Virgin Queen, 
Elizabeth I, one of the cleverest women to rule a kingdom; told with 
art'echonal'e understanding, 

Neale, John Ernest; Queen Elizabeth I, a biography, cl957• 

Strachey, Giles Lytton; Eliza.beth and EssexLJ!:_ tragic histo.£Y:, cl928. 

Elizabeth the I, who at age 53 admitted to intimacy the handsome ~' 
then·a youth of 20, both appear in this tragic history as figures-or-
romance. 

Fallada, Hans; Damals bei uns daheim, cl94L 

Read in German, Reminiscence of our home, 

Faulkner, John; My brother Bill; an affectionate reminiscence, c1963, 

The Faulkner brothers' fondness for horses, for the outdoors, for the 
small to\m .. of Oxford, Hississippi, and the region around it, the family's 
closeness, what Faulkner was like a.s a. boy and as a. gro;m ma.n, i;he things 
that he wrote about in his books are a part of this book of memoirs, 
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Mailleux, Paul; Exarch Leonid Feodoroy, bri~builder betwe.en Rome and J.Vlosco~, 
cl964. 

Biography of the last exarch of the Catholic Church in llussia who died 
in a Siberian concentration camp, !'xarch Leonid Feed~. 

Gransden, K, vi.; E, JII, Forster, cl962, 

A biography of ~d_~ Horgan !orster, 1879-· 

Chesterton, Gilbert Keith; St. Francis of Assisi, c1927, 

A biography of St, Francis of Assisi. 

Franklin, Benjamin; The autobiography of Benjamin Franklin, cl771. 

The style of this work is inimitable. It is the straightforward life 
story of a typically American character endowed with the great powers 
developed by self-education who exerted vast influence as a citizen and 
statesman for his own day and for the future of his country. 

Fromm, Erich; Sigmund Freud's mission, cl959· 

An analysis of Sig;pund_l[reud 1 s personality and influence. 

Jones, }Jrnest; Thelife and work of Sigmund Freud, cl961. 

An attempt to make Ernest Jones's monumental three volume life of 
Freud more accessible to the general reader, 

Freund, Elisabeth D,; .Qrusader f~light: Julius R. i•'riedlander founder of 
the Overbro~School for the Blind, cl959· 

The life story of the founder of Overbrook School for the Blind, 
Julius R, Friedlande~, 

DeSa.ntillana, Giorgio; The crime of Galilee, cl962 

The trial and persecution of the genius who insisted that the earth 
revolved around the sun. 

Birrell, Francis; yladstone, ol962. 

The biography of William Ewart Gladstone, cl809-1898. 

Schweitzer, Albert; Goethe; five studies, cl949. 

To a certain extent, Schweitzer is creating in his o;m ima~e a Goethe 



Goethej five studies (continued) 

who is not so much the poet, the artistic genius struggling with his 
demon as a Goethe >rho is a symbol and embodiment of a great ethical 
idea, the faithful student and philosopher of nature, the great ex
emplar of a rarely achieved balance betlfeen spiritual creativity and 
practical activity in selfless service to his fellO\frnan, 

Lavrin, Janko; Nil>olsi Gogol, 1809-185:S, cl962. 

The Russian writer living most of the time in Rome; after 1835 he 
devoted himself to literature, 

Gorky, Maxim; ~bY childl190d, cl915. 

This piece of autobiography begins with a small boy's first memory, 
the death of his father and the birth and death of a small brother. 
It closes with characteristic brevity, just as the lad reaches his 
seventeenth year, 

Grant, Ulysses Simpson; Grant's Civil \'lar, selected and edited from his 
personal memoirs, cl962, 

Grant, Ulysses Simpson; Personal memoir"!_...'?f...l!..!!-E.!.. Grant, cl885. 

Written d.uring his painful last illness, to provide for his wife 
and family; honest, straightforward, simple as the man himself. 

Lewis, Arthur H.; The day they shook the plum tree, cl963. 

A biography of Hetty Green, the richest women in America., She lived 
in a shabby, unheated rooming house, changing her residence to coincide 
with the approach of revenue agents, Her moneymaking methods included 
perjury, forgery, deceit and sheer genius. Her only motive was to 
make money, 

Guthrie, Sir Tyrone; A life in the "theaj;re, cl959· 

The richly textn2•ed blend of autobiography and wise comment. 

Stewart, Randall; Na thant.!:'l Hawthorne; a b:b9graphy, cl948. 

The biography of Nathaniel llawthorne by a member of the Brown University 
faculty, It is based on an o:h.gJ.nal research and is largely of a. factual 
nature. It has only one chapter devoted to Hawthorne as a writer. 

Van Doren, Nark; Nathaniel lla>Tthorne, cl949. 

A critical biography of Ne,thaniel Hawthorne, showing the man through 
the medium of his books, but also showi.ng the whole story of his lif<;. 
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This posthwnous collection of sketchus 11as beuun in Uuba in ~he 
autwnn of 1957 and completed in the spring of 1960 in Cuba, 

Baker, Carlos Heard; Hemin~vay and his critics, cl961. 

An international anthology 11ith an introduction and a checklist of 
Ern_est Heplingway ori ticism, 

Sanderson, SteJVart; Ernest Heming~vay, cl961, 

A biography of Ernest Heming11ay, 

Sanford, Narcelline (Hemingtvay); At the Hemin@'!§!.YS; a family....lli'rtrai t, cl962, 

Portrays the ~mingways at Oak Park, Illinois, and Walloon Lake, Jvlichi
gan, during the 30 year period between 1898-1929 when the children 11ere 
gro~ring, 

Wells, Anna Nary; Dear preceptor; tho life and times of Thomas \•lent11.Q.tl.h 
Higginson, cl963. 

The life of J'homas Wentworth Higg:insor: 11ho 11as a minister, reformer, 
commander of a Negro Civil \'far regiment, and writer JVho JVas Emily 
Dickinson's confidant, 

Bowen, Catherine (Drinker); Yankee from Olym-eus; Justice Holmes and his 
family, cl91J-4. 

This biography of Oliver Wendell Holmes is a thoroughly pleasant book 
about a vastly interesting Junerican;"W'ritten 1vith zest, it will hold 
a reader's attention, 

James, Marquis; ~rhe raven; a biogra.]?hLJ?..f..§am Houst_og, cl929, 

Restores to life one of the most dramatic personalities in the whole 
history of America--Samuel Hou§to~. 

Hughes, Langstog; I .vonde:£_, as I Hander; an autobiographical ,journey, cl956. 

This volume contains an account of Hughes' journeys through Russia, 
Spain, China, and Japan. 

Carson, \/illiam GlasgO\< Bruce; Dear Josephine; the theatrical career of 
Josephine Hu]jl, cl963. 

A biography of Joseph~e Hull• 

H1.1.lme, Kathryn; Annie 1 s captain, cl96l. 

Pieced together from letters an<l memora.biTia O.e1d.nt.ing hnr g£e:mlfa:thnr 
as captain of a clipper shill• 
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James, Narquis; d\ndrew JECckson; portrait_of_.§_presideJ)t, c1937. 

This volume begins with the political campaign of 1824 and ends 
with the death of jindrew Jackson. 

Breihan, Carl W.; Complete and authentic life of Jesse.James, cl953. 

More factual than the rather flippant Homer Croy book about _Jesse James. 
If there is a definitive life in connection with the famous Jesse, this 
is it, 

Croy, Homer; Jesse James ~ras my neighbor, cl949. 

The most comprehensive biography that has ever been written of Jesse 
and ~ James and thair families, 

Perry, Ralph Barton; Th_e thought and character of \ifilliam James; as revealed; 
in unpublished correspopdence_'!!l<l.E..otes, together with his p\!_blished wri tjng~, 
cl935· 

An examination and interpretation of William James as man and philoso
pher, written by a friend and. former pupil, This is a work of rich 
significance vital in its stimulus and suggestion, 

Bel off, Max; Thomas Jeff~rson and Ameri_can._stem.£Slracy, cl949. 

This study of Thomas JeffersOJl is in essence a history of the United 
States from the 1770's to the writing of the Nonroe Doctrine in 1823. 

Boorstin, Daniel Joseph; The lost I'IOrld of Thom~s Jefferson, cl9'+8. 

The author aims to study the ~rorld of Thomas Jefferson by examining 
the manner in 1~hich the intellectuals of h1.s ·aay faced certain pro
blems, He examines Jefferson's writings as \~ell as those of a small 
group of philosophers and scientists who belonged to the American 
philosophical sooiety in Philadelphia, iunong them are Benjamin Frank
lin, David Rittenhouse, Benjamin Rust, Joseph Priestley, Benjamin 
Smith Barton, and '.Chome.s Paine, 

Jefferson, Thomas; Autobiosraphy, cl959· 

Personal memoirs from his childhood through the composition, revision, 
and signature of the Declaration of Independence, 

Jefferson, Thomas; A Jefferson profile, as revealed in his letters, cl956. 

These 180 letters selected from the vast mass of the Jefferson cor
respondence represent the essence of Jefferson and Jefferson's in
tellectual portrait as painted by himself, 
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Scholarly and delightful book in 11hich Hr. Nartin foll01·1s Thoma,s Jefferson 
j_n each of his scientific pursuits. 

Nook, Albert Jay; Jefferson, cl926. 

Not meant to be a biography of Thomas Jefferson or to take the plaoe 
of one. It is a mere study--a study in conduct and character. 

Joannes XXIII, Pope; \Vit and tvisdom of good Pope John, c1964. 

An informal collection of reminiscences showing the nimble 11it and 
sound good sense of the late fope John XXIII. 

Mooney, Booth; The Lyndon Johnsol!__story, c196Lf, 

Revised and expanded edition of a biography originally published in 
1956. This is a popular biogre.phy of Lyn<];,on Johnson 11ritten in a 
joun1alistic style, 

Norman, Charles; r1r, Oddi~§..?!llJlE?J_ Jolyls~, c1951. 

A biography of Samue]. J..o.!:mson, It is a chronologicc•.l profile of 
Johnson's life embracmg some of the best of the conversations re
corded by Boswell, 

!Viagalaner, ~!arvin; Joyce; the man...._j;he toJOrk, the reputati.2!!, cl956. 

An attempt to collect and annotate existing critical thought about 
.James Joyce as well as to project a portrait of the man and his 
achievement, 

Koestler, Arthur; The~Latershed; a biog~ap~f Johannes Kepler, cl960. 

The biography of ~o~anne! Kepler. 

Lovrrie, vlalter; jCi_e_E,[<:egaard, cl962, 

The biography of So:;nl~ye ~ier~B~_ard, 

Aldington 1 R.; D, H, Lawren2e: a portrait of a genius, but,,,, cl950. 

The biography of D, H. Lav1rence by an author who was acquainted with 
Lawrence from 1914 until his death, 

Payne, Pierre Stephen Robert; Lawrence of Arabia, a triumph, cl962, 

Biography of Thomas Eidwa.rd La111rence, 1888-1935. 



L~derer, \vi.lliam Julius; All the ships a.t sea, cl950, 

The author has ~<ri tten of his career as an enlisted man in the 
l930 1s and his later experiences as an officer, 

Le Gallienne, Eva; lifith a quiet heart, cl953· 

An autobiography, 

Payne, Robert; 'rhe life and death of Lenin, cl964. 

Describes Nikolai Lenin 1 s years of po~<er: the July Days, the 
October Revolution; the Civil Var; the Kronstadt mutiny; the intricate 
~<eb of decrees; la~<s; executions and assassinations, 

Scherer, ~mrk; Sinclair Le~<is; an American life, cl961. 

This book could very ~<ell be the definitive biography of Sinclair Le~<is 
~<ho ~<as the first American to receive the Nobel Prize for literature. 

Sheean, Vincent; Dorothy and REd, cl963. 

This is the story of the marriage of ?oroth.y Thom_lli!2n and Sinclair Lm<is, 
For this account, the author has drawn mainly on the diaries and letters 
of Dorothy Thompson, 

Lewis, Lloyd; £~hs after Lincoln, cl929. 

~brah~ Lincoln's assassination had the effect of deifying him. Mr. Lewis 
collects some of the curious myths that grew up about him in the months 
succeeding his death as well as the legends relating to his assassin, John 
11/ilkes Booth, the most persistent of these latter being that Booth was not 
killed at Garrett's farm but escaped and lived for years in hiding. 

Sandburg, Carl; Ab.raham Lincoln; the prairieE_~, cl926. 

An extraordinarily vivid and detailed account of the first 51 years 
of ftbraham Lincoln's life before he became president. 

Sandburg, Carl; Abraham Lincoln.J._the vtar yearf!_, c1939. 

An exhaustive study of the life of Abraham Lincoln from the point where 
the author's Abraham _Lincoln: the pra~r{e -;e-ars left off to his assassi
nation and death, 

Harris, Mark; yit..;z__2f_discontent; an interpretive biograph.L_of Vachel Lindsay, 
being also the sto_:sy__of Springfie:t:£_,_J1_lj}"lois, U.S,.!\.,, and of .:the love of the 
:QQ_et f'2.E_ that city, that State and that Nation, cl952, 

This is not a scholarly, pendantic biography of Vachel Lindsay, but in
stead employs the techniques of fiction to present a. more vivid. portnd I; 
of the man Lindsay and his times, 
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.An analysis of the late Senator from Hisconsin, The author believes 
Jo~McCart~ to have been a demagogue without convictions, respons
ible for his own d01mfall. 

Leech, Margaret; In days of McKinley, c1959. 

This study combines a biography of Presi.dent ~lilliam JVicKinley with a 
portrait of the ~!cKinley era. 

Magnuson, Paul Rudd; Ring the night bell' the autobiography of a surgeon, cl960, 

The autobiography of a doctor from his Ninnesota youth and early concern 
with medicine through his active years of school and internship in Chicago, 
Of greatest interest to readers 1;ho have some knowledge of the medical 
field, 

Bakeless, John; Christopher ~arlowe; the man in his time, c1937. 

A biography based upon all the evidence to date and giving a picture of 
the individual rather than a discussion of .Christ.Q.E)!er Marlowe 1 s ~1ork, 
His work will remain for some time, 

Hamburger, Philip Paul; !• P, !Vfarguand,.-~.f!E..ire; a porj;rait in the form of 
.?.:.J:!9Ve 1 , cl9 52 • 

A reprinted New Yorker profile on the life of J. P. Narg~and, in which 
the subject of the work is treated in the manner of a character in a 
novel, 

Painter, Sidney; Uilliam Harshal, knighi_-errant, baron, and regent of England, 
cl933· 

This biography was originally written as a dissertation for the degree 
of doctor of philosophy in Yale University, Starting life as knight 
errant, Hi}_liam_ ~~rs~Pembrok~, ;mn early fame for his prowess in 
tournaments, 

Beveridge, Albert Jeremiah; The life of John Marshall, cl916, 

In his biography of the great Chief Justice John Marshall, Senator 
Beveridge has had access to masses of unprinted documents and has 
illuminated his material not only by his lm01;ledge of the manners 
and customs of the fathers of the republic, but by his intimate experi
ence of public affairs. 

1-!axim, Hiram Percy; !J. geni:us in the famil;a Sir Hiram Stevens l!az:_:\!g __ ~hrough 
a small son 1 s eyes, c1936 • 

.An intimate portrait of the author's father, Sir Hiram Stevens ~Iaxim, 
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Ma..il§.J_\villie H~; Born to . .J?J:.ay ball, c1955, 

The famous Giant center fielder's life story up to 1955. 

Vestal, Stanley; Joe Meek; the merry mountain man, cl952. 

The life story of Joseph 1, Meek, ;;ho in 1828 left his Virginia 
~. ' 

home to become a beaver-trapper, explorer and Indian fighter in the 
Rockies, 

Angoff, Charles; H. 1, ~lencken• a portrait from memory, c1956, 

The author served under ~lr, H, 1. Nencken on the staff of the American 
Mercury from 1925 to 1933. This portrait from memory is largely made 
up of anecdotes, conversations, and comnillnts based on those years of 
partnership, 

Nill, John Stuart; An autobiog:r:.aJ!.h.x.__Q_~ John Stuart Jl'iill, cl873 

No one, save ·bhose in search of excitement, can fail to be attracted 
by the clarity and candor of its style, 

Mo.od.y, Joseph Pal_:ner; gxctic doctor, c1955. 

Dr. Noody shows hm; an enterprising medical man ;;illing to exchange 
his warm hospital for a sno;;-house can learn an astonishing amount 
about daily life as it is lived by the Eskimos and white trappers. 

Kirkpatrick, Ivone; Mussolini; a study i:r:LJL~~' c196l1 .• 

A biographical and political study of ;senito Nussol:j.ni (Il Duce) and 
the rise and decline of Italian fascism during his period of po;·rer. 

Nyerson, Abr~; Spealcing of man, c1950. 

An American doctor and psychiatrist has ;;ritten his credo, backed 
by half a century in his chosen field, 

Butterfield, Herbert; Napol~, ol956. 

A biography of Napol~ I, Emperor of France, 1769-1821. 

Vox, Maximilian; Napoleon, cl961, 

A biography of Napoleon I, Emperor of Frrutce 1769-1821, 

Gilot, Francoise; Life with Picasso, cl964, 

This book covers the years 1943-1953 and disc11sses Pablo Picasso 1 s 
personality, philosophy and art, 
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Long, Eugene Hudson; o. Henry; the~.nd_hiS_):!Erk, cl9'19, 

A brief biography of William. Sydney Porter, the J\merican writer better 
known as 0. Henry. · · -- · 

Stegner, \Jallace; Be;y;ond the hundreth mer_idian; John 1-fesle;y; P01~e_ll and the 
second opening of the West, Cl954. 

This is not a personal record but the story of the extraordinary career, 
of John Wesle;y; Powell .• 

Quinn, David Beers; Raleigh and the British Empire, cl947. 

A book for the general reader about Sir Vial ter Haleigh. 

Rathbone, Basil; In and out of character, cl962. 

An actor's memoirs, better t·lritten than most books by or about actors 
and more intellectually vigorous. 

Burckhardt, Carl Jacob; .fiichelieu; his rise to pot~er, cl940 

A comprehensive biography of the French statesman covers Hichelieu1s 
early life and in considerable detail, the years when he fouglit h1s 
open and secret enemies in his gradual rise to supreme power. 

Roosevelt, Eleanor (Roosevelt); On m;y; own, cl958 

Looking back over the years since her husband's death, Mrs. Eleanor 
~oose,velt writes of her work with the United Nations, trips~~ 
flung corners of the world and her active role in Adlai Stevenson's 
1956 campaign. The narrative ••• reflects to a large degree the author's 
deep interest and involvement in contemporary social and political 
problems. Portions of the book have appeared in the Saturd~;y; Evening 
Post. 

Roosevelt 1 Eleanor; This is my story, cl937 - --· 
In her autobiography, the wife of President Roosevelt covers the years 
from her early childhood to the Democratic convention of 1924, 

Bums, James MacGregor; floosevelt;_1!l,.'? lion and ~he fox, c1956. 

A political biography of ~_:.®klin ]l_. Roosevelt. It focv.ses chiefly 
on the man but it treats also the political context in ~1hich he acted. 

Cavanah, Frances; Triumphant_adventure; the story of Franklin Delano Roose
velt, cl964. 

:Beginning in 1892 1 when young Franklin D. Roc>sevelt was ten, the author 
portrays the growth of a man, liJ.s defeats--ana:-ms'h·iumphs, his mis
fortune and his prosperity, Triumphant adventure follo.rs FDR throu.gh 
home and school. Finally, the reader is directed to;1ard his :politi.ca.l 
life. 
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Cranston, Naurice William; §,~;trt.~, cl961. 

A biography of }ean Paul Sartre., 1905-. 

Sch1·1eitzer2 Albert; Out of my life an1__j;_hought_, cl949. . . 

The autobiography of the medical missionary who renounced the relfards 
of his great gifts as philosopher, theologian, organist, and \{riter to 
minister to the sick natives of Equatorial Africa. 

Scully, Frank; 'rhis gay knight; an autobio,g·raphy of a mo9-ern chevalier, c1962. 

Mitgang, Herbert; 11an ".ho rode the tige_:!:.L~Jle life_ap..s\.__tim!3s of Judge Samuel 
Seabur,y, cl963. 

The story of a judge who was an investigator of municipal corruption 
in the first half of the 20th century, Judge Samuel Seabur,y. 

Pearson, Hesketh; 9•B!_§.; a postscript_, c1950. 

An interesting footnote and postscript to the author's full length 
biography of Ge?rge J?.ernard Shaw written eight years ago. 

Brun, Jean; Socrates, cl960, 

The author sketches Socrates' youth, education, family life and poli
tical life. He also discusses the meaning of Socrates' teachings and 
philosophy; the writings of other ancient philosophers on Socrates are 
examined as are those of modern philosophers. 

LeBourdais, Dona. 1\arc; §.:!;efan~on, ambassador of the North, cl962, 

A bj.ography of Vil):l,jalmur Stefansson, 1879-1962, 

St~in, Gertr~d~; ~iography of Alice B. Toklas, cl933· 

In the Autobiography_ __ ~f Alice B. Tokla.s_, !1iss Alice Toklas, 
ful friend of Gertrude Stein, describes the life, opinions, 
versations of Miss Stein, with the help of l•iiss Stein's pen, 
Niss Stein very v1ell and the picture is very true, 

the faith
and con

She knows 

Stein, Stanley, pseud.; Alone no lo~~~~he sto~ a man who refused 
io be one of the living 4ead, c1963. 

The true story of a young pharmacist >Tho contracted leprosy (Hansen's 
disease), was committed to the leprosarium at Carville, Louisiana, and 
even after he had lost his sight to the disease, fought successfully 
against the prejudice and ignorance which had stripped Carville and. its 
patients of dignity, freedom, and acceptance, 
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Stuart 1 Jesse; The thread that __ runUQ...:Ll2l£• cl958. 

The author describes his turbulent career as a. teacher, which he 
abandoned after 20 years because it didn't pay enough to permit him 
to marry, 

~ng, R~vmond; Good evening! A professional memoir, cl964. 

!llemoirs of a newspaperman, broadcaster, and Voice of America poli
tical commentator who has ranged the globe from World War I to the 
Atomic Age. 

!lleltzer, Milton; dl Tho_reau profil~, cl963. 

A biography and portrait of Thoreau are produced by a new quotations 
from his journals and other works and from the 1vriting of his contem
poraries, 

Prescott, Hilda Frances I!argaret; Mag: Tudor, c1952. 

This is extraordinary writing both as historical and as creative. Its 
wisdom and sensitivity are grounded in its rich scholarship and simul
taneously make that scholarship somethine much more than mere recording 
or interpretation, 

Rowles, Burton J.; The lad;r at Box 90; the st~_of Niriam Van Waters, cl962. 

From 16 year olds to grandmothers, they arrived at the Framingham 
Reformatory for Women in l'lassachusetts, They 1vere all prisoners in 
the eyes of the Commonwealth, but s·tudents to Dr, liliriam Van Waters, 

Coolidge, Olivia; I'Jdith \}harton, 1862-1937, cl964 

A biography of the daughter of a prominent Ne1·1 York family who earned 
lasting fame as one of the most distinguished writers of her time, 
Even as a child, Edith displayed an intelligence and energy that were 
not expected of her, Later, she found the formal structure of 
American society stifling. She was happier in Europe, among friends 
such as Henry James and ·vlalter Berry, 

Link, Arthur S,; cloodrow 1•/ihon; a brief bi_ography, c1963, 

The author discusses all the facets of Woodrow vlilson' s formidable 
career--his early years, his reforms as president of Princeton 
University, his political campaigns for the governorship of New 
Jersey and later the President of the U, S, with his Ne•r Freedom 
program, his neutrality and leadership during liorld Har I, ids 
Fourteen Points, and championship of the League of Nations, •nd 
more. 
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000 GENERAL IJORKS 

028 Adler, Jllortimer Jerome; How to reacl_!:L~, cl940. 

The first section discusses reading in relation to learning 
and thinking both in school and out, The second part tells 
us how and what to read, The third part, called "The rest 
of the reader's life" deals with the basic reasons for li
teracy, It discusses ·bhe obligations of the citizens of a 
democracy, and expounds the thesis that free minds make free 
men. 

028 Fadiman, Clifton; Lifetime reading plan, cl960. 

This guide to 100 books and authors is an outgrowth of a 
suggested reading list which Fadiman was asked to compile 
for This lifeek magazine. 

028 Library of Congress; Readin.g for profit, cl963. 

An annotated list of selected press Braille books, talking 
books, and books on magnetic tape. 

Arbuthnot, Jllay Hill; Chil9-red and books, cl957. 

Textbook on children's literature may be used either as 
a basic text or supplementary reading by students. 

u. S, Library of Congress; Talking books provided by the Library 
of _con_g_r~s--~2-1963. 

A catalogue, 

Reynolds, Paul Revere; !{.!::i_i;_ipp;__'¥-ld selling of non-fiction, cl963. 

Invaluable hints, tips, and general information for the 
aspiring non-fiction writer, 

050 The New Republic; 50th Anniversary issue, Novemb~r 7, 1964, cl964. 

070.13 

The New Republic is a journal of opinion, 

Gavin, Clark; Famous libel and slander cases of history, cl962. 

Originally published in 1950 under the title; ]'oul, false, 
and infam~~· 

072 Matthews, Thomas Stanley; The sugar pill, cl959· 

The author maintains that the press is something less than 
the daily bread which it likes to consider itself, It is 
a sugar pill, easing the pains of a confused, anxious, and 
politically indifferent public, 
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100 PHILOSOPHY AND PSYCHOLOGY 

100 Durant, lvilliam James; Pleasures. of philosoph.y, c1953• 

A survey of human life and destiny. 

100 Nietzsche, Friedrich; Philosophy, c1937. 

Protagonist of power philosophy and anti-idealism in morals. 

103 Voltaire, Francois Harie Arouet de; Philosophical dictionary, 
c1764. 

Sets forth his belief in "natural religion", a belief in 
God and. the practice of virtue, but a disbelief in all 
dogma and revelation. 

104 Dixon, lfilliam Macneile; The human situe.tion, c1938. 

A profound, delightful excursion into the nature of life's 
basic problems. 

104 James, William; Will to believe and other essays .in popular 
philosophy, and hUH!an-iillillor1;alitl[,- c1956. 

In these two well-known books, a great American thinker 
who was preminent in both psychology and philosophy dis
cusses with his usual brilliance and penetration one of 
the greatest problems of our time; the interrelated roles 
of belief, will, and intellect. 

109 Durant, William James; Story of_l2]lilosophy, c1926. 

The lives and opinions of the great philosophers, 

110 Aristotle; Metaphysis; Book XII, c nd. 

On substance, and especially non-sensible substance, 

110 Ellis, Ha.velock; Dance of life, c1923. 

Exposition of the author's philosophy concerning life as 
an art, 

111 Klubertanz, George Peter; Being and God, cl963, 

1m introduction to the philosophy of being and to natural 
theology, 

113 Munitz, Milton Karl; ppace, time and creation, c1957. 

Philosol'hical aspects of scientific cosomology, 
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121 Altizer, Thomas J.; Truth, myt~_and~~o~, cl962, 

Essays. 

121 Cassirer, Ernst; Problem of knowledge; philosophy, science, and 
history since Hegel, c1950. 

130.1 

131 

131 

131.3 

131.32 

131.322 

131.322 

131.322 

131.324 

131.34 

131.34 

131.34 

Translation from the German of an unpublished manuscript 
discovered by Professor Cassirer 1s widow. 

Bergson, Henri Louis; Matte~ and memorl, cl889 

Freud, Sigmund; Civilization and its discontents, cl930. 

Freud believes there are three main barriers to happiness 
in human civilization, the limitations of the body, the 
natural forces of the outside world, and our relations 
with our fellowman, 

Freud, Sigmund; The future of an illusion, cl928, 

Adler, Alfred; Practi~ and_ theory of individual psychology, c1923. 

Patterson, Cecil Holden; Counseling the err,otionally disturbed, cl958. 

Rehabilitation of the mentally ill, 

Brammer, Laurence Martin; f!l_erapeutic psychology: fundamentals of 
counseling and pslchothera~, c1960. 

Patterson, Cecil Holden; Counseling and psychotherapy; theory and 
practice, cl959· 

Rogers, Carl Ransom; CounselinK_.§!lil_~'!._hotherapy, cl942. 

Barker, Raymond Charles; •rr_~a.t_x.ourself to life, cl95lf, 

Brmm, Norman Oliver; Life against death; psychoanalytical meanil2,g 
of history, c1959. 

Attempts to derive from Freudian concepts a comprehensive 
understanding of human history, 

Horney, Karen Danielson; Our inner conflicts' a constructive theory 
of neurosis, cl945. 

Sane, hopeful discussion of man's capacity and desire to be 
a decent human being and of the neuroses which arise from dis
turbed relationships. 
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Jung, Carl Gustav; Nodern man in search of a soul, cl933· 

A good indirect introduction to his analytic psychology, 
1vhich branched him off from lreud, 

Lindner, Robert Mitchell; Rebel without a cause, cl944. 

A case history ~Vith the full record of the hypoanalysis 
through ~Vhich Dr, Lindner took a young criminal psycho
path. 

Nuttin, J'ozef; Psychoanalysis and personality; a d.ynamic theory of 
normal personality, c1953, 

Psychoanalysis here is sympathetically discussed and criti
cally evaluated by one of Europe's foremost Catholic psycho
logists, 

131.340 ~,reeman, Lucy; The story of psychoanalysis, cl960, 

A history of psychoanalysis, 

131.346 Freud, Sigmund; Character and culture, cl963, 

Collected papers, Volume 9. 

131.346 Freud, Sigmund; pore, c1963. 

Collected papers. Volume 4. 

131,346 Freud, Sigmund; General .E§X2hological theory, cl963, 

Collected papers. Volwne 6. 

131.346 Freud, Sigmund; On creativity and the unconscious, cl958. 

Originally published in 1925 under the title, Papers on 
.\!P..P±.ied ..P§EI}.()_analysis in the fourth volume of Freud 1 s 
Collected papers. 

131.346 Freud, Sigmund; §_~JQlal:iJL.§:!!.U}le psychology of love, c1963, 

Collected papers, Volwne 8, 

131.346 Freud, Sigmund; 'l'hree case histories, cl963. 

Collected papers, Volume 7• 

131.346 Jacobi, Jolan; Psychology of Jung, cl943. 

The book is hard reading and competent rather tha.n inspired, 
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Consists largely of extensive daily notes made by the 
27 year old Dr. \iortis during the course of a four-months 1 

didactic analysis with Sigmund Preud late in 1934. 

132 Hart, Bernard; Ps;rc~~-Qf_lEsanity, cl957· 

First published in 1912 this book is widely known for its 
lucid account of the modern theory that sanity and insanity 
are not to be divided in a clear-cut way, bv.t rather shaded 
gradually into one another, 

132 Kisker, George W,; The disorganized personality, cl964, 

A book of pathological psychology, 

132 Loutti t 1 Chauncey McKinley; Clinical p~chology of excepUona.l 
children, cl957· 

132.1 

133.7 

Intended as a textbook of clinical psychology, this is a 
practical handbook for students of children's behavior 
problems. 

Evans, Bergen; 'rhe natural histo:r.;y ofEQ!!_s~, cl9~·6, 

I~ssays on some of mankind 1 s superstitions and delusions on 
subjects as diversified as race, psychology, sex, religion, 
and hygiene, 

Hhine, Joseph Banks; Ne..!:C....!:!._~ld of_ the mind, c1953. 

Dr, Rhine reports on his research in extra-sensory perception, 
presents proof for his findings and discusses the tremendous 
importance of his discoveries to mankind. 

136 Wright, Beatrice Ann (Posner); ~:hysical dis_abili..tz._- a psychological 
approach, cl960, 

A textbook. High school level, 

Bettelheim1 Bruno; Love is_not en~, c1950. 

The story of the University of Chicago's unique experiment in 
making life livable for children who have turned away from a 
world that brought them too muoh misery. 'rhe Orthogenic School 
is the university's laboratory in which nev1 methods have been 
devised for helping unhappy children to respond to treatment 
when all other methods have failed, 
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Merry, Frj_eda (Kiefer); :)'he fir.§_t tw()_ decades of life, cl958. 

Basic text for courses in human gro~rth and development as 
taught in teachers colleges, 

Strang, Ruth May; Introductj_on to Child Study, cl959· 

This is a text on the problems, care and development through 
six periods of childhood, from birth to adolescence, 

136,708 Haimmvitz, Norris 1.; Human development; selected readings, cl960. 

Child study collections, 

Baruch, Dorothy (\valter); _How to live 1-rith your teenager, cl953. 

A practicing psychologist and the mother of t1vo children gives 
informal but incisive suggestions and advice on how to handle 
the problems of adolescence. 

136,735 Wattenberg, \villiam \i.; The ad_QJescent years, cl955• 

136.761 American Foundation for the Blind; A psychiatrist ;vorks ~lith blind
~· cl958. 

Selected papers. 

136.761 New York Guild for the Jewish Blind; 'rhe blind in early childhood 
an<!.J-n_age, cl954. 

Proceedings of a symposium of the Social Service Department of 
the New York Guild for the Je~lish Blind, October 29, 1954. 

Rothstein, Jerome H.; ~!ental retardation; readings and resources, 
cl96l. 

A book about mentally handicapped children. 

137 Allport, Gordon \Iillard; Pe:r1l_onality and social encounter, cl96l. 

A group of essays exploring Dr, Allport's belief that per
sonality is both a self-enclosed totality---and social in 
nature; wide open to the surrounding world, 

137 Bailey, Paul; Psychology of_~~onalj!Y, c nd. 

137 Garlow, Leon; Readings in_~the _ _£E<;y:_~ology of adjustment, c1959. 

137 Hall, Calvin Springer; Theories of personality, ol957· 

Because of the deepening interest of psychologists in per
sonality theory, Hall has writ ten the present vul um•" 

137 Jourard, Sidney N.; Personal adjustment, cl963. 
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137 Sawrey, James H,; ~amics .of~nta} beal th;_ bb~.J!.@Y.Chology of 
a.d,j us tmen t , cl96 3. 

141.4 

A college textbook, 

De1vey, John; Indjvidualism old and new, c1930. 

illssays ~rhich originally appeared in tbe New Republic. The 
underlying theme is the submergence of the individual in our 
predominantly business civilization, 

144 Taylor, Henry Osborn; The French mind, cl920. 

Thought and expression in the 16th century. 

14lf Taylor, Henry Osborn; The humanism of Italy, cl920, 

Thought a.nd expression in the 16th century, 

144 •raylor, Henry Osborn; J'Jlilosop~_a.n4_fl_cie~-~- th~16th CeJ!.'Ll.l!X• 
cl920, 

Thought and expression in the 16th century. 

144.3 James, William; Pragmatism, c1907. 

A new name for some old Hays of thinking. 

149 Hayakawa, Samuel Ichiye; Symbol, status, and personalit,2:, cl958, 

The Korzbskian system of General Semantics forms the basis 
of these stimulating essays written to arouse more effective 
communication and survey the current cultural scene. 

150 Dossetor, R.; Introducing psycho~, cl962. 

150 Fromm, Erich; The dogma of Christ, and other essa,2:s on religion, 
psychology, and culture, c1963, 

Contents: The present human condition; Sex and character; Psy
choanalysis--science_.~rt,l line?; The revolutionar,2: charac
~; !;!edt cine and the ethical_ problem of modern ma.n; On the 
limitations and dangers of psychology; The prophetic concept of 
peace, 

150 Gannon, Timothy J,; Ps,2:cl)olog.l• the unit,2: of human behavior, cl95h.·, 

150 Hilgard, Ernest Ropiequet; ]p.troduction to psychology, cl962. 

Covers the chemistry of the brain, genetics, personality and 
intelligence, programmed learning, etc. 

150 James, William; ;E's,lchology, cl948, 

An abrid.gment of the larger vrm-ka published in 1fl')2, 
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150 Jung, Carl Gustav; .f!~siC_I:Q:iti~.&J.• cl959· 

Intended to present as fully as possible some of the most 
importax1t areas of Jung' s conception of the nature and 
functioning of the human psyche. 

150 Kandler, Howard Harvard; Basic psych~, cl963. 

150 Munn, Norman 1,; Ps.ychology! the fundamentals of human adjustment, 
cl961, 

150 

150 

150 

150.13 

150.19 

150.82 

157 

The author aimed to give a representative survey of modern 
scientific psychology. 

Science for the Blind; Psychology; t1vo lectures., c nd, 

Science for the Blind; Psychology seminar on commercial develop
ment, c nd, 

Science for the Blind; Seminar in psychology, c nd. 

McGowan, John F.; Counseling: readings in theory and_ practice, 
cl962. 

A high school level textbook, 

Kohler, vlolfgang; Gestalt psychology, cl929. 

An introduction to ne;; concepts in modern psychology. 

Dyal, James A.; Readings in psychology: understanding hum~ 
behavior, cl962, 

Allport, Goz·don Willard; The nature of prejudice, cl954. 

One of the first surveys of group prejudices, stressing 
the deeper psychological causes of hatred and conflict. 

157 Fromm, Erich; Art of loving, c1956. 

Dr. Fromm discusses love in all its aspects; not only romantic 
love, with its false concepts, but also the love of parents 
for a child, brotherly love, erotic love, self-love, and love 
of God. 

157 Sartre, Jean-Paul; Emotions: outline of a theory, cl948. 

The ru1alysis of the roles which fear, lust, melancholy, 
and anguish play in the life of man and what is the true 
reality of conscious life. 

Reik, Theodor; Psychology of sex relations, cl945. 

This European psychologist discusses the relationship be
tween love and sex and advances criticisms of the theories 
of Freud. 
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James, \iilliam; Habit, cl890. 

Probably the most quoted chapter from the author's Principles 
of Psycho~. 

159 Coleman, James Covington; Personality...9:;mamics and effective be
havior, cl960. 

Selected readings prepared by Alvin !1arks. 

159 J'llaslow, Abraham Harold; Motivation and personality, cl951f. 

160 Bachhuber, Andrew H,; Introduction to logic, cl957· 

160 Black, Max; Critical. thinking; a!)._ introduction to logic and scientific 
method, cl952. 

160 Carney, James Donald; fnndamentals. of logic, cl964·, 

160 Kreyche, Robert J,; Logic for nnd.~raduates, cl961. 

160 Simmons, Ed1;ard Dwyer; The scientific art of logic, cl961. 

An introduction to the principles of formal and material 
logic. 

170 Aristotle; !~~. c nd. 

Theory of the final end of conduct, with an acconnt of 
individual virtues, 

170 Fagothey, Austin; f.ight and reason_,_ ethics in theo_:sy2nd practice, 
cl96 3. 

170 Hare, Richard Hervyn; The language of morals, cl952. 

170 Russell, Bertrand Arthur w.; Human sooie~ ethics .and politics, 
c1955. 

This book has two purposes' first, to set forth an nndogmatic 
ethic; and second to apply this ethic to various current poli
tical problems. 

170 Vivas, illliseo; ·rhe moral life and the ethical life, cl963. 

171 Binkley, Luther John; Contemporary ethical theories, cl961. 

171 Fromm, Erich; !'fan for himself, an inquiry into the psychology of 
ethics, cl956. 

Jill examination of man's relation to values and to society. 

171 Kant, Immanuel; The metaphysical principles of virtue, cl964. 
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li'rom the writings of many experts representing many viei{S, A 
book of lectures and discussions on the problems of ethical 
theory, 

Berdyaev, Nikolai Aleksandrovick; Destiny of man, cl937, 

Survey of Christian ethics which is bold in its criticism of 
Christian dogma. 

Hobhouse, Leonard Trela1mey; Horals in evoluti,£a, c1951. 

The author's purpose is to approach the theory of ethical 
evolution through a comparative study of rules of conduct 
and ideals of life. 

174 Gullen, George; £:low to do a better ,job, cl958. 

174 Johnstone, Nargaret Blair; How to live every day of your life, 
cl960, 

Presents practical advice on how to live with your 1narriage, 
how ·ho live with your fellows, and how to live with yourself. 

176 Duvall, Evelyn R.; Facts _Qf life __ _and love for teenage~, cl956. 

177.2 

Contains pertinent facts m,d insights that are available 
from social counselors, sociology, ethics, and other fields, 

Nutley, Grace Stuart; !f_o~--~.0 carry on a conversation, c1953. 

A h01<- to book of drawing others out, listening, having 
something to say, avoiding arguments and embarrassment 
through lack of tact are all discussed in this book, 

Tillich, Paul Johannes; The courage to be, c1952, 

In the Terry Lectures, Professor Tillich points the way 
toward conq_uest of anxiety, In his use of the term, "courage", 
he chooses one interpreting faith through analyses of courage, 

180 Maurer, Armand Augustine; £iedj._eval philosophy, cl962. 

181.1 

A history of philosophy, 

vlindelband, \vilhelm; A history of philosophy, cl901. 

A thorough account of major Hostern ideas and movements 
from the 7th century B,C, to the mid-19th century. This 
is widely regarded as a classic study, 

Wa1ey, .Arthur; Three >rays of thought in ancient China, c nd. 

The period of these 
fourth century B.C. 
thought, 

stu_dies in Chinese philoaol'l::y is the 
The authar examines three s+ltM:ll, of 
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182 Hyde 1 Willialll De 1·Ji tt; ·rhe_j'i'C_<?_l\.:t:§'at_ . .P!l.i].osol)hies of life, cl9ll. 

190 

Contents: :Vhe _EJ2jcureM I!_Ursuit .of ple~X,£; §J!oic self
SQ.I!trol by law; The Platonio_sulcq_:r:dinat:i,9_!1 of lOW!.f. to 
higher; The Aristotlian sense of proportion; fhe Christian 
spirit of love, 

Jaeger, \Ierner 1vilhelm; Aristotl~Fundamentals of the history of 
his development, cl948, 

Dewey, John; ~t as experience, cl934. 

A treatise on the philosophy of the fine arts, presented as 
an attempt to restore continuity bet~Teen the refined and in
tensified forms of experience that are works of art and the 
everyday events, doings, and sufferings that are universally 
recognized to constitute experience, 

190 Kaufmann, Walter Arnold; From Shakespeare to .existentialism, cl959· 

A collection of twenty articles, 

190 Krutch, Joseph Hood; i'1easuE_ of_~, c1953, 

A discussion of man in a mechanistic age, His ing·enuity may 
have outrun his intelligence and his problems of survival loom 
ahead, 

190 !Crutch, Joseph vlood; 'l'he IT_!.Odern tempe.£, cl929, 

A thoughful, logical, well-presented statement of the case 
of the modern intellectual 1vho having weighed and rejected 
the moral, aesthetic and other values of his predeces3ors finds 
only in the pursuit of knowledge that which makes life worth 
living, 

190 Santillana, George de; Age of ._adv~nt~, cl957, 

Contents: JViichelangelo, 1475-1564; Copernicus, Nicolaus, 1473-
1543; l'lontaigne, JViichel isyquemde de, 1533-1592; Faracelsus, 
Philippus, 1493-154·1; Kepler, Johannes, 1571-1630; Boehme, Ja
kob, 1575-1624; Hicholas of Casa, llfOl-1464; Da Vinci, Leonardo, 
1452-1519; More, Thomas, 1478-1535; Machiavelli, Niccolo, 1469-
1527; 2rasmus, Desiderius, 1466-1536; Luther, l1artin, 1483-1547; 
Durer, J\lbrecht, 1°,71-1528; Galileo, 1564-1642; Hakluyt, Richard, 
1552-1616; and Bruno, Giordano, 1548-1600. 

Koch, Adrienne; Philosophy for a time of crisis, cl959· 

Appraisal of the crises confronting man in the mid-t~~entieth 
century, 

191 Pnderson, Paul Russell; Philosophy in America from the l'urit.ans to 
James, c1939. 
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Primarily an anthology of J\merican philosophy to 1900, 
designed to make available to students source materials which 
have been relatively inaccessible. 

191 Burke, Kenneth; Rhetoric of motives, c1950. 

Endeavors to sh01v how rhe·torical analysis throws light 
on literary texts and human relations generally. 

191 Cohen, I~orris Raphael; American ·thought; a critical. sketch, cl9511 .• 

A study of reflective thinking in America. 

191 James, 1ifilliam; Philosophy of William James, cl925. 

Selections grouped under the subjects: Philosophy and the 
philosopher; lvorld we live in; How we know; Pm·Ters and 
limitations of science; Realities of religion; Individual and 
society; Education; The American scene; and Death and the 
value of life, 

191 Santayana, George; Reason in_ .. £.Ollllll_On sense, cl954·. 

Volume 1: The life of reason series. 

191 Santayana, George; Reason in socie!r,cl954. 

Volume 2: The life of reason series. 

191 Santayana, George; .§.!mptic_!£!!l and ani~ _ _faith; introduc_tion to a 
syst~, of philosophy, c1923. 

191.9 

191.9 

One more system of philosophy; makes an honest search for 
truth from various directions and seeks to give to every
day beliefs a clearer and more accurate form. 

Dewey, John; Phil~sophy of ~du~ati£~, cl956. 

This volume consists Flmost enUrely of tmpublished papers 
I'Thich George H, Mead left at his death in 1931. 

'l'he theory that all reality is mental; objects depend for 
their existence on a perceiver, 

192 Russell, Bertrand; Unpopular essays, c1950. 

'.Phese eleven essays are about man, nature, civilization, 
science, religion, politics, superstitions, mores, God. 
and philosophy. 
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In a reappraisal of Nietzsche, a scholar studies the 
German writer's works and corrects the misinterpre
tations of his ideas that stigmatized him as a Nazi 
forerunner, 

194 Descartes, Rene; I)iscourse on method, c1955· 

Established scientific doubt and mathematical logic 
as the basis for modern rationalism, 

196 Ortega Y Gasset, Jose; El tema de nuestro tiempo, o1956. 

A philosophy read in Spanish. 

200 lli~LIG ION 

201 Buber, Hartin; Eclipse of God, ol957. 

Studies in the relationship between religion and philo
sophy. 

201 Sayers, Dorothy Leigh; ~'he mind. of the _maker, c1941. 

201.6 

201,6 

204 

209.73 

Interpretation of the Christian doctrine of the 'rrini ty, 
approached in an original and unusual 1my·. 

Johnson, Paul Emanuel; Psj[chology of religion, cl959· 

Strunk, Orlo; Readings in ·t_h_e""_P.sychol<?E,Y:_of _religion, cl959· 

Lewis, Clive Staples; Broadc'!-_st talks (in his Here Christiani_lY), 
cl952. 

Based on two radio series, given in 1941 and 1942. "Right 
ancl vlrong", a clue to the meaning ol the Universe; and "What 
Christians Believe". 

Raab, Ear 1; Rel igi o~l!l_~21lflic_i .• :ift_ America, cl96~ .• 

Studies of the problems beyond bigotry. 

211 Gilson, Etienne Henry; Beason and r~_elation in the middle ages, 
ol93B. 

The three chapters of this book '.;ere delivered as the 
Richard.s Lectures for 1937. They deal with the interplay 
of rationalism and fideism in medieval thought, and with 
harmonious adjustment of faith and knowledge in the philo
sophy of Saint Thomas. 

211 Paine, Thomas; Age of reason, cl 791+-l 796, 

Exposition of the religion of a Q~ist, 
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216 Buber, r1iartin; !food and evil, cl953. 

'.i!he author presents the theme and the problems of evil 
in contrast to good as an essential element of human 
existence in the world. 

220 Bible, English; .!~college Bible, cl938. 

Designed for independent reading and for undergraduate 
classes, it presents a collection not of literary "gems" 
but of whole units; six books are given in their entirety; 
others are abridged so that continuity is preserved, 

220 Hunt, Ignatius; Understanding t~ Bibl~, cl962, 

220.1 

The book has the virtue of insisting that the meaning of 
many Old Testament passages are of more real significance 
than just for mere history, 

Miller, H, S,; General Biblical introduction; from God to us, 
cl937. 

A Bible history, 

221 Denbeaux, Fred; The Old Test§~en~, cl964, 

221,4 

221.92 

221.95 

222.16 

224 

Provides the reader with a body of inforraation that 1dll 
clarify his reading and enable him to trace the significant 
movements in the development of Judaism; not intended to 
serve as a substitute for reading of the Old ·restament itself. 

Coss, 'l'hurma.n 1,; Secrets from the caves; a l~an 1 s guide to the 
Dead Sea Scrolls cl963. -----·· 
--·~---- .... 0--~------' 

A digest m1d guide to the Dead Sea Scrolls in question and 
answers. 

Slaughter, Frank Gill; David, .Y'J':..rrior and king, cl962, 

The author pictures David as the slayer of Goliath, singer 
writer of psalms, and lover of the beautiful Bathsheba, 

vfestermann, Claus; A tho}l~nd JL8f3:f!2.. !3:!!£l...-.2:. day; our time .J.n the Ol<i 
Testal!!_ent., cl962. 

Hamilton, Edith; Spokesmen f9r God, the great teachers of the Old 
Testament, cl949. 

Miss Hamilton interprets the Old Testament according to 
her own spiritual understanding of this difficult part of 
the Scripture, 
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225 Goodspeed, Edgar; .The t1<elv~.!.hJ?_~t2}'Y of_Q..!gi~t 1s apostles, 
cl957· 

225.6 

225.92 

225.92 

226.06 

226.2 

227 

A study of the lives of the twelve ayostles considered 
separately and as a group and describing the early spreading 
of the Gospel through their ministries. 

Price, J·ames Ligon; .Interpreting the New Tef!_tament, cl961, 

Ricciotti, Giuseppe; faul the apostle, cl953· 

Tresmontant, Claude; Saint Paul and the m,vstery of Christ, c1957, 

Harrington, \Iilfrid J.; Ex;E!_aining the Gospels, c1963, 

Cox, George Ernest Pritchard; Gospel according to St. Ma.tthew, c nd, 

Hunter, .Archibald l'iacbride; 'J:he Gospel according to Saint Hapk, 
cl948. 

Schweitzer, .Albert; Nystici_sm of Paul the.!!;EQ_Stle, c1956. 

A study of St, Paul's thought, v/Ork, and influences, 

227 Taylor, Kenneth Nathaniel; Living letters; the paraphr~d Epistles, 
cl962, 

227.06 

229 

Special edition for Billy Graham. 

Nathews, Horace Frederick; According to S'c. Paul, cl962. 

Goodspeed, Edgar Johnson; }'he sto&_ of the .Apocrypha, c1939. 

This book is intended to bring the main facts of the 
several books concisely before the student and the 
general reader, to enable him more readily to gain from 
them v1hat they have to contribute for literature, history 
and religion. 

230 Copeland, Kenneth H.; Primer of beli.efs for Nethodist laymen, 
cl959· 

230 JCj.erkegaard, Soren; .9_onclucgng un...§.£_ienti:()c postscript, cl94l. 

The father of existentialism attemp-Gs to render concrete 
Vlhat we.s expressed in abstract tern<s in an earlier work. 
Nore explicitly, "How am I to become a Christian?" 

230 Niebuhr, Helmut Richard; Christ and culture, cl956. 

In vlhat Vlay, or decree is Christ relevant to the situation 
in which the Christian must live? 

230 \/hale, John Sheldon; Christian doctrine, cl963, 

Eight lectures delivered. to un<l_ergr,r1ml.t.<>e a:t \in b<>r:"-1 +.y of 
Cambridge, 
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Barth, Karl; The word of God and the 1~prd of man., c1957, 

Catholic Church; The Church teaches: dOC];Wlsnts of the cl;mrch in 
English translation, cl955· 

Potter, Charles Francis; Lost years of Jesus re~ed, c1958, 

Thomas Aquinas, Saint; ~xistence and simplicity of God, c nd, 

Lewis, Clive Stapies; Miracles; a prelimipary study, c1947. 

An investigation of historical evidence of miracles, The 
question whether miracles occur, C, s. Lewis believes, can 
never be answered by experience, 

Hamilton, Edith; Witness to the truth; Christ and his inter
preters, c1948. 

A study of the life and teachings of Jesus, and. their 
interpretations by the evangelists, St. Paul and the 
early Church. 

Schweitzer, Albert; The guest of the historical Jesus, c1950. 

Primarily for scholarly students of the Bible, 

239 Linden, James Vincent; Fundamentals of religion, c1956, 

This is mainly for Catholic readers. 

241 Forell, George \>/olfgang; Ethics of decision, c1955· 

241 Sheedy, Charles Edmund; The Christian virtues, cl949. 

Texts in Catholic theology for the layman. 

242 Augustine, Saint; Confessions of St, Augustine, ol948, 

Written at the end of the fourth century by a Latin 
father as a revelation of his spiritual experience. 

242 Augustine, Saint; 9n nature and grace, o nd, 

242 Taber, Gladys; ~other path, c1963. 

242.1 

An account of the author's grief at the death of a loved 
one and her adjustment to the loss. 

Imitation Christi; The imitation of Christ, cl471. 

A famous devotional work reflecting the ideals of the 
medieval Church. One of the greatest among Christian 
inspirational books, 



248 Kierkegaard, Joren 1\abye; Purity of heart is to will one thing, 
o1956, 

248 Law, \villiam; A serious call to a devout and holy life, c1955. 

First published in 1728, it was written to prod easy-going 
and indifferent Christians into living more worthily of 
that which they profess to believe. It still fulfills that 
purpose. 

248 Jvierton, Thomas; Ho man is an island, ol955· 

248.42 

248.482 

250 

252 

A book of meditations, this Trappist monk's reflections on 
charity, hope, conscience, mercy, and prayer will mainly 
enlist the interest of Catholic readers. 

Gammon, Roland; Faith is a star, cl963. 

Testimonies derived from pers@nal interviews and from 
interviews conducted on the radio program Naster Control. 
These are Christian life stories, 

Teresa, Saint; Interior castle, cl961. 

Feucht, Oscar E,; Ninistry to families; a handbook for Christian 
congregations, c1963, 

Allen, Charles; Sermons, c nd. 

Provided by the •relevision, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama \I/ est Florida Conference of the JvJethodist Church, 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons, 

252 Bayne, S,; ;~ermons, c nd. 

Provided by the Television, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama \lest Florida Conference of the J'llethodist Church 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama, Each 
reel contains two sermons, 

252 Bonhoeffer, Dietrich; The cost of discipleship, cl937· 

A collection of the author's sermons. 

252 Branscomb, Bennett He.rvie; Sermons, o nd, 

Provided by the Television, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama \{est Florida Conference of the I'iethodist Church 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 
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252 Chappel, Clovis; Se~, c nd. 

Provided by the 'felevision, Radio, and Pilm Commission 
of the Alabama \vest E'lorida Conference of the Methodist 
Church, through Tape Recorded Fublioations, Opelika, 
Alabama. iliach reel contains two sermons. 

252 Elliott, vi.; !?.!'E~• c nd. 

Provided. by the Television, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama West Florida Conference of the 11ethodist Church, 
through Tape Hecorded. Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Fallon, G. A.; Sermons; Gospel of St, Luke, c nd. 

Provided. by the Television, Rad.io, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama West Florida Conference of the Hethodist Church, 
through Tape Recorded. Publications, Opelika; Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Goodrich, R. E.; Sermons, c nd, 

Provided by the Television, Radio, and Eilm Commission 
of the Alabama ilest Florida Conference of the Methodist Church 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. :i!:ach 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Harris, Pierce; Sermons, c nd. 

Provided by the 'felevision, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the lilabama \vest }'lorida Conference of the Methodist Church, 
through Tape Hecorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Hibbs, E. H.; Sermons, c nd, 

Provided by the Television, Radio and Film Commission of 
the Alabama \·lest Florida Conference of the ~!ethodist Church 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Holt, Ivan Lee; ~e!!2~• c nd. 

Provided by the Television, Had.io, and Film Commission of 
the Llabama \•lest ~'lorida Conference of the l'iethod.ist Church 
through •rape Hecorded. Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Jones, ~. S.; Sermons, c nd. 

Provided. by the Television, Radio, and. Film Commission of 
the Alabama \lest Florida Conference of the M.ethod.ist Crmrch • 
.6aoh reel contai.ns tv10 sermons,. 
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252 Larosa, George N.; §.~~' c nd. 

Provided by the Television, Radio, 2nd ~'ilm Commission of 
the Alabama vlest Florida Conference of the Methodist Church, 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Laubach, F. C.; 8e~, o nd. 

Provided by the Television, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama \vest ~'lorida Conference of the J.1ethodist Church, 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains t,;o sermons. 

252 McClain, R. 0.; Sermons, c nd. 

Provided by the Television, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama West Florida Conference of the !Viethodist Church, 
through Tape Recorded. Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains t,;o sermons. 

252 Narshall, Peter; Nr. Jones, meet the master, cl949. 

A collection of the sermons and prayers of the late chaplain 
of the Senate. 

252 !fioore, Arthur; Ser~o!!!'_ (Nethodist) , c nd. 

Provided by the Television, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the 1\labama 1vest Florida Conference of the Nethodist Church, 
through Tape Recorded Publications, Opelika, Ale.bama. Each 
reel contains two sermons. 

252 Hedhead, John A.; Sermons; life to the full, c nd. 

Provided by the Television, Radio, and Film Commission of 
the Alabama vlest Florida Conference of the i'iethodist Church, 
through Tape Hecorded Publications, Opelika, Alabama. Each 
reel contains tvro sermons. 

J~xpositions of Biblical passages ;;hich attempt to set 
forth the Biblical understanding of man's nature, life, and 
destiny. 

252 Truett, George vlashington; .~er_~o~_i_s prayer profital?_le, c nd. 

260 Burns, Patrick J.; piission and witn_§>Jl,'?J...._the life of the church_, cl964. 

Addresses, essays and lectures. 

261 James, Uilliam; Varieties of religio~perience, cl91 7. 

An historically great and still impressive psychological 
and pragmatic inquiry into the nature of a religious ex
perience,. 
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A classic study of the fundamental rela.tionships be·tween 
religion and. the economic and social life in modern culture, 

Mathews, Wendell G.; Religion in human ,..9ul ture, c nd. 

Troeltsch, Errtst; The social teachi~f the Christian churche~, 
cl960. 

A Church history. 

Yinger, John Milton; Sociology looks at religion, c1963. 

The Commonweal; '.Phe layman in the chur<;>h, cl962, 

Roguet, A, M.; Holy Mass; ~-aches to the ..E.!Y,Ste£.Y, cl960, 

For Catholic readers. 

264,057 Hageman, Howard G.; Pulpit an~ tabl~, cl962, 

265 Howell, Clifford; Of sacrame~t~ and sacrifice, cl952. 

Catholic Church liturgy and ritual. 

268 Good News Broadcasting Association, Home Bible Study Course; ~ad's 
will for your life, c nd, 

268 Kevane, Eugene; God an~pis moral law, cl961. 

Catholic religious education, 

268 Thomas, Hother l-1ary; Kn~ing God's world, cl957. 

Catholic religious education, 

270 Hughes, Philip; Popular history of the.~~~~. c1957. 

While it covers a broader canvas than might be expected, 
delving into theology from the Creation through Elizabeth I, 
devoting considerable space to the marital problems of Henry 
VIII and his descendants; it omits details of the Reformation 
in France, Italy, Spain, and Scandinavia., 

270 Ra.uschenbusch, vial ter; A theology for the social gospel, cl917. 

270.6 

270.6 

Four lectu:res on the Nathaniel VI, Taylor Pounda.tion before 
the annual convocation of the Yale school of religion pre
sented in elaborated form. 

Belloc, Hilaire; How the reformation happened, cl961. 

Hall, Karl; The cultural significance of the Refortoa.tion, c1959. 
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Bates, Ernest Sutherland.; bJnerican faith, c1940, 

An interpretation of the relieious, political, and economic 
background of the American nation. 'fhe book begins with the 
Protestant reformation in Europe and ends with the .American 
Civil 1>/ar. 

Herberg, Will; Protestant, Catholic, Jew; an essay in American 
:religious sociology, cl960, 

Offers an interpretation of the religious aspects of 
the changing structure of American society, 

Johnson, Frederick Ernest; Patterns of faith in .America today, cl957· 

Five essays on religion survey Protestantism, liberal and 
classical, Roman Catholicism, Judaism, and naturalistic 
humanism. Each considers historical traditions and beliefs of 
the faith considered. 

282 Hales, Edward Elton Young; Pio Nona, cl954. 

282 Salm, C, Luke; Studies in salvation historr., cl964. 

282.73 

Mainly for Catholic readers. 

Heigel, Gustave; Faith and understanding in .America, c1959· 

A collection of essays and lectures by a Catholic theologian 
concerned with phases of Protestant and Catholic religious 
life and thought since 1918, 

288 JvlacLean, Angus Hector; The >Tind in both ears, c1965. 

Addresses, essays and lectures on Unitarianism. 

288 A Pocket guide to Unitarianism, cl951t, 

Hanson, Paul M,; Jesus Chr~ among the ancient Americans, cl9~·5· 

A book about l~ormons and Hormonism, 

290 Smith, Homer 1tlilliam; Nan and his gods, c1952. 

Exposition of knowledge and attitudes which have been current 
for fifty years, 

290 Smith, Huston; The religions of man, cl958. 

The important religious belief and insights of the main 
world religions: Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism, Con
fucianism, Islam, Judaism, and Taoism, are described, 
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290 Spiegelberg, Frederic; }.~ving ~-igions of t~~worl~, cl956. 

291 Frazer, Sir James George; The golden ~ough, cl958. 

291.17 

An abridged edition of the original on the anthropology of 
religion. 

Dixon, John 1•!,; Form and reality; art as communication, cl957• 

Art and religion, 

294.3 Burtt, Edwin Arthur; The teach~ngs of the compassionate Buddha, 
cl955· 

294.329 Humphreys, Christmas; Zen Buddhism, cl957. 

Exposition of the different schools of Buddhism, including 
Zen Buddhism by the leader of the Buddhist Society in England. 

296 Glazer, Nathan; pmerican Judaism, cl957· 

An historical survey of American Judaism from 1654, when the 
first Jewish families settled in New Amsterdam, to the revival 
of Hasidism in Brooklyn. 

296 Roth, Leon; Judaism: a portrait, cl961. 

Exposition of normative Judaism as seen by a philosopher 
living within the tradition, 

296 Kertzer, Norris N.; What is a Jew?, cl953· 

Intended to give the Gentile grounds for respect and the 
Jews grounds for pride in the faith. Contents: vlhat is 
a Jew?, Jews and the community; Herriage and the family; 
Religious law and ritual; Customs and traditions; Feasts 
and fasts; Modern Israel; Jews and Christians. 

296 Loevrenstein, Rudolph l"iaurice; Christians and Jews, c1951. 

Christians and Jews should read this book and learn to under
stand and control a social disease from which both have suf
fered. 

297 Guiliaume, Alfred; Isla~, cl954. 

l"iohammed, the Koran, the evolution of Mohammedanism with 
its various schools of thought, and the plaoe of Islam 
in the world today, 
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300 Hunt, Elgin F.; Socis,l__sci~.L-'~n ig_tpod;uction to the s_tudy of society 
cl961, 

300.1 

301 

A textbook, 

Bottomore, Thomas Burton; Karl Marx; selected 1v_ritings in sociology 
and social philosophy, cl963, 

Hinkle, Roscoe C,; 'rhe development of modern sociolog;r, cl954. 

A textbook of its nature and growth in the United States, 

301 Hoffer, Eric; The true believer; thoughts on the nature of mass move
.!l!§!nts, c nd, 

Dealing 1vith some of the peculiarities common to all mass 
movements, the author discusses the active, revivalist element 
which is dominated by the true believer who is ready to sac
rifice life for a holy cause. 

301 Inkeles, Alex; \Vhat is sociology? An introduction to the discipline 
and profession, cl96Lf, 

301 

A college textbook. 

Inkeles, Alex; Hhat is sociology? An introducUon to the discipline 
and profession, cl964. 

A college textbook, 

301 Mannheim, Karl; Ideolog~ and Utop~, cl936. 

Relation between polHics and knowledge; although the trans
lated version reads somewhat clumsily, the main argument is 
coherent and compelling. 

301 Niebuhr, Reinhold; Moral man and in®oral society, cl932. 

The thesis of the book is that group relations can never 
be as ethical as individual relations. Man, in general, 
desires to be moral but he lives in an essentially immoral 
society, 

301 Simpson, George; Man in~oc~_t[; preface to sociology and the social 
sciences, cl954. 

Argues very well the need for the wholistic approach (in
tegration of all the social sciences) to the study of human 
behavior. 

301 Young, Kimball; Sociology and social life, cl962, 

A college textbook. 
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Loomis, Charles Price; Jllodern soc~al .. tl).§'orie!3..~-s.elected American 
writers, c1965. 

A college textbook, 

Gross, Llewellyn; §ymposium on sociological.Jheory, cl959· 

Nineteen essays on social theory by sociologists presenting 
the significance of values, the basic recognition of human 
problems, the pervasion of metaphors and analogies, and 
clearness and correctness of language, 

0 1Brien, Robert 1'1illiam; Reading in ge~j_eral sociology, cl964. 

Sumner, vlilliam Graham; Social Darw_inism; selected es_s_N.b c1963. 

Addresses, essays, and lectures on sociology. 

Barker, Roger Garlock; Adjustment to physical handi£§:P.~d illness, 
cl953• 

A textbook, 

Hollingshead, August de Belmont; ]2lmtown 1s youth;_ the impact of 
social classes on ado~~s~ent~, cl949. 

An analysis of the way the social system of a Middlewestern 
Corn Belt community controls the behavior of high school stu-· 
dents, Based on a scientific report. 

Huxley, Aldous; A brave new world revisited, cl958. 

Aldous Huxley surveys the v1orld of today in the light of 
his 27-year-old novel of a mythical future society, Brave 
Q_evT world, in which the action of millions were automatically 
controlled. 

Lindner, Robert N.; Must you conform?, cl956. 

In these essays the author "maintains there is an instinct 
for rebellion in human beings---an instinct v1hich is in
creasingly denied, and that insistence on adjustment and 
conformity has led to the frightening rate of juvenile de
linquency. 11 

l'iontagu, Ashley; The humani~ation of man, cl962. 

This book discusses some highly popular and erroneous 
ideas and practices contributing to the disordering of 
man. Among them are ideas of freedom, racism, mental 
illness, love, the American v10man, marriage, the Beatniks, 
the Negro, geriatrics, the atom bomb, and many more subjects 
about which man is confused. Deals specifically VIi th J<Ir,eric:e:n 
culture. 
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Reilly, \Villiam J.; _9peJ:'!i!!JL .. £l-osed ll!intJ...§l_.z. an<j._.r.ersuading others to 
act fayorabl~, cl964. 

How to achieve understanding and cooperation in various 
human relations both at home and at work, It shows how 
to deal with people ~<ho seem un~<illing to listen to any 
view but their own, hmt to recognize the causes tmderlying 
the symptoms of this opposition, and also how to identify 
elements in your own attitude which cause friction, 

Robinson, James Harvey; The mind in the making, c1921. 

A study of how man has come to be as he is and to believe 
as he does. 

Secord, Paul F.; Social psychology, cl964, 

A college textbook, 

301.153 Horton, Paul B,; The sociology of social problem~, cl960. 

A college textbook, 

301.154 Christenson, Reo }1illard; Voice of the re,9~_:r.:eadings in public 
ppinion and proEaganda, cl962, 

A college textbook. 

301,154 Lippmann, Walter; Public opinion, cl922. 

301,158 

An important study of the means for manipulating a great 
force for good or evil, 

Thrasher, Frederic ~tilton; The gang; a study of 1,313 gangs in 
Chicago, c1963. 

University of Chicago sociological series. 

309.173 Phillips, Derek 1.; Studies in American society, cl965. 

301,24 

301.3 

Basic principles of sociological research, studies and con
clusions about life in America today. 

Hashburne, Norman Foster; Interpreting social change in America, 
cl954. 

A textbook, 

The American assembly; The ~ulation dilemma, c1963, 

A compilation of population statistics with frightening 
implications. 
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~'ortune; Exploding metropolis, cl958. 

In a series of six articles by five authoris the editors 
of Fortune explore some of the recent developments and 
current thinking about the health and grm1th of the large 
American cities. 

Stein, Naurice R,; Eclipse of community, cl960 

Unusually well written reappraisal of the problems confronting 
the modern American in his search for his own identity. 

Malthus, Thomas; Huxley, Julian; Osborn, Frederick; Three essays on 
Ropulation, cl960. 

Mumford, Lewis; The city in history; its origins, its transformations 
and its prospects, cl961. 

Study of the city and its role in world civilization and 
its hopes for the future, 

Etzioni, Amitai; Modern organizations, cl964. 

Introduction to the study of organizational behavior. 

Packard, Vance Oakley; The sta.tus seekers, cl959· 

A report made on the studies which have been made concerning 
the class structure of American society, A central point to 
Packard is the importance of a college degree as an element 
in status mobility. 

Bell, Robert R.; Marriage and family int~~' c1963, 

Bott, Elizabeth; Family and social network, c1957. 

Roles, norms and external relationships in ordinary urban 
families. 

Burgess, Ernest \·Iatson; Family; from institution to companionship, 
cl960. 

A college textbook, 

Duvall, Evelyn Ruth (Millis); Family development, cl962, 

Designed to equip the preprofessional worker ;lith conceptual 
tools useful in his work with families. 

Parsons, Talcott; Family, socialization and interaction process, 
cl955· 

Presents a systematic sociological reconceptualization of 
Freud's interpretation of personality development. 
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301.423 Goode, 1</illiam Josiah; !:'forld revolut~on and family patterns, 
cl963. 

A major thesis is that most family systems of the 11orld are 
moving toward a conjugal system, 

301.424 Bergler, Edmund; ~he revolt_Qf the middle-aged ~an, cl957· 

30l.Lf24 Bergler, Edmund; Homosexuality--disease or way of life?, cl956. 

301.426 Bowman, Henry Adelbert; Marriage for moderns, cl960. 

301.426 

301.426 

A textbook, 

Cavanaugh, John Richard; Fundamental marriage counseling, c1957. 

A professional textbook, 

Komarovsky, Nirra; Blue collar marriage, cl964. 

Based on a study of 58 marriages, it presents a discussion 
of socialization into conjugal roles and interferences with 
this process, and then proceeds to an analysis of the day
to-day activities and relationships that make up blue collar 
marriages, 

301.426 Lantz, Herman R.; Marriage; an examination of the man-worn~ 
re~ationship, cl962, 

301,426 NcGee, Reece Jerome; Social disorganization in America, cl961, 

301.426 

A textbook. 

Oraison, lliarc; ~lan and wife; the physical foundat~on of marri~£§., 
cl959· 

First published in the United States under the title of 
"Union of Narital Love, 1958", 

301.426 Skidmore, Rex Austin; Marriage consulting: an introduction, c1956. 

30L426 Vincent, Clark E.; Readings. in marriage couns~li)1g, cl957. 

301.~·27 Despert, Juliette Louise; .Children of divorce, c1953. 

301.43 

By considering the different ways in Hhich marriages 
crumble or shatter, the study indicates what such 
happenings may mean to children of different ages, 

Peck, Joseph H.; Let's rejoin the human race, cl963. 

In discussing retirement, the author criticizes the 
vlelfare State, delivers a few whacks to Social Security, 
and draHs on a good deal of humor and horse sense to 
prove that men should not be permitted to retire (stae;nate, 
he would say) but should use their brains and energies, 
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Jacobs, H, Lee; The old~uerson in the fa!UHX, cl965, 

Proceedings of the conference on gerontology sponsored 
by the Institute of Gerontology, The University of Iova, 
and the Io;ra Council on Pamily Relations, 

Dahrendorf, Ralf; Class and class conflict in industrial society, 
cl959· 

A criticism of various theories of class and class conflict 
and a submission of his own theory which he names "Coercion 
of Social Structure." 

Gordon, ~lilton Nyron; Social class in American sociolog,v, cl958, 

A special study of the communi-ty, 

Mayer, Kurt Bernd; Class and society, cl955· 

Excellent brief survey of the phenomenon of social class in 
modern society. 

Griffin, John Howard; Black like me, cl961. 

The author who is ,.,hite, a Ca·~holic, and a Texan, conceived 
the idea of blackening his skin with a newly developed pig
ment drug and traveling through the Deep South as a Negro. 
This book is a journal account of that experience, 

Hays, Brooks; A southern moderate ~aks, cl959· 

The story of a political career that produced a deep reli
gious conviction as to the meaning of the brotherhood of 
man, 

Killian, Lewis; Rao_ial crisis in America, cl964. 

Through community studies, this book shows that biracial 
co~nittees and protest leaders have achieved only token 
victories for the Negro without attacking the basic causes 
of inequality. The authors indicate that ;rhite leader
ship acts only in response to displays of Negro power, 

Kilpatrick, James Jackson; The So~thern case for school segregation, 
cl962, 

The editor of the Richmond Nevrs-Leader cites material to 
support his contention that the Negro race, as a race and 
with allo;rance made for past lack of opportunity, is less 
ready to deal >rith school tasks and the problems of today 1 s 
world than is the >rhite race, 



301.451 

301,451 

301,452 

301,8 

301.8 

Booker, Simeon; Black ~1 s America, cl964. 

What it was like to be a Negro vlhite House re]oorter during 
the administration that lasted until Supreme Court Plus Six. 

Hentoff, Nat; The new egualitz, cl964, 

About the Negro :t'ebellion, school integration, public housing, 
and the Negro demand for preferential treatment to banish 
poverty and ignorance, 

Redding, Jay Saunders; The lonesome road, cl958, 

Through the lives of t1·relve Negro men and one woman the 
difficult struggle from slavery to equal rights is traced, 
Includes sketches of Daniel Payne, Frederick Douglass, 
Sojourner Truth, Isaiah JViontgomery, Daniel Hale Williams, 
W. E. B. DuBois, Robert s. Abbott, Booker T. Washington, 
Harcus Garvey, A. Phillip Randolph, Paul Robeson, Joe Louis, 
and Thurgood Marshall, 

Gersh, Harry; Ninority repor"f!., cl96l. 

Autobiographical; of Jews in New York City, 

Durkheim, Emile; The Rules of sociol<J..!Q.cal method, cl938. 

First published in 1895 and long regarded as a classic 
in the literature of sociological methodology, 

Maciver, Robert JVIorrison; Social causation, cl942. 

Without being primarily polemical, the book is an obvious 
challenge to positivistic and behavioristic trends of 
thought in the social science, 

304 Riesma.n, David; Selected essays from Individualism reconsidered, 
c1955. 

307.12 

Stimulating essays on various facets of modern life, 

Babcock, Chester D.; American values and problems today, cl956. 

The social and individual problems of today 1 s world con
sidered from the viev1 point of youth in a democracy. 

Dollard, John; Caste and class in a southern to;m, cl949. 

A study of culture and personality, 

Blaich, Theodore Paul; Challenge of democracy, c1956, 

A textbook of high school and college level, 
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Ebersole, Luke Eugene; American societ~, c1955. 

The author of this book limits himself ·to the description 
and a brief analysis of society in the United States. The 
seventeen chapters cover the four concepts of people, com
munities, classes, and institutions. 

Kidger, Horace; Problems :t:_acing American democracy, cl955· 

After an introduction on clear thinking, each chapter opens 
with a statement of its problems followed by factual infor
mation, Includes such topics as socialized medicine and 
technological trends. 

Patterson, S, Howard; ~roplems in M~erican democracy, cl955• 

A senior high school textbook. 

311 Dornbusch, Sanford N,; primer of social statistics_, ol955· 

This text is designed to be used in an introductory course 
in statistics in which the students have little or no mathe
matical preparation and little or no motivation to learn 
statistics. 

312 Malthus, Thomas Robert; An essay on population, cl798. 

Classic study of the relationship between population growth 
and means of subsistence, 

320 Lippmann, Walter; A preface to poli~ics, cl962. 

A running commentary on things in general and politics oc
casionally full of shrewd suggestions and clever phrases. 

320 Machiavelli, Niccolo; The prince, cl513. 

A realistic handbook written for the guidance of an autocratic 
Renaissance ruler, 

320 Ranney, Austin; The governing of men: an introduction to politics~ 
sci~, cl958. 

320.1 

A college textbook. 

Lippmann, vial ter; An inquiry into the principles of the good soci~y, 
cl937 • 

This book is written on a high note of courage, v1ise, wary, 
definitely challenging, the book of a decade and a battle 
cry to all the vanguard, 
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Viereck, Peter Robert Edwin; .Qonse~at~sm.~yisited, cl9'+9. 

Searches the political ideas of Count 11elternick that were 
made available after the first World War and have been largely 
ignored by historians. 

Jacobsen, Gertrude Ann; Political science, cl955. 

Burnham, James; :rhe ~lachiavellians....J!efenders of fre.edom, cl943. 

An attempt to study the laws of politics by means of an 
exposition of the Machiavellian theory. 

Spearman, Diana; ]lemocracy in England, cl957. 

A history of the development of democracy in England since 
the mid-eighteenth century. 

Irish, Marian Doris; The politics of American d~crac~, c1965. 

A college textbook. 

Quigley, Thomas Joseph; The Christian citizen;. a textbook in civicA, 
cl958. 

A school textbook. 

Rossiter, Clinton Lawrence; Conservatism in America, cl962. 

Surveys the history of the political theory of American 
Conservatism evaluating its influence in the past and its 
possibilities for the future. 

321 I1ore, Sir Thomas; Utopia, cl55l. 

321.03 

321.07 

321.092 

In this satire More pictures an ideal. nation founded on 
liberty, toleration and public welfare. 

Eisenstadt, Samuel Noah; ?olitical syste~s of empires, c1963. 

Analysis of the social and political structure of the major 
historical empires and the causes of their development, con
tinuity, and fall. 

Mumford, Lewis; The story_Qf utopias, c1959. 

A study of ideal commonwealths, attempted or imagined. 
First published in 1922. 

Brinton 1 Clarence Crane; The anatomy of revolution, cl938. 

Comparative study of the causes, courses and results of four 
revolutions: the English revolution of the 1640's, the Amer~can 
revolution, the French revolution, and the Russian revolution" 
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Carr, Robert Kenneth; America~ democracy ~nJheory, and pract:Lce; 
!!..~~io!).~~tate and local gov~rnmen1i_, c1955. 

Jefferson, Thomas, President of the United States, 1743-1826; On 
democracy, c nd, 

Lipset, Seymour !1artin; Political man; th~ social bases _of politic~, 
cl960. 

Democracy as a characteristic of social systems. 

Niebuhr, Reinhold; The chi~dren of light and the_children of dark
~· cl944. 

It gives men an insight into the situation which >lill enable 
them to preserve the permanent values of democracy as against 
the ephemeral forms which democracy has taken. 

Hudson, vlinthrop Still; Great tr~§l:_tion of the American churches, 
cl953· 

This book will seek to set forth the basic theological con
victions which led the American churches to adopt the volun
tary principles as the basis of church life and to urge its 
incorporation into the fundamental law of the land. 

323 Veblen, Thorstein; The theory of tQ@ leisure class, cl934. 

)2},,4 

The effect of Veblen's >TOrk has been to stimulate some of 
the best scientific work of the present century in the field 
of social sciences. 

Mills, C. Wright; ~ite collar: American middle classes, c1951. 

The new middle classes in 20th century U.S.A. -··-managers, 
teachers, secretaries and nurses, salesgirls and insurance 
agents, receptionists, and lawyers. 

Chafee, Zechariah; Blessings of liberty, cl956. 

A broad and earnest defense of liberty---freedom of 
speech, freedom of press, freedom of assembly, and free
dom of religion, 

Downs, Robert B.; First freed.om; liberty and ,justice in the >Torld 
of books and reading, cl959· 

Censorship, the freedom to publish, and the citizen's right 
to have access to reading matter considered objectionable 
by some segment of the populace are examined in this selee·· 
tion of commentaries. 

Gardiner, Harold Charles; Catholic viewpoint on censorship, cl958. 

DiviiJ.ed into two main sections, the position of the Church 
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Catholic viewpoint on censorship (continued) 

323.4 

and the censorship controversy in the United States, and 
includes appendixes quoting articles and statements by 
leading exponents on both sides of the debate, 

Konvitz, Hilton Ridvas; Fundamental liberties of a free P2.£Ple: 
religi~peech, pre~ assemblY,, cl957· 

A history of the four fundamental freedoms, 

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques; On the origin of ineguality, c1755, 

The translation of Di.scours sur 1' onigine et les fondements 
de 1 1inegalite parmi les hommes, 

Rutland, Robert Allen; Birth of the Bill of Rights: 1776-1791, c nd. 

Gives historical and political background of these ten 
amendments to the Constitution, and shows how they were 
ratified and how some of the final versions differed from 
the early promises, 

323.409 Gellhorn, Walter; American Righ·cs; the Constitution in action, cl960. 

323.41 

Adapted from lectures given by the author in Japan, at Tokyo 
University in 1958. 

Javits, Jacob Koppel!; Di~crimination---U.S.A., cl960. 

This history demonstrates not only the efficacy but the 
necessity of law in changing the so-called unchangeable 
ways people think. Although prejudice cannot be eradicated 
in this way, its overt manifestation, discrimination, may 
be relieved by social action. 

Peck, James; Fr~ed~ide, cl962, 

Author relates his experiences over the years as a de
segrationist and dedicated member of the Congress of Racial 
Equality. Since he has been active in many phases of non
violent protest, his story constitutes a brief history of 
the slow progress toward justice for the Negro and high
lights the heroism of many dedicated persons. 

323.~40 Fellman, David; The limits of freedom, cl959· 

323.6 Hughes, Ray Osgood; Building citizenship, cl961. 

A high school textbook. 
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Pols by, Nelson VI.; Presidential olectiops; strategies of American 
electoral poli~,-cl964. 

Attempts to present interested laymen ;ri th the kn01<ledge 
of American politics they need in order to understand 
Presidential elections and conventions. 

Shannon, lifilliam V.; The American Irish, cl963. 

This book puts forward an interpretation of the Iri.sh 
based upon their history and culture. With minor ex
ceptions the book discusses only the Catholic Irish. 

\voodward, Comer Vann; The strange career of Jim Crow, cl954. 

The James lv. Richard Lectures in History, University of 
Virginia, 1954. 

Padilla, Elena; QP. from Puerto Rico, cl958. 

An anthropologist's description of the ways of life and 
changing culture patterns of Puerto Ricans in a NeH York 
City slum she calls "Eastville" based on two and one half 
years of field work in the area. 

Jones, Maldwyn Allen; American immigration, cl960. 

The i.mmigrant as a significant factor in economic gr01<th; 
social development; political alignments; sectional con
flicts; the westHard movement and foreign policy. 

Olmsted, Frederick Lavr; The slave States, before the Ci-v-il War, 
cl959· 

A condensation of the author's, A ,journey in tl:J.e seaboard 
§lav~ States, Journey through Texas, A ,journey in the back 
country, and The Cotton Kingd9~· 

Craig, Gordon Alexander; From Bismarck to Adenauer; aspects of 
German statecraft, cl958. 

Represents the Albert Show lectures on Diplomatic His·i;ory 
from 1958 at John Hopkins University, and traces the his
tory of modern German diplomacy, its successes and failures, 

Acheson, Dean Gooderham; ;power and diplomacy, cl958. 

·rhe four William L. Clayton lectures delivered by the for
mer Secretary of State at Tufts University. 

Agar, Herbert S.; Price of power; America since 1945, cl957· 

A review and appraisal of the new position in world politics 
attained by the U. S. since the close of vJorld v/a.r 'II. 
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328 

328.1 

Gerassi, John; The great fear; the reconquest of Latin .America by 
Latin Americans, cl963. 

Analyzes the political and social climate in Latin America 
today. It argues that change through revolution is both 
necessary and inevitable and tells how and why the United 
States must change its current Latin .American policy, 

Kennedy, John B',; The strategy of peace, cl960, 

In speeches given in the Senate and elsewhere, Senator John 
F, Kennedy expresses his viel¥S on disarmanen·t, civil rights, 
the repeal of the loyalty oath, the farm program, the cold 
war, and o·oher major concerns, 

Reischauer, Edwin Oldfather; The United States and Japan, cl950. 

Helations of the United States and Japan both before and 
during the occupation, 

Steel, Ronald; The.end of alliance: America and the future of Europe, 
cl964. 

A former Foreign Service officer, •• states here that he believes 
our current foreign policy is obsolete and in need of drastic 
revision. 

Zeitlin, !·Iaurice; C~ba: tragedy in our hemisphere_, cl963. 

J!'arrell, Gabriel; •roday 1 s legislative picture in historical per
spective, cl958, 

Hobert, Henry Martyn; Hobert's rules of order, revised, cl951. 

The contents are the rules of order, organization, meetings, 
and legal rights of assemblies, 

329 Brogan, Denis vlilliam; Politics in America, cl954. 

329 

329 

The author chooses for treatment those facets of knerican 
government most likely to be;1ilder a Bri tisher. 

Key, Valdimer Orlando; Politi<?fu_JJar.tLe~d pressure p;r:_oups, 
cl964, 

A college textbook \fhich extend.s the field covered in most 
courses on political parties by including pressure groups 
and also a discussion of violence and education as political 
techniques, 

Levin, I<furray Burton; ~he compleat politician: political strater;y 
in Massachusetts, cl962. 

Concerned mainly ;,ith Clmd.id.ates, campaign managers, public 
relations men, etc, 
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329 Lubell, Samuel; Future of iw.erican yol.itiS'_, c1952. 

General anaJ.ysis of Americgn politics of the Roosevelt Revo
lution and the Fair Deal. 

329 Roberts, Ed.win A.; Elections, 1964, c1964. 

Review of the issues and personalities in past presidential 
elections in ad.dition to a discussion of the 1964 possibi
lities, 

329 Rossiter, Clinton Lawrence; Parties and uolitics in America, cl960. 

329.3 

330 

Based on a series of lectures given at Cornell University in 
February and I•farch, 1960. 

Schla.fly, Phyllis; A choice not an echo, c1964, 

A book about Republican campaign literature, 

Levi-Strauss, Claude; !otemism, c1963, 

Arnold, 'rhurman 1•1,; Folklore of capitalism, cl937. 

Rarely does one find a book on economics, government or 
philosophy which is so good a blend of scholarship, good 
writing and g·eneral vigor drawn from the reality of life, 

330 Dodd, James Harvey; Economics: principles and applica~ .• cl961. 

A college textbook, 

330 Galbraith, John K.; The affluent society, cl958. 

A book of the most vital significance for economic theory 
which is at the same time a most judicious and devastating 
indictment of the advertising industry. 

330 HcConnell, Campbell R.; Ec::onoJ!!i.c_s: principl_~ problems, and 
policies, cl960. 

A college textbook, 

330 Samuelson, Paul Anthony; Ec~~omics: an introductory analysis, c1961. 

330.1 

First published in 1948, the book concentrates on the big 
and vital problems---vrhich turn out also to be the interesting 
problems, 

Loucks, William Negele; Comparative economic systems: capitalism, 
socialism, communism·, fascism, cooperation, cl938. 

A clear practical analysis from the economic viewpoint 
describing these syste:os vrithout interpretativa con"''"'"'·• 
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Oser, Ja.cob; The evolution of ecoE_omi£_ th()UR'ht, cl963. 

A penetrating survey of economic theory from the sixteenth 
century to the present, 

Galbraith, John Kenneth; American capitalism; the . ..£Q.~.E:L.Qf 
countervailing power, cl956. 

A modern economist presents an interesting theory about 
American economic development primarily since ·world War II. 

Higgins, Benjamin Howard; Economic development; principles, problem~, 
and policies, cl959· 

Professor Higgins tries to sort out the relation of theory 
to practice in the present volume, He gives a history of 
economic thought and then analyzes policy problems, 

Highsmith, Richard Morgan; Case studies in IVOrld geogr~; 
occupance and economy types, cl961, 

A textbook, 

Veblen, Thorstein; Theory of business enter~ris~, cl904. 

A good example of Veblen's analysis of current economic 
institutions, 

Berle, Adolf Augustus; ~er without propertx, cl959• 

A series of essays 1;hich grelf out of the Stafford Little 
Lectures at Princeton in 1958 by the former Assistant 
Secretary of State. 

Crane, Burton; Practical economist, cl960, 

The basic elements of today's economics are analyzed against 
historical backgrounds and the importance of a pla.nned 
economy to a. greater extent is explored, 

]'ortune; Markets of the sixttes, cl960. 

TIVelve articles originally published in the 1959 issues of 
Fortune magazine, discuss the economic and social frame
work of our future markets and forecast the course of 
several specific markets. 

Shannon, David A.; The great depression, cl960, 

The impact of the great depression of 1929 and thereafter 
upon the American people, 

331 ~!organ, Chester A,; Labor economics, cl962. 

The Doreey series in economics; a. textlmok, 
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A college textbook, 

331.026 l;la.rvard La~< Review; Essays on labor law selected from the pages ..9.!.. 
phe Harvard La~< Review, cl964, 

331.097 Butler, Arthur D.; ;Labor economics and institution!'l, cl961. 

331.097 

A college textbook, 

Shostak, Arthur B.; Blue collar world; studies of the American ~<Orker, 
cl961f, 

Examination of the style of life of America's blue-collar 
~<orkers and their families, 

331.155 Elkouri, Frank; Hoi< arbitration works, cl960, 

331.59 Bauman, Mary Kinsey; Characteristics of blind and visually handicapped 
~e in professional, sales and managerj.al ~<ark;, cl963. 

331.59 Lofquist, Lloyd H.; Vocational counsel.in~ . .!'Lith. the physically 
handicapped, cl957• 

331.59 

331.59 

331.59 

331.59 

A college textbook, 

Hanpo~<er; p.. series of radio broadcasts, c nd, 

Thirty-nine intervie~<s sho~<ing that blind persons can hold 
responsible jobs, ranging from farming to entertaining children, 

HcCauley, w. Alfred; Blind persons in college teaching and speech 
problems of blind children, cl960, 

Nedler, ~lalcom; A J2lanned travel program f.Q!... blind .£1j.ents by Ha.lcom 
l'Iedler, Oregon Commission for the Blind, Portland, Oregon ~<hich ap
peared in the Hometeacher, c nd, 

Science for the Blind; Info~mal talks. from Franklin b1stitute, c nd. 

331.825 Nalone, V/ex S.; Cases and materials on workmen's compensation, cl963. 

331.88 \·/idick, B. J.; Labor today; the triumphs and failures of unionism in 
the United State~, cl963. 

The aim of this book is to diagnose the ills which beset 
the trade unions, and to probe into the roots of the current 
situation, 

332.024 Impara.to, Edwa.rd T,; Ho~1 to ma.na.ge your mon_~, cl964. 

332.4 Haines, via.lter W, i Noney, pri9es a.nd policy, cl961. 

A college textbook, 
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332,67 Stearns, Linhart; How to live ><ith your investments, c1955. 

332.678 HcLane, Helen J.; The investment club.Jra;y to_.stockmarket success, 
cl963, 

333 Christman, Henry; 1,'_in horns and calico; a decisive episode in the 
emergence. of democracy, cl945. 

333·3 

335 

335 

335.4 

335.42 

335.43 

A history of the anti-rent troubles in New York State in 'Lhe 
1840 1s, The anti-renters were farmers opposed to the terms 
of the leases granted the tenants by the Van Renssellaers and 
other large landholders of the region. 

Bade, Edward s.; Cases and materials on real property and c~mveyancing, 
cl954, 

Marx, Karl; Basic 11ritinp;s on politics and philosophy, cl959· 

\tlilson, Edmund; To the Finland station; a study in the writing_ and 
acting of historY, ... cl§lfO, 

This traces the European revolutionary tradition from the 
birth of its theory in Vico and Micheleb; through its decline 
in Renan, Taine, and Anatole France, its social career with 
Baberf, Saint-Simon, Fourier and O;ren, its theoretical apogee 
in Marx and Engels, its anarchist deviation in Bakunin and its 
activist phase in Lenin and 1'rotsky, 

Cronyn, George William; A primer on Communism; 200 questions and 
answers, cl960, 

Overstreet, Harry; The iron~ri§in where freedom's offensive be
gins, c196 3. 

The iron curtain---that vast barricade which slices the 
><Orld in two---is the key to the real nature of Communism 
for whatever else it may be, Communism is a system that 
cannot achieve its purposes in an "open" world, 

Narx, Karl; The Communist Manifesto, cl848, 

A statement on the ends ru1d purposes of early Communism. 

Daniels, Robert Vincent; The na~1re of Communism, c1962. 

A brilliant and authoritative interpretation of the nature 
of Communism and its development throughout the world, with 
particular emphasis on Russia. 

Kluckhohn, FrankL.; The naked rise of Communism, c1962, 

Heyer, Alfred G,; Communism, ol960, 

A textbook. 
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United States 'rreasury Department; 'ra.x guide for sme.ll business; 
indi V:.idu"!-l~_'2.0rEq_ra ti on~ . .J2.§crtnershjji~;;::::Tns: ome..l...~i oe. andem
ploymen'J!._i~, cl962, 

Internal Revenue Service Publication No, 334. 

Wilson, Edmund; The cold. I•Tar,_and _!]:1,2 in~_j;axL a protest, cl963. 

Mr. v/ilson describes his difficulties with the Internal 
Revenue Service, and l;roceeds to examine the uses to 1vhich 
taxes are put among them, the Cold \far and chemical bio
logical-radiological warfare, 

Due, John Fitzgerald; Gove~.nt finarwe: an economic analysis, 
cl963. 

A textbook, 

338 Galbraith, John Kenneth; The great crash, 1929, cl962, 

A well documented examination of the v1onder:f'ul and devas
tating events that made 1929 immortal; written 1vith wit 
and verve and ;Ti thout recourse to technical jargon. Til!!£ 
reading program special edition, 

338 v!oodham-Smi th, Cecil Blanche (FitzGerald); The great hunger; Ire
land! 1845-1841, o nd. 

338.~ 

338.52 

338.54 

340 

The gripping story of a nation faced v1ith extinction tells of 
the Irish famine of the 18~·0 t s an incredible disaster that 
killed a million and a half people and drove many to the new 
world, 

Lilienthal, David Eli; Chapge, hope and ~.bomb, cl963. 

A discussion of the role of scientists in political life, 
and comments on current atomic policy. 

Leftwich, Richard H.; The ~rice system and resource allocation, 
cl966, 

A college textbook, 

Lee, Naurice vlenh10rth; ~conorrLi. c fluc_tuations; growth, and stabHi ty, 
c1959. 

Barth, Alan; Law enforcement,versus the law, c1963. 

First published in 1961 with title: The price of liberty. 

34o Cox, Archibald; pases a,p.d materials on labor la1v, cl965. 

340 Dawson, John Philip; Cases on restitution, cl958. 
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340 Frankfurter, Felix;" I•'el i;x: B'rank:0}yter ~!Jlinisces., cl96J., 

Here is the racy talk of one of the most scintilla.ting 
conversationalists in public life today, 

340 Hart, Henry Melvin; The legal process; basic problems in the making 
and application of law, cl958. 

Volume I and Volume II. 

340 Harty, Thomas J.; Hartys 1 Illinois law revie~l, c1965, 

340 McCormick, Charles T,; Case and materi~ls on the lm1 of evidence, 
cl956. 

31fO Perkins, Rollin M,; Cases and mate_rials on ~!!!J.nal law and 
procedure, c1959. 

341 Courlander, Harold If,; Shaping our times; what the United Nations 
is and does, cl960. 

Tells how the U, N, and the specialized agencies are or
ganized and 11hat they have accomplished. in the fields of 
politics, human rights, technical assistm,ce and inter
national law. 

341 Reves, Emery; The anato~y of peace, cl946, 

341.67 

341.67 

341.672 

341.7 

The ending of a war, published during the final year of 
\vorld War II. 

Etzioni, Amitai; The hard 1<g;y:_ to peace: a new strategy, cl962. 

Discusses the sources of the Cold War, the arms race, and 
the global clash of East and \iest, 

Newman, James Roy; The rule of folly, cl962. 

Addresses, essays, and lectures on atomic warfare. 

Breakthrough to peace, introduction by Thomas Merton. 

Lisagor, Peter; Overtime in heaven: adventures in the Foreign 
Service, cl964, 

True stories of ten incidents which tested to the utmost the 
courage and resourcefulness of our nation's servants abroad. 
Chronologically, the stories begin just after the American 
Revolution--There are tales of adventure set in Italy, Russia, 
China, and other countries, climaxed by an incident that took 
place in the Congo in 1960, 
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342 Brogan, Denis William; :EQJ.itical patterns in today' s world, cl963. 

A concise and objective appraisal of the political processes 
of democracy and totalitarianism as they operate in selected 
countries: the United States, the United Kingdom, France, 
Sweden, and the u.s.s.R. 

342.71 Dawson, Robert l'J,; Government of Canada, cl957, 

342,73 Bartholomew, Paul Charles; Leading cases on the Constitution, cl956. 

342.73 Burns, James MacGregor; Government by the people; national, cl963. 

A high school textbook which attempts to take into account 
recent political events and to keep abreast of the rush of 
developments within the field of political science. 

342.73 Burns, James MacGregor; Government by the people; national, state, 
and local government, cl963. 

342.73 Cushman, Robert Eugene; Leading constitutional decisions, cl932. 

342.73 Holloway, William Vernon; American government: national, state, 
and local, c1959, 

A handbook of politics and government in the United States. 

Konefsky, Samuel Joseph; Legacy of Holmes and Brandeis; a stuQY in 
the influence of ideas, c1956. 

A comparative study of two justices, Oliver \l'endell Holmes, 
the skeptic and Louis Dembitz Brandeis, the crusader. They 
frequently joined forces whenever they felt that their col
leagues had failed to uphold the basic rights of the people. 
Differing in social and economic ideals as well as in their 
juristic methods, they were nevertheless in accord in their 
exposition of the constitution. 

342.73 Morgan, Joy Elmer; The American citizen's handbook, cl960. 

An elementary and somewhat uneven handbook containing in
formation about naturalization and citizen's obligations, 
history, government, etc, 

342.73 Schattschneider, E. E.; Semisovereign people; realists view of dem
ocracy in America, cl961, 

The nature of political organization depends on the conflicts 
exploited in the political system which ultimately is what 
politics is about. 

342.73 U.s. Constitution; The living u.s. Constitution: story, text ••• , 
cl954. 
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342.734 Lefever, Ernest \v.; f!_ofile of Junerican politics; readings in .American 
government, cl960. 

A college textbook. 

342.739 Brant, Irving; Storm over the Constitution, cl936. 

A study of the intentions of the ~<riters of the constitution. 

343 Bedford, Sybille; The trial of Dr. Adams, cl962. 

A skillful account of the trial of an English doctor accused 
of deliberately killing one of his patients ~<ith drugs. 

343 Hecht, Ben; Perfidy; establishment of the ne1< Je~<ish State of Israel, 
cl961. 

In an account of the Kastner-Green~<ald trial, the author con
demns ~<hat he feels ~<ere perfidious compromies in the establish
ment of Israel, 

343 Prettyman, Barrett; Death and the Supreme Court, cl961. 

Highly informative, perceptive in its characterizations of the 
court's members from 1948 to the present, and truly fascinating 
not only in its choice of cases---but in its narration and ana
lysis. 

Busch, Francis Xavier; Guilty or not guilty?, cl952. 

Contents: The trial of Leo E'ranck for the murder of Mary 
Phagan in 1913; the trial of D. C. Stephenson for the murder 
of Madge Oberholtzer in 1925; the trial of Samuel Insull and 
others for the use of the mails to defraud in 1934; the trials 
of Alger Hiss for perjury in 1949-1950. 

347 Cope, Alfred Haines; Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Supreme Court, cl952. 

Problems in American civilization series---college textbook, 

347.409 Da~<son, J, P.; Cases and materials on contracts and contract remedies, 
cl959· 

347.6 Ryan, Philip A.; Domestic relations; civil and canon law, c1963. 

347.65 Leach, Halter Barton; Cases and text on future interests and estate 
planning, c1961. 

347,65 Turrentine, Lo~rell; ~sand text on ~<ills and administration, c1962. 

347,7 Lavine, Abraham Lincoln; Business la~< for everyday use, c1956. 

347.8 Chafes, Zechariah; Cases and materials on equity, cl958. 

347,9 Carpenter, Charles F.; Civil practice act---rules of the tkqrr.~me Court, 
cl963. 
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Frank, Jerome; Courts on trial; myth and. reality in .American justice, 
cl949. 

One of those books on lawyers and courts which can be read 
with pleasure and profit by laymen. 

Karlen, Delmar; Cases and materials of trials and appeals, cl961. 

Cheatham, Elliott Evans; Cases and materials on conflict of~. 
cl964. 

Jackson, Robert Haughwout; The struggle for judicial supremacy, a 
stuQy of a crisis in American power politics, cl941. 

An account of the Supreme Courts' usurpation of political 
power in the United States, culminating in the President's 
court reorganization bill of 1936. 

350 1ifilloughby, !1alcolm Francis; Rum war e.t sea, c nd. 

A well-documented history of the United States Coast Guard 
which fought hard and without many rewards to control illegal 
liquor traffic during the era of prohibition. 

351 Ullmann, Charles .A.; Management intern programs: a tool for developing 
better managers, cl957. 

A publication of the Civil Service Commission, 

351 White, Leonard Dupee; Introduction to the study of public admin
istration, c1955. 

351.1 

A manual covering most phases of efficient management in 
government offices; municipal, state, or federal. 

Kelsall, Roger Keith; Higher civil servants in Britain, from 1870 
to the present day, c1955. 

Based upon a study forming part of a wider research programme, 
the first main results of which >~ere published in July, 1954 in 
a symposium, Social mobility in Britain. 

351.3 Area Publishing Company; Federal service entrance examinations, 
c1956, 

351.3 Civil Service Commission; Exam for an engineer, cl964. 

352.013 Aarian, Charles R.; Governing urban .America: structure, politics, 
and aaministration, cl955. 

l'hmicipal government is understanaable only if received in 
relation to the \·Thole urban culture and that urban govern
ment is not only form but also a I>Olitical pro<><>sa, 
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352.073 Steffens, Joseph Lincoln; The sry_ame of the c~, cl957• 

Corruption (in politics) in municipal government in the U, s. 

353 Congressional Quarterly Service; Current "\merican gover~, c nd. 

353 Magruder, Frank Abbott; Magruder's American government, cJ.963. 

353.03 

353.03 

A high school textbook which includes texts of the Vmyflower 
Compact, the Declaration of Independence, the Articles of 
Confederation, and the Constitution, 

Binkley, Vlilfred Ellsworth; President and Congress, cl962, 

The writing of political history within the context of 
political ideas, 

Conlin, Edward S,; The President: office and powers, 1787-1957; a 
history and analysis of practice and opinion, cl957• 

First published in 1940, this edition is revised to include data 
on the Eisenhmver administration, and adds a section on presi
dential disability with the provision for succession, 

353,03 Hansen, Richard H.; The year ~1e had no President, cl962. 

353·9 

Introduction by Senator Estes Kefauver. 

Rossiter, Clinton L,; The American presidenc~, cl956. 

A discussion of the powers and limitations of the American 
president, his role through history and certain modifications 
made by recent presidents• Roosevelt, Truman, and Eisenhower. 

Grant, Daniel R,; State and local governments in America, c1963. 

A college textbook, 

MacDonald, Austin Faulke; American State government and administration, 
cl960. 

A standard textbook which has been entirely reorganized to 
present an even more lucid and teachable presentation than 
that of earlier editions. 

353.976 Benton, 11/ilbourn E.; Texas: its government and politics, cl961. 

354.47 Fainsod, Merle; How Russia is ruled, cl953· 

The aim of this book is to analyze the physiology as well as 
the anatomy of Soviet totalitarianism and to communicate a sense 
of the living political processes in which Soviet rule·ra and 
subjects are enmeshed, 
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355 Lieuwen, Edwin; Arms and politics in Latin America, c1959· 

A revie1< of the role of the armed forces in Latin American 
history with an estimate of the current and future signi
ficance of militarism in Latin America's relations with the 
United States, 

355 l·!organstern, Oskar; Question of national defense, c1959· 

355 Taylor, Maxwell Davenport; The uncertain trumpet, cl960, 

A brilliant critique of America's current military strategy 
and of the way it is formulated, written by the former chief 
of Staff, U. S, Army. (1955-1959). 

361,069 Perlman, Helen Harris; So you want to be a social worker, c1962. 

A senior high school textbook, 

361.3 Schweinitz, Elizabeth de; Interviewing in social services, c1962. 

361.341 Finestone, Samuel; Social casework and blindness! American Foundation 
for the Blind, cl960, 

362.4 

362.4 

Includes facts and figures on blindness. 

American Association of vlorkers for the Blind; Proceedings of the 34th 
convention, cl960, 

Frank, MorrisS,; First lady of the Seeing Eye, c1957• 

The title refers to Buddy, a German shepherd both intelligent 
and protective, Morris Frank was blind; he had heard of the 
use of dogs for blind men abroad and went abroad to learn to 
use a dog guide. Back in the United States, he founded the 
Seeing Eye now at Morristown, New Jersey, raised money for it, 
and trained both the blind and the dogs---always 1Tith the help 
of Buddy, 

362.4 National Federation of the Blind; N.F.B. Banguet speech, Washington, 
D. c., 1965---Kenneth Jernigan, Noderator. 

362.41 American Foundation for the Blind; Services for the blind in the 
~. cl960. 

362.41 

A summary of the status of blind persons and the programs 
and services designed to assist them, as well as recom
mendations for the future. Prepared for the Subcommittee 
on Special Education, Committee on Education and Labor, U, 
S, House of Representatives, 

Science for the Blind; Electronic aids for the blind, cl958. 
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362.41 Wood, Maxine; :Blindness--abil;i.:tY..t not disability, cl960. 

Public a:ffairs pamphlet no, 295, 

363 Lincoln, Charles Eric; The Black Muslims in Ameri.ca, cl961, 

An account of the Black Kuslim movement in the United States, 
which describes the forerunners, origins, doctrines, organi
zation, and leaders of a group having more than 100,000 members, 

364 Barnes, Harry Elmer; New horizons in criminology, cl959· 

A textbook, 

364 Caldwell, Robert Graham; Criminology, cl956. 

364 Gaddis, Thomas E.; Birdman of Alcatraz; the story of Robert Stroud, 
c1962. 

'rhe life story of Robert Stroud who has spent 46 years in 
prison, 39 of them in solitary confinement, During these 
years, Stroud has become self-educated and an authority on 
the diseases of birds. 

361t Radin, Edward D.; 12 against crime, c1950. 

364.1 

Unpublicized heros of crime detection whose painstaking, 
often uncanny researches have brought many dangerous crimi
nals to justice. 

Carse, Robert; Bum ro~~-running during th~ro~ib_~tion era, 
cl959· 

A phase of America's past life' the way of rum-runners during 
the Prohibition Era, 

364,152 Boswell, Charles; Business of.murder, ol963, 

364,152 Bos~1ell, Charles; Practitioners 9f murder, cl962. 

Biography---crime and criminals. 

364.36 Neumeyer, Martin Henry; Juvenile delinquency in modern society, cl961, 

A college textbook, 

364.38 Reynolds, Quentin; Courtroo~, cl950. 

The story of Samuel s. Leibowitz and his notable crime cases, 

365 Sykes, Gresham N,; Society of captives, cl958. 

A study of a ma.xim\llll seouri ty pr:La•m, 
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365 Wilson, Donald Powell; Ny six convicj;s, cl951. 

The author, a professor of psychology, spent three years 
at Fort Leavenworth studying the relations of drug addiction 
to criminality, This book is an account of those three years, 

Tappan, Paul Hilber; Con_temporary correction, cl951. 

A symposium 1{hich is designed to cover the major aspects 
of contemporary correction. The subject matter is extensive, 
covering as it does such widely diversified matters as general 
administration and policy, the highly specialized methods em·· 
played by them, and the field of treatment outside of the in
stitution. 

368 Gregg, Davis W, ; Group life insurance; an analysis of concepts, 
contracts, costs snd company practices, cl950, 

368 I01{a-Insurance Department; Iowa. Agents' stydy manual, cl960, 

368 Research and Revie~1 Service of America.; The R & R course in hea.l th 
insurance, cl963. 

368 United Security Life Company; Introduction to life underwriting, 
cl963. 

369.43 Huckins, Rose L.; A spring board to active scouting; for boys 1{ho 
~isually handicappe~, c nd. 

370 Conant, James Bryant; The education of American teachers, cl963. 

370 

370,1 

370.1 

370.1 

Conant proposes that the responsibility for designing pro
grams of teacher education be shifted from the state depart
ments of education to the colleges and universities that 
educate teachers, 

Major, Robert F.; Prepa.r:i,_f!B_ob.iectives for programed instruction, 
cl962. 

Bloom, Benjamin Samuel; Taxonomy of educ{l_tional objectives, cl956. 

The classification of education goals by a committee of 
college and university examiners. 

Dewey, John; De~tey on education, cl959. 

Fuller, Edmund; The Christian idea of education; papers and dis
cussions, cl958. 

This book gre~r out of a seminar on the Christian idee. of 
education held at Y:ent School and contains eight papers 
presented there, To these the editor has added excqr~~s 
from the group discussions which follmoed. 
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370.15 Blair, Glenn Myers; ~.ational psycholog,y, cl954. 

Emphasizes classroom applications and methodological matters 
of immediate use to teachers in preparation. 

370.15 Commins, ililliam Dollard; Principles of educational nsyohology, 
cl95~·. 

A textbook. 

370.15 Cronbach, Lee Joseph; ~ducational psychology, cl963. 

Pronounced emphasis on intellectual learning and develop
ment and a full presentation of the psychological theory 
and research that underlie educational practice. 

370,15 Klausmeier, Herbert John; Learning and human abilities: educational 
~chology, cl961. 

A college textbook. 

370.15 Kolesnik, Walter Bernard; Educational psychology, c1963. 

A college textbook. 

370.15 Morse, William Charles; Psyc~logy~nd teaching, cl962. 

Selected readings: primary source materials of special 
interest, reference manual; basic psychology. 

Good, Harry Gehman; A histo;r]L_of western education, cl960, 

B'irst published in 1947, this attempts to prepare a balanced 
account of the grovTth of schools and of the evaluation of 
educational thought and doctrine as a part of the general 
history of society and civilization. 

370.9 Mulhern, James; A histo!iL._Qf ed)l£..~_t_on; a social interp,retation, 
cl959· 

370.973 Abraham, 'llillard; L.time for teaching, cl964. 

A college textbook. 

370.973 Conant, James Bryant; Education and liberty; the role of the schools 
in a modern democracy, c1952. 

371.1 

Based on lectures delivered at University of Virginia under 
Page-Ba.bour Foundation, ~'ebruary 12-13-14, 1952, 

Van Dalen, Deobold B.; Looking ahead to teaching, cl959· 

A college textbook, 
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Bowles, Frank H.; How to get into. college, cl958. 

Answers questions taken from letters to the College Entrance 
Examination Board on preparation for college, financing a 
college education, and staying in college after getting there. 

Thorndike, Robert Ladd; Measurement and evaluation in~cho~ 
snd education, cl961, 

A textbook, 

Barzun, Jacques; Teacher in America, cl945. 

A treatise--not on education--on teaching in America, what 
is taught and why and h01~ and what can be done to improve 
teaching, particularly in colleges and universities. 

Highet, Gilbert; The art of teaching, c1950. 

This is not a book of educational theory, but a book of 
suggestions drawn from practice, It is called, The art of 
teaching because teaching is an art not a science. 

Hoppook, Robert; Occupational_ infc:rmation: ~<here __ to get it and how 
to use it in counselinp: and in t!'J_aching, cl963. 

First published in 1957, this is a study of the 1~hole field 
of counseling, including 1vhere to get occupational information 
snd how to use it in counseling and how. 

371.422 Blanchard, Howard; Guidance: a longitudinal approach, ol962. 

371.425 Burt, Jesse Clifton; ~vocational adventure, cl959· 

371.425 Lowen, vfal ter Albert; You snd your .iob, cl958. 

371,71 Redl, Fritz; Meni~_hygiene in teachigg, cl951. 

A presentation of the fundamental principles of mental 
hygiene as applied in the classroom with particular em
phasis on the causes of children's difficulties and on 
devising constructive programs for coping 1vith them, 

371,73 Ma.thevrs, Donald K.; Measurem.~pt in physical education, cl963. 

A textbook, 

371.805 Iowa University Department of English and speech; Three quarters, a 
magazine for freshman writing, ol963. 

September 1963 issue, 

371.9 Eaton, Allen H.; Beauty for the sighted and the blind, cl961, 

Stresses the need for beauty in the lives of th<> !.lind. 
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Johnson, Wendell; Speech handicapped school children, c1956, 

Designed to prepare the remedial speech instructor and the 
classroom teacher to work together effectively in the best 
interests of the children 11i th speech difficulties. 

Kirk, Samuel Alexander; Educating exceptional children, cl962, 

A college textbook. 

Putnam, Peter; Cast off ·~he darkness 1 c1957, 

In 1941 the author, then a Princeton student, attempted to 
commit suicide, He did not succeed, but blinded himself 
for life. This book recox·ds his life, his beliefs, his 
completion of an education, and his life with the fine 
young woman whom he married, 

Allan, W, Scott; Rehabilitation: a community challenge, c1958. 

American Foundation for the Blind; Industrial arts for _blind 
students, cl960. 

Number six group. Report of a conference on principles and 
standards, New York, February 1, 2, 3, 1960. 

Garrett, James F.; Psychological practices with the physically dis
abled, cl962, 

A textbook, 

371,91 McGowan, John F.; Introduction to the vocational rehabilitation 
process; a manual for orientation and in-service trainil},g, cl960. 

371.91 Michael, S, T,; Psychological service in vocational rehabilitation, 
c1959. 

371.91 Thomason, Oliver Bruce; Casework performance in vocational rehabili
tation compiled from proceedings of~idance, training, and place
ment viOrkshops, cl960, 

371.911 American Foundation for the Blind; Concern~the education of 
blind child:•en, cl957 11958. 

Series of papers dealing with various aspects of the education 
of blind children, All presented previously a.t conferences, 
vrorkcheps or courses dealing with programs of the education of 
the blind, 

371.911 American Foundation for the Blind; Place of the museum in the ed
ucation of the blind; recreation for the blind, c nd. 

AFB Educational Series No, 7• 
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371.911 American Foundation for the Blind; Resources for teachers of blind 
with sighted children, cl957• 

AFB educational series. 

371.911 Atkins, Ray; Outboard motors; taped letter to Mr. Jernigan about 
Johnson and Everroot motors and the Factory Service School, cl963. 

371.911 Cutsforth, Thomas Darl; The blind in school and society: a psychq_
logical study, cl933· 

Blindness is not merely "the absence or impairment of a 
single sense but a condition that changes ru1d reorganizes 
the entire mental life of the individual." Therefore, 
special education is indicated for the blind which has 
heretofore not been given them, 

371.911 Hackie, Romaine Prior; Teachers of children who are blind, cl955. 

A report based on findings from the study "Qualification and 
preparation of teachers of exceptional children", conducted 
by the Office of Education, 

371.911 National Braille Club, Inc.; J:lieeting, cl961, cl962. 

National membership organization ••• interested in advancing 
and coordinating volunteer services in the production, 
distribution and use of books and educational materials in 
Braille, large print, and in sound recorded form. 

371,911 Salmon, Peter J.; Vocational rehabilitation of deaf-blind persons, 
cl959· 

371.92 

An article that appeared in the New Outlook for the Blind, 
February, 1959. 

Kirk, Samuel Alexander; j!:duca ting the retarded child, cl95l. 

Should aid both teacher and parents of mentally deficient 
children not only to better understand what activities and 
learning experiences \vill benefit the children, but also 
why they will. 

371.921 Ingram, Christine Porter; Education of the slow-learning child, 
cl953. 

First published in 1935. How to make socially efficient 
citizens of the mentally retarded and dull-normal groups, 
;Thich altogether comprise approximately one-fifth of the 
school population, is a problem that confronts all educators. 
The broad understanding of this problem as well as specific 
detailed guidance for meeting it is set forth in this vo1.'"""· 
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372 D·ewey, John; School and society, cl899· 

There has not been a more important contribution to educa
tional reform. 

372 Leonard, Edith !1,; Foundations of learning in childhood education, 
c1963. 

Provides the necessary background to devise a well-balanced 
educational program for the young child. 

372 Neill, Alexander Sutherland; Summerhill; a radical approach to 
child rearing, cl960, 

372.4 

372.4 

372.4 

372.4 

372.5 

For forty years this courageous educator has experimented 
with an unique English school in which freedom and non
repression are the main principles for educating and disci
plining the children. 

Gaitskell, Charles D.; Children and their art; methods for the 
elementary school, cl958. 

A book of teaching methods designed to encourage all children, 
gifted and non-gifted, to find a personal means of expressing 
their experiences and feelings through art. 

Bond, Guy L.; Reading difficulties, their diagnosis and correction 
by ••• and Hiles A. Tinker, cl957• 

Two experts draw upon many reading researches in their thorough 
analysis of the nature, causes, diagnoses, and remedial treat
ment of reading difficulties. A mature manual for classroom 
and remedial teachers. 

Eisenson, Jon; Speech correction in the school~, c1957. 

A book on teaching language and speech to children. 

Harris, Albert Josiah; Readings on reading instruction, cl963. 

An educational textbook. 

McKee, Paul Gordon; The teaching of reading in the elementary school, 
cl948. 

A college textbook. 

Grenzeback,Joe; Old King Cole, (a play), cl955· 

An adaptation of nursery rhyme done by "Adventure" Theatre, 
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372.61 Bailey, Matilda; Our English language, cl957• 

A textbook, 

373 Klausmeier,Herbert John; 'l'eachinl( in the secondary school; a re
vision of principles and practices of se,condary school teaching, cl958. 

373· 73 

373.73 

373· 73 

373· 73 

374.8 

A college textbook, 

Conant, James Bryant; Recommendations for education in the junior 
high school yearsJ__a memorandum to school boards, cl960, 

Conant, James Bryant; Slums and suburbs.La commentarY on schools in 
metropolitan areas, cl961, 

Recommends more intellectually demanding courses for the aca
demically talented, more educational and vocational guidance 
for the privileged schools, greater decentralization of admini
stration in city schools, and a critical look at the needs of 
particular situations in place of easy generalizations. 

National Association of Secondary School Principals; Focus on change: 
guide to better schools, cl961. 

A textbook on secondary high schools in the United States. 

Stiles, Lindley Joseph; §econdary education in the United States, 
cl962, 

A principle text for teachers-in-training that gives a de
tailed study of present day high schools, Included are dis
cussions of the changing character of secondary education, its 
heritage and goals, its organizations, guidance, and curriculum. 

Adult Education Association of the United States; How to teach adults, 
c nd. 

378.155 Grewe, Eugene G,; The college research paper, c1950. 

378.155 Hillway, Tyrus; Introduction to research, cl956. 

384.5 Head, Sydney; Broadcasting in America; a survey of television and 
~. c1956, 

For the reader interested in detailed information on broad
casting, the subject is thoroughly explored, and 11ith copious 
quotes and references, their usefulness is increased by or
ganization and interpretation. 

384. 5lf Codding, George Arthur; Broadcasting without baTr~, c1959. 

(UNESCO) 
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A comprehensive textbook on basic principles and operation 
of the various systems of transportation in use in the United 
States---railroad, motor, air, water, pipelines, and urban 
transportation, 

Whiteside, Thomas; The tunnel under the Channel, cl962, 

Reviews the various proposals that have been made during the 
last century and a half, to build a submarine tunnel under 
the English Channel connecting England and France. 

390 Sumner, William Graham; Folkways; a study of the sociological im
portance of usages, manners, customs, mores, and morals, c1940, 

The author defines folkways as ways of doing things which 
are gradually recognized as expedient and develop into es
tablished customs. 

392 Reiss, Ira Leonard; Premarital sexual §tandards in America, cl960. 

A sociological investigation of the relative social and 
cultural integration of American sexual standards, 

Miller, Daniel Robert; The changing American parent; a study in 
the Detroit area, cl958-. -··-·--·· 

Queen, Stuart Alfred; The family in various_cultures, cl961. 

A college textbook. 

395 Seventeen; The Seventeen book of etiquette and entertaining, cl963. 

Brisk, sensible and contemporary; this 1;ell 1;ritten volume 
should be enthusiastically received by teenagers and their 
parents. 

396 Beard, Mary Ritter; vlomen as force in history, a study of traditions 
and realities, cl946, 

This is a scholarly book, well organized and well written. 
Begins with women's rights movement, last half devoted to 
women as forceful influences in civilization from ethnic 
groups to modern times, 

396 Borgese, Elizabeth (l1ann); Ascent of woman, cl963. 

vJri tten in a free and energetic style in layman 1 s language, 
Its unusual,not to say startling, prediction for the future 
of the sexes should interest all who have given the subject 
thought, 



396 Peck, Joseph Howard; Life \Vith \VOmen and how to~rvive it, 
cl961, 

A retired Utah country physician writes about people and 
medical affairs, It is full of ·~he doctor's opinions about 
numerous phases of human life, and especially about matters 
connected "lith the female of the species, 

396.093 Assa, Janine; The great Roman ladies, c1960, 

398.2 

398.3 

Biographical sketches. 

Dobie, James Frank; The longhorns, c1941, 

The longhorns of the American south~rest are descendants of 
the cattle which the early Spanish explorers brought to 
this continent, Their history, tall tales about them, folk
lore, verse and the men 1vho herded the oa ttle, are rounded 
up in this volume, 

Thompson, Harold William; Body, boots and britches, cl940. 

A collection of the ballads, folklore, and local history 
of Ne1v York Sta·ce, 

400 LANGUAGE 

400 Hall, Robert Anderson; Linguistics and your langu~, cl950. 

407 

408.92 

420,4 

420.9 

That speech is best which best conveys your meaning, The 
only errors are social not grammatical. 

Lado, Robert; J.anguage testing; ~construction and use of fO.£·· 
eign language tests; a teacher's book, cl964, 1961. 

A companion volume to Language teaching: a scientifi£ 
approach, 

Connor, George Alan; Esperanto, _the Horld interlanguage compiled, 
cl959· 

Dean, Leonard Fellows; Essays on languages and usage, cl959• 

Jespersen, Jens Otto Harry; Growth and structure of the English 
language, cl948, 

The aim is to characterize the chief peculiarities of the 
English language, and to explain the growth and signifi
cance of those features in the structure which have been 
of permanent importance, 

425 Jernigan, Kenneth; Grammer class, c nd, 

Informal discussions, 
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428.2 Burne, Kevin G,; lPunotional English for writers, ol964. 

438.6 Meyer, Erika; Adademifohe Freiheit, ol954. 

Read in German. 

445 Dondo, Mathurin; French for the modern ~Torld, o1951. 

A tl<o-book high school series that "humanizes" the teaching 
of French. 

448 Salemsier, Georges; France in review, cl962. 

460 Musica Naestro; Spanish song-tell wo£2&, c nd. 

In Spanish. 

468.242 Armitage, Richard; Beginning Spanish, a cultural approach, cl963. 

A college textbook, 

468.6 Goytortua, Jesus; Pensativa, cl9~-7. 

Read in Spanish. 

469 Broadcasting Foundation of America; T~<enty-seven Portugese 
recordings, c nd, 

Read in Portugese. 

4?8.242 Gummere, John Flagg; Using Latin; Book I, cl961, 

A high school textbook. 

491.782 Fairbanks, Gordon H.; Basj.o conversational Russian, cl964, 

500 SCIENCE 

500 Booth, Verne Hobson; Physical science; a study of matter and 
energy, cl962. 

A college textbook. 

500 Poppy, Willard J.; Exploring the physical sciences, ol965. 

A college textbook, 

500 Science for the Blind; Lectures a.t Haverford College, c nd, 

Contents: American crisis at Berlin; New kind of colle~e; 
American crisis and the foreign policy, 
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500 Science for the Blind; Nice, men, and molecules, c nd. 

501 Feigl 1 Herbert; Philosophy ,..Qf.. science, cl958. 

Presents the results of the research of the Minnesota Center 
for the Philosophy of Science. 

501 Poincare, Jules Henry; Science and h.iLP£>thesis, c1905. 

501 

501.8 

Progress of 
knowledge. 
a true one, 

science 
A false 
because 

has been at times impeded by too much 
hypothesis is often of more service than 
it leads to new discoveries. 

\lhittaker, Edmund Taylor; From Euclid to Eddington; a study of 
conceptions of the external world, cl949. 

Standen, Anthony; Science is a sacred cow, c1950. 

A 1vholesome effort to expose the sophistry of science and 
the over extension of the scientific method into fields 
where they have no place. 

504 Conant, James Bryant; Modern science and modern rna~, c1952. 

Four lectures delivered at Columbia University describing 
the philosophical implications of modern physics and chem
istry, and their part in producing the present day intel
lectual revolution. 

504 Sarton, George; The life of science; essays in the history of 
civilization, cl948. 

A collection of essays in the history of civilization by 
the world's outstanding historian of science, bringing to 
life a number of famous scientists or philosophers or his
torians of science, 

504 Schrodinger, Erwin; Science theory and man, o1935. 

Formerly titled: "Science and human temperament." Essays 
setting forth ideas concerning the humanitarian aspects of 
science and the interpretation of modern atomic theory. 

507 Beveridge, William Beardmore; Art of scientific investigati~, 
c1950. 

v/ritten primarily for the student of infectious diseases 
but nearly all of the book is equally applicable to any 
branch of science. 

507 Conant, James Bryant; On understanding science; an historical 
approach, cl9'+7. 

A stimulating contribution to the problem of how science 
can best be assimilated into the oul tural problem, 
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508 American Foundation for Continuing Education; Exnloring the universe,, 
cl963. 

508.722 Steinbeck, John; The log from the sea of Cortez, c1951, 

A narrative of the 1mrk, meals, conversation, etc., a part 
of a trip to collect marine specimens. 

509 Butterfield, Herbert; Origins of modern science: 1300-1800, cl957· 

A book on the history of science 1;ritten for the general 
reader. 

509 Schneer, Cecil J.; Search for order, cl960. 

The development of the major ideas in the physical sciences 
from the earliest times to the present. 

509 Snow, Charles Percy; Science and government, cl961, 

This book dramatizes the growing secretiveness in political 
decision making as well as the expanding influence of scien
tific advisers in government. 

510 Wylie, C, R,; Advanced enJ:~~eering mathematic~, cl960, 

510.1 

510.78 

510.78 

511.2 

517 

A college textbook, 

Clifford, \'iilliam Kingdon; The common sense of the exact science~, 
cl946. 

Attempt to explain modern scientific and mathematical thought 
to the layman. 

Science for the Blind; Lectures on .solid state devices in computers, 
c nd. 

Science for the Blind; Nagnetic circuits as used in computers, c nd. 

Kojima, Takashi; The Japanese abacus, its use and theory, cl954. 

Johnson, Richard Edvmrd; Calculus with analytic gem~:;z, cl960. 

A college textbook, 

517 Randolph, John F.; Caloulus and analytic geometry, cl961. 

A textbook, 

520 Moore, Patrick; ~he planets, cl962, 

In a clear style the history of planetary science is sho1;!l. 
Individual chapters are d.evot.ed. to the plan<>+. a th<>m•><>l""'"• 
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521.63 Science for the Blind; Tracking the satellites, c1956. 

Lectures before the Astronomy Club of Kansas City. 

523 Hoyle, Fred; The nature of the _universe, c1950. 

Contents: 'l'he earth and nearby space; 'l'he sun and the stars; 
The origin of the stars; The future and the fate of the stars; 
The origin of the earth and the planets; The expanding universe, 
a personal view, 

523,016 Science for the Blind; Radio astronO%Y lecture at Columbus (March, 
1956), c1956, 

523.016 Science for the Blind; Radio astronom.y lecture at Franklin Institute, 
cl958, 

523.1 Heuer, Kenneth; How the earth will come to an end, cl963. 

An actuarial report by a former lecturer in astronomy at 
the Hyden Planetarium, 

Munitz, Milton; Theories of the universe; from Babylonian myth_!Q 
modern science, cl957• 

An anthology of writings about the origin and nature of the 
universe, 

523,1 Science for the Blind; Universe, from Scientific American, September, 
cl956. 

523.13 Heuer, Kenneth; Men of other planets, c1951. 

Based on the theory that all planets support some form of 
life adapted, as is life on Earth, to whatever chemical 
and climatic conditions are extant. 

526 Science for the Blind; Longitude, o nd, 

530 Schulz, Richard VI.; Ph.ysios for the space age, cl96l, 

A high school textbook, 

530 Science for the Blind; Experiment on elementary particles, c nd. 

530 Shortley, George Hiram; Elements of physics, cl955· 

530.1 

A textbook, 

Barnett, Lincoln; Yniverse and Dr. Einstein, cl94B. 

An attempt to interpret Einstein's theory of relativity to 
the layman. 



530.1 

530.11 

530.12 

537.5 

537 o5l 

538 
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Gamow, George; l'ir, Tompkins in vlonderland.L_Qf_ stories, cl940, 

Whimsical and amusing exposition of such mysteries of modern 
physics as the quantum theory, relativity, and curved space, 

Borel, Emile Felix Edouard Justin; Space and time, cl922, 

Science for the Blind; Quantum mechanical theory of Ferro-Magnetism, 
cl955· 

Two lectures by Dr, Serber, 

Boast, 11arren Benefield; Vector fields; a~tor foundation of 
electric magnetic fields, cl964, 

Science for the Blind; Household electronics, c nd, 

Science for the Blind; Resistance coupled amplifier charts taken 
from RCA Tube Manual, c nd, 

Tyndall, John; Faraday as a discoverer, cl961, 

John Tyndall drew from his first hand. acquaintance with 
Faraday at the Royal Institution, J,ondon, to detail the 
researches and discoveries of Faraday in the fields of 
magnoelectric induction, electrochemistry, magnetization 
of light and. diamagnetism. 

539 Gamow 1 George; The atom and its nucleu~, cl961, 

539 

539.09 

A survey of the growth of human knowledge of the atom from 
the time of the Greeks to the present. 

Goble, Alfred. Theodore; Elements of modern physics, cl962, 

!'larch, Arthur; 'rhe new world of physics, cl962, 

Begins with Democritus and his concept of the atom and 
proceeds through the development of relativity, wave mechanics, 
and quantum mechanics to modern nuclear physics; clearly 
written. 

539,14 Science for the Blind; ~functions of atoms, c nd, 

539.7 Science for the Blind; Atomic nucleus; origins and implications 
of radiation; principles of uncertainity, c nd, 

539.733 Science for the Blind; Particle accelerators; the cyclotron, c nd, 

Taken from a lecture in electricity and magnetism, 

540 Porter, George; Chemistry for the modern world, cl962, 

Presents an introduction to chemistry an<i c<m.n1~»<lea \Ti th 
applications of chemistry and the role of every ii&:y aciQI>f><>. 
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540 Scott, E11ing C,; 'fhe nature of atoms and mole_cules; a general 
chemistr~, cl962. 

A college textbook. 

541.24 Science for the Blind; Peaceful atom, c nd, 

546 Science for the Blind; Titanium, c nd, 

547.75 Science for the Blind; The protein, c nd. 

550 Fenton, Carroll Lane; Giants of geology, c1952. 

The story of the great geologists \1hich traces the develop
ment of geology through a series of biographies of leading 
geologists. 

551 Bascom, \'Iillard; A hole in the bottom of the sea; the story of the 
Mohole Pro,iect, cl961, 

Project Mohole is literally an effort to bore a hole through 
the ocean bed, to penetrate the earth's crust and give scientists 
the first direct samplings of the underlying mantle they have 
ever had. 

551 Beiser, Arthur; The earth, cl962, 

551.5 

551.7 

551.7 

Contents: A small but extraordinary planet; Cloudy beginnings; 
J\natomy of the skies; The emergence of the crust; Shaping of 
the landscape; The record of the rocks; An uncertain destiny; 
Bibliography; A geologic tour of the United States. 

Blair, Thomas A.; Weather elements: a text in elementary meteorology, 
cl957 • 

A textbook, 

Clark, Thomas Henry; 'fhe geological evolution of Horth .America; a 
regional approach to historical geology, cl96l. 

This book could serve as an useful text for both beginning 
and advanced courses, 

Stokes 1 vlilliam Lee; Essentials of earth history; an introduction 
to historical geology, c1961. 

A textbook, 

568 Colbert, Edvtin Harris; Dinosaurs; their discovery and .their world, 
cl961, 

The book offers a description of the great creatures roaming 
the Earth 100 million years ago. It tells how year after 
year scientists have collected and correlated info-mce:th;o 
to arrive at sound conclusions, 
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Benedict, Ruth (Fulton); Patterns of cglt1~! a description of 
three pr~mitive societies, cl~6. 

Analysis of three strongly contrasting primitive civiliza
tions--the Zuni Indians of Ne1v Nexico, the natives of Dobu 
in l1elanesia, and the K~Valdute of Vancouver Island--to show 
hm; custom and tradition influence behavior. 

572 Berrill, Norman J,; Man 1 s emerging mind; man 1 s progress, cl96l. 

His progress through time, ice, flood, atoms, and the 
universe. 

572 Head, Margaret; Hale and female; a study of the sexes in a changil!tl: 
J:!2rld, cl949. 

Extensive study of males and females as children and as 
adults, this dra~Vs heavily upon information the author gained 
from her first study of the people of seven Pacific islands, 

572 Montagu, Ashley; Nan: his first million years, cl957. 

Discusses man Is ancestry in the line of evolution, ho1; the 
races and cultures of man acq_uired their distinctive charac
teristics, how language, reli.gion and the arts developed, and 
how sex and marriage patterns vary between cultures. 

572 Montagu, Ashley; The science of man, c nd. 

A brief introduction to the terminology and major concepts 
of anthropology which aids the general reader in gaining 
an understanding of the origin and evolution of our species, 

572.082 Goldschmidt, Halter Rocks; Exploring ways of mankind, cl960, 

An excellent and integrated selection of essays some of them 
from sources not freq_uently q_uoted in textbooks of anthro
pology, A meaningful and detailed text, 

572,084 Casagrande, Joseph Bartholomew; In the company of man; twenty po~
~raits by anthropologists, cl960, 

'rhe study of anthropological informants, 

572.082 Shapiro, Harry Lionel; Man, culture, and societ;y:, c1956, 

Contains chapters on human beginnings, the Stone and Natal 
ages, culture, languages and writing, inventions and society, 
family, religion, social groups, etc, 

572.896 Beattie, John; Bunyoro, an African kingdom, cl960, 

Case studies in cultural anthropology, 
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lvagner, Philip L,; Readings in cul tur.§],__geography, cl962, 

~'he text is divided into four sections, each preceded 
by a swnmary of the main concepts in each section. 

Weyer, Edward J,; Primitive peoples today, cl959· 

A survey of the customs and everyday life of twenty to 
twenty-five representative tribes from all areas of the 
world, 

572.996 Mead, Margaret; Coming of age in Samoa, cl928. 

573.2 

This book will prove interesting and valuable to the 
student of psychology and attractive to any reader who 
does not object to the handling of natural facts with 
ungloved hands, 

Lasker, Gabriel Ward; The evolution of man; a brief introduction 
to physical anthropology, c1961, 

A college textbook. 

574 Berrill, Norman John; Journey into wonder, cl952. 

Story of man's explorations of the ocean, written by a 
marine biologist, 

574 Burroughs, John; John Burroughs' Ji!nerica; selections from the 
writings of the Hudson River naturalist, c1951, 

• 
Virtually every page reflects Burroughs' philosophy of 
life and if his writing is not always of the highest or
der, it is nevertheless the real thing; charming, deeply 
joyful, and truly simple. 

574 Elliott, Alfred Marlyn; Biology, cl960, 

A college textbook, 

574 Pauling, Linns; Lectures by Dr. 1, Pauling, c nd, 

A science for the blind tape. 

574 Platt, Rutherford Hayes; The river of life, cl956. 

A return to vronder takes on the shape of a philosophy of 
this inspection of the living world, Despite the most 
unusual assortment of specimens, the emphasis is on the 
likeness underlying unlikeness; the delight lies in our 
ability to enjoy the show, 
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574 Science for the Blind; 1wo lectur~s-~n biology, c nd, 

574 Simpson, George Gaylord; Life: an introduction to biology, cl95'7• 

A detailed, interestingly 1·rritten introductory textbook 
1vhich will also be satisfactory for the general reader who 
wants more than a superficial popularization, 

574 Weisz, Paul B.; pcience of biology, cl962, 

A college textbook, 

574 Williams, Samuel Howard; The living lvo:r;l£, cl947. 

574 Taylor, William T.; General biology, c1961, 

A college textbook, 

574.072 Alexander, Gordon; Laboratory directions for general biology, 
cl959· 

574.87 Brachet, Jean; The liv~~. cl961, 

Ten articles from the Scientific American, Septenfuer. 

Durrell, Gerald Jllialcolm; Jlliy family ~nd other animals, c1956. 

Those who have read the author's other books will find this 
a welcome introduction ~1hich explains in some measure how 
he developed such a lively interest in animals, 

Jlliilne, Lorus J.; The valley: meadow, grove, and stream, c1962. 

The valley is a kind of year-round chronicle of what goes 
on in the dooryard, with the record of observances of in
sects, birds, animals, and plants that persist at the edge 
of a Ne~1 England village, 

White, Gilbert; Natural history of Selborne, cl789. 

This book has been called the solitary classic of natural 
history in English literature. The charm and grace of its 
style has been admired by both naturalists and laymen. White 
started his famous book as a sort of garden calendar, as 
early as 1751 and it took shape into a series, 

574.975 Halle, Louis Joseph; Spring in vlashington, cl947. 

Essays on the coming of spring in vlashington, D. c., on the 
bird life of the city and other manifestations of r.a.ture 
observed by the author, 
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575 Danvin, Charles Robert; Descent of man and selection~ relation 
to sex 1 c1871. 

A classic that presents the theory that man is descended 
from ape-like animals. 

575 Dobzhansky, ·rheodosius Grigorievich; Biological basis of human 
freedom, c1956. 

An attempt to interpret some of the philosophical implica
tions of modern biology in terms which a layman can under
stand. 

575 Eiseley, Loren Corey; The immense ,journey: the story of evolution, 
cl957 • 

A book for grave pleasure, for contemplative and stimulating 
enjoyment, the style is beautiful, compelling in impact and 
poetic in its imagery. 

575 Irvine, 11illiam; Apes 1 angels 1 and Victorians; DarwiJ.:l 1 Huxley1 an£ 
eva~~. c1954. 

A lively account of the impact of the evolution theory on 
the 19th century world and the two Englishmen responsible 
for the intellectual s·bir, 

575 Moody, Paul Amos; Introduction to evolution, cl962, 

595· 7 

591.51 

A college textbook. 

Evans, Howard Ensign; vlasp l'arm, c1963, 

In upstate New York, on eight acres called 1Jasp Farm, the 
author spent hours observing the 11ay of wasps. An account 
of their life cycles, habits,and resourcefulness in the 
business of survival is revealed. 

Lorenz, Konrad; j5ing Solomon's ring; ne1< light on animal ~<ays, 
cl952. 

A famous naturalj.st recounts his experiences with obser
vations on the behavior of animals and birds, among them 
fish, ;ratershrews, grey leg geese, dogs, and jackdaws. 

592 Barnes, Robert D.; Invertebrate zoology, cl963. 

595.7 

A textbook. 

Clausen, Lucy 1:1.; Insect fact and folklore, cl954. 

A compilation of legends, proverbs, superstitious beliefs, 
folklore and facts about insects, An engaging a.ttempt by 
a lecturer to set the record straight, 
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598 Lamburn, John Battersby Crompton; Snake lore, cl963. 

598.2 

\ifriting as a nature lover and. observer, the author bases 
this discussion on his own experience in Asia, Africa, and 
England, He includes both scientific information and legends 
and superstitions, some false, some based on truth. 

Terres, John K.; Songbirds in your garden, c1953. 

Advice on how to bring birds into a smsll garden in city 
or suburb by supplying them with food, shelter and water, 
with feeding stations, tree and shrub plantings, bird houses 
and bird baths, 

599 Science for the Blind; Orientation of mammals, c nd. 

600 TECHNOLOGY 

608 Mandell, Irving; How to protect and patent your invention, c1951, 

610,7 

Covers federal law, 

Frenay, Sister ~Iary Agnes Clare; Understanding medical terminology, 
cl964. 

Directed toward promoting a knowledge of medical terms, an 
understanding of medical abbreviations, the ability to spell 
medical terms, and an appreciation of the logical method found 
in medical terminology. 

611 King, Barry G,; Human anatomy and physiolqgy, c1963, 

A college textbook. 

612 Asimov, Isaac; The living river, the fascinating story of the blood 
stream, cl959· 

612.6 

612.85 

An analysis of the chemical components of the blood and shows 
the relationship to other manifestations in the universe. It 
then shows the genetic considerations which determine blood 
characteristics, various diseases, specifically related to 
morbid blood traits, the healthy function of the blood, 

Butterfield, Oliver HcKinley; Sexual harmony in marriage, cl953· 

vlever, Ernest Glen; Physiological acoustics, cl954. 

A comprehensive reference book on the mechanical process of 
audition from the entrance of the sound wave into the outer 
ear to its action on the cochlea. 
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613 Byrd, Oliver Erasmus; Health, cl961. 

A textbook. 

613 Rathbone, Josephine Langworthy; Health in your daily living, c1952, 

613 

A high school textbook, 

Schifferes, Justus Julius; Essentials of healthier living: a 
realistic college text in personal and community health, cl963. 

Jolliffe, Norman; Reduce and stay reduced on the prudent diet, cl963. 

For those who watch calories and weight, 

Consumer Reports; The Consumers Union report on smoking and the 
public interest, cl963. 

Review of the facts for and against the current charge that 
smoking induces lung cancer and the tobacco industry's stand 
in the matter; with suggestions for individual and government 
action, 

Meier, Richard L.; Modern science and the human fertility problem, 
cl959· 

Population growth is the greatest single deterrent with the 
exception of war, to economic development in the poorer ter
ritories of the world. 

614 Harris, Richard; The real voice, cl964. 

614.715 

615 

A history of the effort to enact Federal legislation regulat
ing the multifarious and wealthy drug industry. The author 
describes the heroic efforts of the late Senator Estes Kefauver 
in calling for action on the quality, pricing, advertising, and 
distribution of drugs. 

Science for the Blind; Radiation hazards, c nd. 

Consumer Reports; The medicine show, c1961. 

Some plain truths about popular remedies for common ailments. 

Holbrook, Stewart Hall; The golden age of guackery, cl959· 

A detailed account of patent medicines and their purveyors, 
of nostrums, faith cures, mechanical marvels, exotic Indian 
herbals, and the men and women who sometimes grew rich in 
selling them and sometimes were exposed by the law. 
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616 Jarvis, De Forest Clinton; Folk medicine; a Vermont doctor's guide 
to good health, cl958, 

616,08 

616.46 

616,8 

Homely prescriptions for common ailments such as colds, coughs, 
and the so-called deficiency diseases. 

Dunbar, Helen Flanders; Mind and body: psychosomatic medicin~, cl947. 

One of the most intelligently presented popularizations of the 
medical theory that physical ills may be caused by emotional 
maladjustments, This book can be read with profit by laymen 
interested in the prevention as well as the cure of illness 
through better understanding of the relationship between body 
and mind, 

Dolger, Henry; How to live with ~iabetes, cl958. 

To assist the diabetic and his family, this book discusses 
the history of the treatment of the disease and the particular 
problems for different age levels and for women and prospects 
for the future, 

Frankl, Viktor ~mil; The doctor and the soul; an introduction to 
logotherapy, c1955, 

Logotherapy is a term Dr,Frankl applies to psychotherapy which 
is directed toward the human spirit and deals with the meaning 
of life, 

616,898 Grant Vernon W.; This is~tal illness: how it feels, and what it 
~. cl963. 

616.922 

Includes a discussion on schizophrenia. 

Zinsser, Hans; Rats, lice, and history, cl935· 

This is the biography of a disease, typhus, known since 1490 
during the civil war in Spain. In his concluding chapters 
the author tells of the birth, growth, and spread of the 
disease. 

617,7 Henderson, J. W, ; Causes of blindness and their social implications, 
c nd, 

617.701 Elder, Stewart Duke; Research and prevention of blindness, cl957· 

An oration delivered by ••• Surgeon Oculist to the Queen on 
October 3, 1957 in Wilson Hall, University of Melbourne, 
Australia. 

617.712 Hoover, Richard E.; A new look at the definition of blindness, c nd. 

617.95 HcDonald, Eugene P. ; Bright promise for your child with a cleft lip 
and palate, c nd. 
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618.92 

621,01 

621.3 

621.3 

621,31 

621.31 

621.31 
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Cruickshank, William N,; Psychology of exceptional children and 
youth, cl955· 

A college textbook, 

Martmer, Edgar E.; The child with a handicap; a team a]proach to 
care and guidance, cl959· 

Jones, James Beverly; Engineering thermodynamics; an introductory 
textbook, cl960, 

A textbook, 

Boast, Harren Benefield; Principles of electric and magnetic 
circuits, c1956, 

A college textbook, 

Seely, Samuel; Electromechanical energy conversion, cl962, 

A college textbook, 

Cassell, ~1. L,; Alternating current circuits, c1963. Part I, 

Cassell, W, L.; Alternating CUFrent circuits, cl963. Part II. 

Cassell, W, L,; Alternating current circuits, cl963. Part III and IV. 

621.317 Science for the Blind; Amplidyne and servomechanis~, c nd, 

621.319 

621.319 

621.319 

621.319 

621.}19 

621.343 

Excerpts from a lecture by T, A, Benham to a class in 
electrical engineering, 

Brown, Robert Grover; Lines, waves and antennas; the transmi~~ 
of electrical energY, c1961, 

Science for the Blind; A, c. circuits and transformer t~, c nd. 

Science for the Blind; A. C, machinery; poly phase, c nd, 

Science for the Blind; A. c. power transmission systems, c nd, 

Science for the Blind; D, c. generation c nd. 

Science for the Blind; Light amplification~, c nd, 

Angelo, Ernest James; Electronic circuits: a unified treatment of 
vacuum tubes and transistors, cl958, 

A college textbook, 
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621.38 

621.38 

621.381 

621.381 

621.382 

621.382 

621.382 

621.384 
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Bayha, Jack; All about tape on tape, cl962, 

Information of a semi-technical nature concerning the use 
of tape recordings, 

Recording for the Blind; Demonstration tape, c nd, 

Schwartz, Hischa; Mormation transmission, modulation, and noise; 
a unified approach to communication systems, cl959· 

A college textbook, 

Shrader, Robert L,; Electronic communication, cl959· 

A college textbook, 

Littauer, Raphael; Pulse electronics, c1965, 

Science for the Blind; V~gnetic circuits, c nd, 

Science for the Blind; Transistor fundamentals, c nd. 

By the RCA staff, 

Science for the Blind; Eldico novice code course, c nd, 

Instructions for learning International Morse Code, 

Science for the Blind; Horse code, c nd. 

Science for the Blind; Morse code tapes, c nd. 

American Radio Relay League; Radio amateur's license manual, cl962. 

Publication it'9 of the Radio amateurs library, 

621,384 Collins, Archie Frederick; The radio amateur's hand boo)£; cl957. 

621.384 

A stffiJda.rd manual of amateur radio communication, intended 
bo·Gh a.8 a reference work and as a source of >,forNation to 
those ~;ishing to participate in ama.tevr raMo activities. 

Science for the Blind; Radio communicat;~, cl957· 

Articles taken from recent literature on communications, 

Science for the Bl5.nd; Radio spectrum is bursting at the seams, 
cl956. 

A lecture given at Franklin Institute 2-1-1956. 
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621.384 Science for the Blind; Transist~r circuits, c nd, 

621.384 U, s. Department of the Army; Antennas and.radio propagation, c1923. 

621.384 u. s. Federal Communications Commission; Rules and regulations, c196~-. 

621.385 Green, E, I.; ~elephone, c1958. 

621,8 

621.9 

From the Bell System Technological Journal. 

Savant, C. J,; Basic feedback control system design, cl957· 

Presents the design of control system based on feedback from 
the engineering point of view, 

Henry Ford Trade School; Shop theory, cl954. 

Developed at the Henry Ford Trade School in Dearborn, and 
originally published in 1934 by that school, This book has 
been one of the most successful introductory texts on machine 
shop work, 

Science for the Blind; Metal lathe, c nd, 

Berg, Cherney; A hideous history of weapons, c1963. 

A witty survey of the many tools of killing, from lances to 
rockets, missiles, and H-bombs, 

U, S, Air Force; ~1Indamental principles of guided missiles, o nd, 

Ley, Willy; Satellites, rockets and outer space, cl958. 

Material has been added on space rockets, on the artificial 
satellite project, and on war rockets and rocket fuels. 

629.138 Science for the Blind; Astronautics, c nd. 

629.138 Science for th8 Bcind; Symposium on satellites, c nd, 

629.138 Science for the Kind; Various aspects of space travel as presented 
by Fortune lliagazin!:L, cl962, 

629.143 Leonard, Jonathan Norton; Flight into space: the facts, fancies 
and philosophy, cl958. 

Covers the accomplishments and attitudes of the men who 
design and fly modern rockets; theories of space flight; 
modern fantasies of space travel. 

Ford Motor Company; Ford service handbook in052; the two speed for 
auto transmission, cl96l, 
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ivilks, Willard E,; The new ~Tildeyness; what we know about space, 
cl963, 

Beginning with a basic definition of space, cosmology, space 
exploration and the natural and physical laws governing space 
travel, l'lr, Wilks discusses rocket technology, kinds of rockets, 
structure of the solar universe, probable routes for rockets 
control of space traffic, etc, 

Branley, Franklyn Mansfield; Exploration of the moon, cl964. 

Caidin, Martin; Man into space, cl961, 

A book on Project ~lercury, 

Brown, Robert Grover; Introduction to linear systems analysis, cl962. 

U. S, Department of Agriculture; Farmer's world; the yearbook of 
agriculture, cl964, 

U, S, Department of Agriculture; Ji'ood; the yearbook of agriculture, 
c1959. 

U, s. Department of Agriculture; Marketing; the yearbook of agri
culture 1 c1954, 

Osborn, Fairfield; Our plundered planet, cl948. 

A survey of the lessening of earth's natural resources, 
which science has not been able to counteract, and which 
together with the gradual rise in population causes a 
growing menace to the future. 

Science for the Blind; Role of science in man's struggle on arid 
lan<!1 c nd, 

Sackville-West, Victoria l'lary; A ,joy of gardening; a selection for 
Americans, cl958, 

Articles on gardening arranged by the four seasons of the 
year. 

Steffek, Edwin Francis; Wild flowers and how to grow them, cl954. 

A practical book on the cultivation of wild flowers, with 
information on where to find them, how to identify them, 
and how to transplant them and raise them in the home garden. 

636 Bromfield, Louis; Animals and other people, ol955· 

About wild and domestic animals and about people who are 
"teohed" and have that inner sense of mystical feeling 
which makes them one with nature and with animals and birds, 
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636 Miller, Harry Herman; Speaking of pets, cl958. 

636 

636.5 

Tells how to make pets happy 1~ithout being troublesome and 
how to raise them as a hobby, 

Riser, \·layne H.; Your future in veterinary medicine, cl963. 

Rice, James E.; Practical poultry management by.,,& Harold E. 
Botsford, c1956, 

A standard textbook on chickens for use in agricul-tural ex
tension courses and other courses offered to students ~ri th 
practical interests in poultry farming, 

Hartwell, Dickson; Dogs against darkness! the story of the Seeing 
Eye, cl960, 

'fhe story of the training of the "Seeing Eye" dogs who guide 
blind people in the home and through traffic. It is also an 
account of the persons who founded the organization in 
Morristown, New Jersey, as well as the "Fortunate fields" in 
Switzerland, 

639 Clark, Eleanor; The oysters of Locmariaguer, cl961+, 

This is the story of those oysters of northern Fr~~ce reputed 
to be the best in the world, It tells how these oysters are 
cultivated and of the hard lives of the people who make the 
oyster growing season possible, At the same time it is an 
excursion into the mysteries of the zoological story. 

641 Bracken, Peg; The I hate to cook book, cl960, 

641 

646.7 

646.7 

A collection of recipes to swear by instead of at. Thirty 
ever;iday main dishes, leftovers, vegetables, pot heck su:;opers, 
C01~i·2l~Y menus, the ladies luncheon and the last minute dinner, 
ca~.r •. ~·es, desserts, children's parties, and some selected house
hold. hints, 

Pollard, Belle; !!E§riences with foods, cl956, 

Bergen, Polly; rolly Bergen book of beautyJashicm and charm, cl962, 

Common sense,, up-to-date advice on diet, exercise, rest, hair 
style8, ma>·~''-r' and clothes by a popular television entertainer, 
A wortlt;:k_l8 gniile for women of all ages. 

Morrmr, Lisa; ProfGss-Lonal beauty secrets for every woman, c1963. 

V1ritten by a co•:csultant to manufacturers of cosmetics and 
hair coloring whose earlier books are widely used as texts 
in professj_onal beauty schools, 



650.621 

651.263 

651.264 

Powers, John Robert; Secrets of charm, cl954. 

Simple, concise, easily followed instructions on how to ac
quire or enhance poise, health, grace, and charm of dress, 
manner, and speech through careful habits of daily care and 
planning. 

Seventeen; Beauty and make-up guide, cl963. 

From Seventeen magazine. 

Brodner, Joseph; Profitable food and beverage operation, cl955· 

This will be of interest to managers of restaurants and lunch 
rooms, 

Dunbar, Helen Fanders; Your child's mind and body; a practica~ide 
for parents, cl949. 

Psychosomatic illness can often be traced to roots in an 
unhappy childhood and this psychiatrist 1 s practical answers 
to the many questions asked her can be used as a guide to the 
care and raising of both parent and child, 

Casey, Robert Joseph; The world's biggest doers; the story of the 
Lions, cl949. 

An account of the Lions International. 

Science for the Blind; Magnetic recording, c nd, 

International Business Hachines; ;Ql!tsystem 360: principles of 
operation, c nd, 

This manual is a comprehensive presentation of the characteris
tics, functions, and features of the IBN Systems 360, 

651,264 Science for the Blind; Instructions for the use of the Monroe KA 
electric calculator converted to Braille, c nd, 

651.7 

Instructions for manually operated machines follow those for 
the electric, 

Parkhurst, Charles Chandler; English for business, cl958. 

Practical problems in English for business. 

Lessenberry, David Daniel; College tyPewriting intermediate and 
advanced course, cl965. 

Ringer, Barbara A.; Renewal of copyright, cl960. 

Granick, David; Red executive; a study of the organization man in 
Russian industry, cl960. 

An appraisal of the Russian worke·r ;1ith '"'-l>ervisory il:u-<.·1.<,~. 1 
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Red executi ve....L.§:_ study of the organization man in Russian industry (continued) 

from shop foreman to plant manager, The Russian executive's 
education, his basic salary, his responsibilities, and his 
connections with Party officials are all discussed by the 
author, 

658 De Voe, Merrill; Successful telephone selling, c nd. 

658.01 

658.015 

658.1 

658.13 

658.16 

658.3 

658.3 

Expert tips on how to sell to a customer without seeing 
him and turn telephone conversation and spare time into 
money. 

U, S, Small Business Administration; Development in small business 
ffilld the foreman in small business, c nd, 

Laird, Donald Anderson; Practical business psycho~, cl961, 

Sound, practical psychology for better business relations, 

Schlaifer, Robert; Introduction to statistics for business decisions, 
cl961, 

A college textbook, 

Conard, Alfred Fletcher; Cases on the law of business organization: 
agency and employment relation~including an introduction to 
partnership liability, c1950, 

A collection of cases, statutes, essays and editorial comments 
for the use of law students, 

Bingham, Halter Van Dyke; How to interview, cl959· 

Uses and technique of interviewing, particularly for employ
ment managers and vocation counsellors, and evaluation of the 
information whioh interviewers gather, 

Warner, Vlilliam Lloyd; Big business leaders in America, cl955. 

A scientific study of the life careers of over 8,000 of our 
business leaders from a.ll types of industry. 

Chruden, Herbert J,; Personnel management, ol963. 

A college textbook, 

Davis, Keith; Human relations in business, cl957· 

A book for the student and for the employees. The author 
writes from a wealth of experience and thought and brings 
together disciplines from the fields of psychologv, socio
logy, economics, and management as they affect the "''''l~ 
field of human relations. 
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McGregor, Douglas; The human side of enterprise, c1960. 

Results of a study of the operation of management develop
ment programs in a number of large companies, 

658.3 U, S, Social Security AdministraUon; 'rhe art of supervision, c196'+. 

658.315 U, s. Department of Army; §upervisor•s development program; rela
tionships with employee organizations, c nd, 

A civilian personnel pamphlet, 

658.386 Wagner, Tobias; Selective job placement; a plan for promoting 
personnel proficiency, cl946, 

658.8 Whiting, Percy H.; The five great rules of selling, cl957• 

658.85 

658.85 

Originally written ten years ago to provide a text for the 
Dale Carnegie Sales Course, this book is chatty and readable, 

Kahn, George N,; The 36 biggest mistakes salesmen make and how to 
correct them, c1963, 

Leterman, Elmer G.; Personal power through creative selling, c1955, 

An inspirational volume on the how-to's of selling success, 

Hilton, Peter; New Product introduction for small business owners, 
c nd. 

Metcalf, Wendell 0,; Starting and managing a small business of your 
2!:!!!• cl962, 

Small business administration, 

Packard, Vance; Hidden persuaders, cl957• 

An account of the motivation research people, the advertising 
agency psychologists who analyze consumer desires and find 
out ho~r to make people buy--or vote, or think--the things the 
agencies are paid to promote, Personalities, techniques, sym
bols, and approaches are discussed and some of the leading ad 
psychologists are interviewed, 

vleir, vlalter; Truth in adver"li,[i.~ and other heresies, cl963. 

For all those interested in the advertising field. 

660 Kavaler, Lucy; The artificial 'mrld around us, c1963, 

Artificial products are slowly but surely taking the place of 
things that we still think of as natural, The story of these 
little-known synthetics will be told in this book, 
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677 Potter, lla.urice David; Fiber to fabric, cl959· 

A textbook which covers properties of fibers, manufacturing 
processes, qualities, and care of various fiber materials. 

681,842 Science for the Blind; Nodem disc records and manufacturers,c nd. 

681,842 Science for the Blind; ~vo lectures on audio, c nd. 

684.1 Bergen, John; All about upholstering, cl952. 

684.1 

vlritten primarily for the home craftsman, the homemaker, 
the student and apprentice upholsterer, to acquaint them 
with the tools, materj.als and basic principles used in 
upholstery, 

Hochman, Louis; How to refinish furniture, cl954. 

Covers finishing new furniture, removing old finishes, 
brush and spray finishing, stain finishes, repairing 
damaging surfaces, remodeling old furniture, and unusual 
finishes. 

Bacharach, Bert; Book for ..!!!!!!l• cl953· 

A book on dress etiquette for men. 

688 Weber, Carl Borrowed; Weber's guide to pipes and pipe smoking, 
cl962. 

700 THE ARTS 

700.17 Baudelaire, Charles Pierre; ~sites esthetigues, c nd, 

Read in French, 

701 Bell, Clive; ~' cl914. 

A true work of art produces in us aesthetic ecstasy and 
emotion and by doing so awakens and stimulates the spiritual 
side of our nature, 

701 Berdiaev, Nikolai Aleksandrovich; The meaning of the creati.v~, 
c1955. 

Based upon the hope of a third creative revelation in the 
Spirit, •• accomplished in man and in humanity,,,an unveiling 
of the "Christology in man," 

701 Langer, Susanne Katherine (Knauth); Problems of art; ten philoso·· 
phical lectures, cl957• 

Originally given as ten lectures before various audiences. 
The chapters are a ·philosophical discourse 'rhich reflect. 
on different aspects of the nature of art, s·ymb<llisro, """~--
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Problems of art; ten_P.hiloso~ical lecture~ (continued) 

tivity, abstraction, art forms, emotion in art, and the 
inter-relations among the arts are some of the concepts 
discussed in a forthright and 1dtty style, 

701 Mumford, Lwis; Art and technics, c1952. 

704.948 

707 

709.04 

720.973 

Mr. Mumford traces historically the conflict in man betYTeen 
the artistic (or subjective) impulse and ·hhe technical (or 
objective) urge, and shm<s how no~r one, noYT the other, of 
these forces, has predominated in man's activities. 

Summers, Joseph Holmes; George Herbert, his religion and art, cl954. 

Assumes that George Herbert, the parson-poet of seventeenth 
century England, is one of the best lyric poets 1<ho has Yrritten 
in the English language. 

Sedgwick, John P.; Art appreciation mad.e simple, cl959· 

Canaday, John; Embattled critic: viws on modern art, cl962. 

In a collection of 39 essays re>rorked from articles which 
appeared originally in the Ne1< York Times and Horizon maga
zine, this art critic states his case against pseudo-abstract 
expressionism, the avant garde artists whose tastelessness 
proliferates it, the dealers 1<ho sell it for exorbitant prices, 
and. the critics ~rho use double talk to describe it. 

Creighton, Thomas Hawk; American architecture, cl964. 

Evaluation of the historical influences on American building 
and design, as well as current trends in the field, 

780 Palisca, Paul B.; Mllsic in our schools; a search for improvement, 
cl964·. 

A report of the Yale seminar on music education, 

780 Thomson, Virgil; The state of music, cl939· 

780,01 

In a half serious vein the composer of Four Saints in three 
acts, 1<rites of modern music as a. profession, of the relation 
of musicians to other people, of sources of income, of poli
tics and. intellectual freedom, of Yrhat kinds of music find a 
place in the mode1n world. 

Allen, vlarren Dwight; Philosophers of music history, 1600-1960, 
o1939. 

A study of general histories of music. 
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780.1 

780.15 

780,15 

780.15 

780.4 
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Rich, Alan; Careers and o;eQortunities iJ?. music, cl964. 

Explains the signs indicating the presence of a musical 
talent and the preparation necessary for a musical career. 

Theatre of Music; Short stories, c nd. 

Contents: Beethoven, 1770-1827; Liszt, 1811-1886; Tchaikovsky, 
1840-1893· 

Bernstein, Leonard; The joy of music, cl960, 

Seven "Omnibus" television scripts expanded and illustrated 
with diagrams and musical examples, 

Fishburn, Hummel; Fundamentals of music appreciation, cl955· 

A college textbook on music analysis and. appreciation. 

Machlis, Joseph; ~ en,joyment of musiC..L.JU! introduction to 
perceptive listening, cl957· 

Contains a generous amount of historical, biographical and 
descriptive reading plus an account of parallel happenings 
in the sister arts. 

University of Minnesota - School of the Air; Adventures in music 
c nd. 

Music analysis and. appreciation. 

Bacon, Ernst; Words on music, cl960. 

This is a short book designed to tell the intelligent music 
listener, who has only a hazy idea of the stresses and strains 
behind the facade of present day music in America, ;1hat really 
goes on, 

Murphy, Howard A.; Teaching musicianship, cl950. 

A manual of methods and materials for the instructor of music. 

Grout, Donald Jay; History of Western music, cl960, 

The author surveys the course of Vlestern music from the close 
of the ancient world down through the most recent developments 
of atonalism and dodecaphony. Every aspect of music history 
is covered; all vocal and instrumental forms, notation, per
formance, music printing, development of instruments, and bio
graphical information on composers. 

781 Murphy, Howard Ansley; Music fundamentals, cl962, 

A book of music theory. 
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Ottman, Robert W.; Elementary harmony; theory and Eractice, cl961. 

A textbook. 

Piston, Walter; Harmonr, cl948. 

The aim is to present as concisely as possible the harmonic 
common practice of composers of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, 

Donington, Robert; \ifagner 1s "Ring" and its .s.ymbol.!!.i..the music and 
the ~yth, cl963. 

An attempt to interpret \!agners 1 "Ring" by the application 
of Jungism principles of depth psychology to the drama. 

Reynolds, William Jensen; A survey of Christian h;ymnod;v., cl963. 

Written as a textbook for courses in hymnody at the college 
level which might be offered by seminaries. 

Stephenson, Hobart G.; Tuners' manual- the straight £ian~, cl922. 

Bacon, Ernst; Notes on the £iano, c1963. 

A piano instruction and study. 

790 Larrabee, Eric; Mass leisure, c1958. 

790.2 

790.2 

791.4 

791.8 

A companion volume to mass culture. Spor·~s, hobbies, fads, 
television, travel and sex provide documentation for the 
theory that increased leisure has been accompanied by de
creased standards of work and culture. 

Buell, Charles E.; Active games for the blind, cl953· 

A pamphlet dealing with all phases of physical education, 
including practical descriptions of many games and related 
activities, 

Ritter, Charles G.; Hobbies for.blind adults, cl953· 

Indicates the variety of possibilities for developing old 
and new activities for the blind. 

Ross, Lillian; Picture, cl952. 

Keller, George; Here, Keller, train this, cl961. 

An autobiography of the late George Keller, a Pennsylvania 
professor of visual arts, who accepted a challenge to train 
a lion and became a semi-professional performer at carnivals. 

792 Ommanney, Katharine Anne; The stage and. the school; consult.e.ntn, 
cl960, 
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The stage and the school: consultants, c1960, (continued) 

A high school textbook in dramatics ~1hich covers these 
phases of the drama: appreciation, interpretation, and 
production. Contains chapters on Shakespearean drama, mo
tion pictures, radio, and television. 

792,097 McCarthy, JY!ary Therese; Theatre chronicles, 193'7-1962, c1963. 

A collection of reviews and other pieces about plays, play
~~rights, and actors, 

Dietrich, John Erb; Play direction, c1952. 

A survey of play direction---a full coverage of this part 
of the theatre from all angles. 

Abbot, Waldo M,; Handbook of broadcasting: the fundamentals of 
radio and television, cl957· 

A college textbook. 

796.323 Couey, Robert; The last lo~~. c1964. 

796.41 

The 1963 final championship game between the Boston Celtics 
and the Los Angeles Lakers. 

Kiphuth 1 Robert John Herman; HOI~ to be_ill1 c1956, 

Exercises designed to free your body for use, to enable you 
to move economically, to give you muscle tone, firmness 
and good posture, etc. 

796,1120 Callison, Richard; ~'eaching track and field, c1960, 

800 LITERATURE 

800 T~rersky, Jacob; Blindness in literature: exam~ of defections and 
attitude, cl955o 

American Foundation for the Blind Research Series No. 3. 

801 Krutch, Joseph vlood; Experience and art: some aspects of the esthe
tics of literature, cl962. 

804 Burke, Kenneth Duva; Counter-statement, cl931. 

Essays in criticism where each principle advocated is matched 
by an opposite principle. 

804 Mann, Thomas; Thomas Mann's address at the Library of Congress, c196). 
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804 Trilling, Lionel; Opposing~..i nine essays in_QJ·i ticis_!!!, c1955. 

Contents: Poet as hero; Keats in his letters; Little Dorri t; 
Anna Karenina; \JilliaiilDean Howells and the roots of modern 
taste; The Bostonians; llordsworth and the rabbis; Gear~ 
Orwell and the politics of truth; Flaubert•s last testament; 
Mansfield Park, 

804 Wilson, Edmund; Axel's castle;~ study in the imaginative literature 
of 1870-12;Q, cl931. 

Masterly and illuminating study of symbolism in literature and 
especially in the vrork of its modern exponents: Yeats, Valery, 
T. S, Eliot, Proust, Joyce, and Gertrude Stein, 

804 Wilson, Edmund; Classics and oomraeroials; a literary chronicle of the 
forties, c1950. 

A selection of 67 critical articles written during the forties 
which appeared in the New Yorker, The Nation, New Republic, 
and other periodicals, 

808 Beal, RichardS,; Thought in prose, cl962, 

The vale and the farm by Herbert Read; Reminiscenc~ 
childhood by Dylan Thomas; A New England boyhoo~ by Henry 
Adams; Steamboat town by i1ark Twain; Child's time and clock 
time by Jesse Stuart; I discover "Huckleberry Fi!J!!" by H. L, 
Menoken; The lost ch.£.~ by Graham Greene; Visiti!2J5_ a 
coal mine by George Or11ell; Creole carrier-girl by Lafcadio 
Hearn; Dr, SkinneJ: by Samuel Butler; New Yor~ by E, B. White; 
vlonderful town? by Norris ~'reedman; The old Pacific capital ---, 
by Robert Louis Stevenson; The wind at Djemila by Albert 
Camus; The role of themountain men by George F. Buxton; 
The value of observation by Bernard DeVoto; The mountain man 
as Western hero: Kit Carson by Henry Nash Smith; The principle 
of vision by George Henry Lewes; pbservation end interpretatio~ 
by John Steinbeck and Edward F. Ricketts; Gettins at the truth 
by ~larchette Chute; The litera~se of language by David 
Daiches; \vrit~ng end spee2Jl by Harold vlhitehall; On the . ..9if
~nces between writing and. speaking by vlilliam Hazlitt; f:. 
speech is written by Robert E, Sherwood; The Gettysburg Address 
by Gilbert Highet; You can't ~rite writing by Wendell Johnson; 
On style by Arthur Schopenhauer; Literature and the schoolma'm 
by H. L, l1encken; Language agd thought by Susanne K. Langer; 
On contexts and vagueness by Nonroe Beardsley; Emotive lengua~ 
by i'iax Black; vlords end things: cultural change and meaning 
change by Robert M, Estrich a.nd Hans Sperber; What is think.ing 
by John Devrey; Persuasion by logical argument by Newman end 
Genevieve Birk; Of matters of taste and opionion by Lionel 
Ruby; vlhat every__1§_le freshman should know by Edmund S. Mo_rgen; 
T!)e educational value of doubt by Everett Dean l1artin; The 
teaching process by Jacques Barzun; Knowledge and learning by 
Etienne Gilson; The new America by D. W, Brogan; 'llhite-colla._r: 
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Thought in prose (continued) 

~ople by c. vlright Nills; A ~eration of bureaucrats by 
William H. \Yhyte, Jr.; .American culture by H. I,, !1encken; 
.Americans and K~akiutls by DaVid Riesrn-;;n; '.Phe ideal democ
racy by Carl L. Becker; From individualis~_!2. mass democrac;r 
by Ed~1ard Hallett Carr; :J,'he hero and democrac;r by Sidney Hook; 
TI!_e decline of heros by Arthur !1, Schlesinger; From Areopag
~ by John Milton; On liberty by John Stuart Mill; From~ 
the duty of civil disobedience by Henry David Thoreau; Fear of 
public opinion by Bertrand Russell; The conservative view of 
~an and society by Clinton Rossiter; The mass~ by Jose 
Ortega y Gasset; The future of .American liberalism by Morris 
R, Cohen; The nature of man by Herbert J, Muller; Bri~, 
French, and .American films by Martha Wolfenstein and Nathan 
Leites; The gangster as tragic hero by Robert 11arshow; Epitaph 
for a tough ro&Y by Alistair Cooke; The father on.the hearth by 
Norman Podhoretz; Popular songs vs. the facts of life by s. I, 
Hayakawa; Masterpieces as cartoons by Delmore Schwartz; In 
what spirit the .Americans cultivate the arts by Alexis de 
Tocqueville; Reflections on mass culture by Ernest van den 
Haag; Art and democracy by Lyman Bryson; Some effects of 
mass media by C, Wright Mills; The great stereopticon by 
Richard Weaver; Two kinds of knowledge by William James; The 
value of philosophy by Bertrand Russell; Then why not every 
~? by Barrows Dunham; Cn not being a philosopher by Robert 
Lynd; The allegory of the cave by Plato; Existentialism by 
Jean-Paul Sartre; All men are scientists by Thomas Henry 
Huxley; Mathematical creation by Henri Poincare; The nature 
of the physical world by Arthur S, Eddington; Experiments in 
perception by \1, H. Ittelson and F. P. Kilpatric; The limits 
and value of the scientific method by Morris R, Cohen & Ernest 
Magel; Utopias and human goals by R.ene Jules Dubas; The~
ing of ethics by Philip Wheelwright; The emotional origin of 
moral ,judgements by Edward Westermarck; Chronometricals and 
horologicals by Herman Melville; The practice of Stoicism by 
Epictetus; The pleasure principle by John Stuart Mill; The 
morality of inertia by Lionel Trilling; \Yhat I believe by 
E. M, Forster; Science, religion and reality by Lord Balfour; 
Agnosticism and Christianity by Thomas Henry Huxley; Knowledg~ 
and faith by John Henry Newman; Man against darkness by w. T. 
Stace; The justification of belief by Edwyn Bevan; The colloid 
and the crystal by Joseph Wood Krutch; The nature of the arts 
by Eric Newton; The meaning of appreciation by Percy C, Buck; 
Literature and the adult laity by Robert B. Heilman; On lit
erary taste by Arnold Bennett; Letters to a young poet by 
Rainer Maria. Rilke; \Yhy do we teach poetry by Archibald Mac
Leish; The new compassion in the .American novel by Edmund 
Fuller; The timeless world of a pla;r by Tennessee vlilliams; 
The idea of trageiy by Edith Hamilton, 

808 Brooks, Cleanth; Modern rhetoric, cl958. 

A practical consideration of all the problem of writing with 
constant analysis of specific passages and examples of how 
it is not done as well as how it is done. 
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808 Flesch, Rudolf Franz; Art of readable writing, cl949. 

A book on rhetoric 1vith the things put in 11hich are usually 
left out, such as 11riting for a specific audience, having 
something to say, getting an angle, etc, 

808 Haines, Paul; Problems in prose, c1957. 

A college textbook, 

808 Flesch, Rudolf; Ho11 to 11rite, speak, and think more effectively, cl960. 

A lucid stimulating book that gives concrete help to the readers, 

808 Guth, Hans Paul; \vords and ideas; a handbook for college writing, 
cl959· 

808 Hayford, Harrison; Reader and writer, cl959· 

A college textbook, 

808 Johnson, James William; Logic and rhetoric, cl962, 

In this freshman text, the author successfully achieves a 
synthesis between fundamentals of logical thinking and the 
techniques of rhetoric, emphasizing the close relationship 
between orderly thought and effective language, 

808 King, Roma Alvah; Modern American writer, cl961, 

A college textbook. 

808 Longinus, Cassius; On the sublime, c nd, 

Treatise on style, attributed to a learned Greek rhetorician 
of the third century A.D. 

808 McCrimmon, James JllcNab; Vlriting with a purpo~e; a first course in 
college composition, cl963, 

A college textbook, 

808 Palmer, Raymond Carroll; ~xperienoe and expression, cl962, 

A reader for composition courses in college containing 
selections intended both to serve as models for students 
writing and to encourage use of student experience in 
writing, 

808 Perrin, Porter Gale; Writers' guide and index to English, cl959· 

A textbook, 



808 Tressler, Jacob Cloyd; Junior English in action, cl960. 

A junior high textbook. 

808 Walker, Albert L.; Essential~f_good writing, cl959· 

A college textbook. 

808 Warriner, John E.; }dvanced composition; a book of models for 
writing, cl961, 

808,06 

808.1 

808.1 

808,1 

808,1 

808,1 

808,1 

808,1 

808.1 

808.2 

Provides high school seniors with instruction and guidance 
for improving their writing, 

Famous Writers School; Famous WrHers Course, Volume I,, cl960, 

Dralce University Poetry Readings; !Jr. evening with James. lvright, c nd. 

Dralce University Poetry Readings; New poets; new poems, c nd, 

Goeller, Carl; Selling poetry, verse, and prose: a guide to the 
B:!'eeting card and magazine markets, cl962, 

Haiduke, Robert; The a>~akening; poems, cl962, 

Poems read by the author, 

Korg, Jacob; An introduction.to poetry, cl959• 

A college textbook, 

Krieger, Murray; Netv apologists for poetry, c1956. 

A critical analysis of the vie>~points of representative 
modem critics, 

Perrine, loaurence; Sound and sens!l, an introcJ,uction to poetry, 
cl963. 

A revised and expanded edition of the widely acclaimed 
introduction to poetry. 

vfueelock, John Hall; What is poetry?, c1963, 

In these essays the author discusses the nature of poetry, 
both contemporary and of the past, reader resistance to 
the form, the poet's intention, the relationship between 
science and poetry, and the unique aspects of contemporary 
poetry, 

Cooper, Charles Vlilliam; Preface to drama; an introduction to 
dramatic literature and theater art, cl955. 



808.2 

808.3 

808.4 
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Gassner, John; Treasury of the theatre, c1935. 

Ghosts by Henrik Ibsen; Hedda Gabler by Henrik Ibsen; The 
father by August Strindberg; The vultures by Henry Becuqe; 
The weavers by Gerhart Hauptmann; Th~or by Frank Wede
kind.; The power of darkness by Leo Nikolayevich Tolstoy; 
The cherry orchard by Anton Chekhov; The lower depths by 
Maxim Gorki; Cyrano de Bergerac by Edmond Rostand; ~ 
are crimes and crim~ by August Strindberg; Liliom by 
Ferenc Molnar; Six characters in search of an author by 
Luigi Pirandello; Blood ~Tedding by Federico Garcia Lorca; 
The private life of the master race by Bertolt Brecht; The 
~ by Jean-Paul Sa.rtre; The importance of being earnest 
by Oscar \vilde; Candida by George Bernard Shaw; The admir
able Crichton by James M. Barrie; Escape by John Galsworthy; 
The workhouse ward by Lady Gregory; Riders to the sea by John 
Millington Synge; The plough and the stars by Sean o•Casey; 
The circle by vi. Somerset Jviaugham; Journey's end by R.C. 
Sherriff~ Blithe spirit by Noel Coward; Anna Christie by 
Eugene O'Neill; What price glory? by Laurence Stallings and 
Maxwell Anderson; Elizabeth the Queen by Maxwell Anderson; 
The green pastures by Marc Connelly; Our town by Thornton 
\rlilder; Golden boy by Clifford Odets; The little foxes by 
Lillian Hellman; t~~t's in the highlands by William 
Saroyan; The glass menagerie by Tennessee vlilliams; ~ 
of a salesman by Arthur Miller; A dream play by August 
Strindberg; The tidings brought to Mary by Paul Claudel; 
The lark by Jean Anouilh; The mad-woman of Chaillot by 
Jean Giraudoux; The maids by Jean Genet; and The chairs 
by Eugene Ionesco. 

Brooks, Cleanth; The scope of fiction, cl960. 

A shorter version of gnderstanding fiction. 

Goodman, Theodore; The techniques of fiction; an analysis of 
creative writing, cl955· 

Book is divided into seven sections plus an introductory 
chapter. These cover conflict, image, pattern, character, 
emotion, idea, and the word. 

Baker, Sheridan 'ilarner; The essayist; includes twenty-two complete 
~~· cl963. 

A college textbook in ~Thich the student is conducted system
atically, by means of carefully selected essays and illus
trative passages, through all the essential principles of 
exposition. 

Brigance, William Norwood; Speech communication: a brief textbook, 
cl955· 



808.5 

808.5 

808.5 

808.5 

808.5 

808,5 

808.52 

808.8 

808,8 

808,8 

808,8 
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Bryant, Donald Cross; Fundamentals of public speaking, cl953, 
1960. 

A college textbook. 

Bryant, Donald Cross; Oral~rumunication, cl961. 

A college textbook, 

Carlile, Clark Stiles; Project text for public~eaking, cl953· 

A college textbook, 

Elson, E. E'loyd; The art of speaking, cl955· 

Griffith, Francis J.; Your speech, cl960, 

A leading senior high school text with emphasis on speech 
in action rather than speech theory. 

Monroe, Alan Houston; Principles and types of speech, c1955. 

A textbook. 

Sarett, Lew R,; .§Eeech, a high school course, cl951. 

\vhite, Eugene Edmond; Practical_public speaking, a guide to 
effective c~unication, cl954. 

Lee, Charlotte I,; Oral interpretation, c nd. 

This text is based on the two-fold conviction that the 
study of literature is a rewarding and challenging ex
perience and that sharing of the results of such study 
give motivation and focus to analysis and pleasure and 
satisfaction in performance. 

Beardsley, Honroe C.; Theme and form; an introduction to 
literature, c1956, 

A textbook, 

Beatty, John; Heritage of western civilization; select readings, 
cl958, 

From the Renaissance to the present, 

Jernigan, Kenneth; vlanderings through literature, c nd. 

Kipling, Rudyard; The Kipling sampler, cl910, 

Contents: \~ithout benefit of clergy; Gemini; Niracle of 
Purun Bha.gat; The finest story in t.he world.; A we;ysi<1.'l 
comedy; The tomb of his ancestors; ho,.gli 1 s ·t,-.rotherc l 'lft'l 

mark of the beast, 



808.8 

808.82 

808,82 

808.83 
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Prochnow, Herbert Victor; mffective public speaking; a toast
master's. and speaker's handbook, c1955. 

Odets, Clifford; The co~try girl, c1951. 

A vivid and stinging play about theater people--written with 
pitiless integrity. 

v/atson, J:Jrnest Bradlee; Contemporary drama: Eleven plays; American, 
English, and European, c1956. 

Contents: Pygmalion by George Bernard Shaw; The green pastures 
by Marc Connelly; The happy ,journey to Trenton and Camden by 
Thornton N. vlilder; )lays and means by Noel Coward; Hello out 
there by William Saroyan; Antigone by Sophocles; Glass men
agerie by Tennessee Williams; Vmd woman of Chaillot by Jean 
Gira.udoux; Another part of the forest by Lillian Hellman; 
Death of a salesman by P.rthur ~liller; Venus observed by 
Christopher Fry. 

Ehninger, Douglas; Decision by debate, cl963. 

A significant ne~1 contribution to the literature of argu
mentation and debate. College textbook, 

808.831 McClennen, Joshua; JYiasters and masterpieces of the short story, 
c1957 • 

Contents: The white boat by Sidney Alexander; Brother 
death by Sherwood Anderson; Doc l1illhorn and the. pearly 
gates by Stephen Vincent Benet; Everybody 1~as very nice 
by Stephen Vincent Benet; The demon lover by Elizabeth 
Bowen; \!linter night by Kay Boyle; Gooseberries by Anton 
Chekhov; The portable phonograph by Walter Van Tilburg 
Clark; The lagoo~ by Joseph Conrad; The secret sharer 
by Joseph Conrad; ~ by Joseph Conrad; The open boat 
by Stephen Crane; Barn burning by William Faulkner; The 
old people by William Faulkner; Has by Hilliam Faulkner; 
The machine stops by E. M. Forster; Nr. Andrews by E. l•l, 
Forster; The other _side of~.hedge by E. M. Forster; 
The last day in the field by Caroline Gordon; !iY, old man 
by Ernest Hemingway; After you, m.y dear Alphonse by 
Shirley Jackson; Four m~etings by Henry James; Paste by 
Henry James; •rhe sisters by James Joyce; Father and I by 
Par Lagerkvist; Mother and daughter by D. H. Lawrence; 
The shades of spring by D, H. LS1~rence; Mario and the 
ELagi~ by Thomas Mann; The daughters of the late colonel 
by Katherine Mansfield; The doll's house by Katherine Mans
field; Revelations by Katherine Mansfield; The unspoiled 
r.eaction by JV'Jary NcCarthy; Guests of the nation by Frank 
O'Connor; Judas by Frank 0 1Connor; The man Jones by Frances 
Gray Patton; Flowering Judas by Katherine Anne Porter; He 
by Katharine Anne Porter; Maria Concepcion by Katherine 
Anne Porter; The forks by J, F. Powers; The girls in their 
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Masters and masterpieces of the shO£~ story (continued) 

808.84 

808,87 

808.88 

summer dresses by Irwin Shaw; The red pony:_Part I the 
gift by John Steinbeck; A still mo~ by Eudora Welty; The 
door by E. B. \Vhite; Quo Vadimus by E. B. White; ~ 
duchess and -~he .je1veler by Virginia Woolf; A ha.unted house 
by Virginia Vloolf, 

Lester, John Ashby; Essays~~sterday and today, cl943. 

Contains essays by the following authors: R. l·lcKenney, 
J, R. Tunis, s. Leacock, W, Saroyan, J, Thurber, I. 
lifalton, A. Devoe, w. Beebe, Pliny, H. J. Muller, D. C. 
Peattie, A, Huxley, H. Belloc, D. Grayson, S, I. Hayakawa, 
H, L, Jliencken, JII, d.e J!Iontaigne, R. Steele, C. Lamb, R. W, 
Emerson, C, Morley, M, E. Coleridge, F. L. Varner, L. 
Steffens, Cicero, vi. Kirkland, G, K, Chesterson, V/, 
Hazlitt, s. Strunsky, Lin Yutang, F. Baron, IV. A. White, 
C, Fadiman, H, Jl[, Tomlinson, R. L, Stevenson, Plato, 
T. De Quincey, H. Keller, A. HacLeish, D. C, Fisher, 
P. Buck, D. Thompson, s. Chase, lv. Lippmann, L, Mumford. 

\Jells, Carolyn; A nonsense anthology, cl902, 

This book of wit and humor is probably her best known 
single work, 

Jennings, Marc; Poems and selections, c nd, 

Narrated by Marc Jennings. 

809 Barzun, Jacq_ues Hartin; Classic, romantic, and modei:!!J cl961. 

The revolt of the twentieth century artist against romantic 
thought is Barzun's central theme. 

809 Hungerford, Ed1r1ard Buell; Shores of darkness, cl941. 

Study of the influence of mythology on the romantic 
movement in poetry, 

Van Doren, Mark; On great poems of w~stern literature, cl946. 

Contents: The iliad; The odyssey; The aeneid; Paradise 
lost; Concerning the nature of things; The divine comedy; 
The faeri.e queen; Troilus & Criseyde; Don Juan; The pre
lude, 

810 Brooks, Cleanth; The hidden God, cl96), 

Five lectures initially delivered by Brooks before the 
conference on theology for College faculty held at 
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut, in June, 1~~~. 
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810 Matthiessen, Francis O.; Henr;y:_Ja~: the ma,jor phase, cl9lJ11.. 

810.8 

810.82 

810.82 

A critical examination of James' last novels by one of 
the leading commentators on .1\morican literature. 

Burnett, Whit; This is ~Y best, cl942. 

Self-selected pieces of prose and verse by American writers, 
with the author's own reasons for his or her selections. 

Cady, Edwin Harrison; Literature of early republic, cl950. 

A college textbook. 

Pearce, Roy Harvey; Colonial American writing, cl950. 

A college textbook. 

Levin, Harry; The power of blackness; llawthorne 2 Poe, and Melville, 
cl958. 

This remarkably provocative, astute study attempts to demon
strate that the introspection, tragic awareness, and sense 
of alienation inherent in the works---give a truer picture of 
the American mind and milieu ·bhan the opti.mistic, superficial 
picture painted by many of our lesser writers. 

Spiller, Robert Ernest; The cy9le of America!). li tera.ture, cl955. 

Professor Spiller finds a pattern of relationships of our 
literature in the cycle of life itself--a birth, a period 
of maturing, a fruition, and a return to the sources, 

Tyler, JVIoses Coit; A history of American literatur'l..!_]607-1765, 
cl949. 

This classic 110rk on colonial literature in America was first 
published in 1878. 

811 Eliot, Thomas Stearns; !he waste land and other_poems, cl922. 

The ">Taste land" is notable for its manifold echoes of 
poems, pra:rcrs, popular songs, the voice of ·Ghe sages, 
and of t':l-c JY,:.bli.:> house, sounding together in a symphony, 
that present:J the machine age in all its desiccation and 
despai.r. 
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811 Frost, Robert; Masque of reason, cl945, 

A brief masque in blank verse, The scene is the desert, 
long after Bible times, and the main characters are Job 
and God with Thyatira, Job's wife, and the Devil as lesser 
characters. In it Job asks God for an explanation of the 
troubles which fell upon him, in that dim past eons ago. 

811 Gardner, Helen Louise; The art of T. s. Eliot, cl959, 

811 Jeffers, Robinson; The beginning and the end, and other poems, cl963. 

These forty-eight poems are the last works of Robinson 
Jeffers. 

811 Longfellow, Henry ·~adsworth; Hiawatha, cl855, 

The first genuinely native epic in American poetry. 

811 Untermeyer, Louis; Selections from the poems of Edgar Allan Poe, 
cl943. 

811 Whitman, l~alt; Leaves of grass, cl855, 

The most original American poet sings his songs of democracy 
and the individual. 

811 Williams, lnlliam Carlos; Selected poems of IJ. C. ·~illiams, cl949, 

811.5 

Chosen from previously published books and intended to give 
the reader the best poems of short and medium length of this 
great American poet, 

Stuart, Jesse; Man with a bull-tongue plow, cl934. 

Contains more than 700 sonnets by this young Kentucky farmer, 
many of which are autobiographical. 

812 Anderson, Maxwell; Elizabeth the queen; a play in three acts, cl930, 

Elizabeth's struggle between her love for power and her love 
for Essex, 

812 Ankeny, Francis; Can this be love, c nd. 

Play produced by Broom Junior High Students or former students, 
Rockville, Maryland, 

812 Beckett, Samuel; Waiting for Godot: a tragicomedy in two acts, cl955, 

Two old tramps, their lives of action behind them, bored and 
dismayed to a point where ordinary boredom and dismay might 
seem thrilling wait on a bare stretch of road, near a tree, 
for Godot. 
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812 Chayefsky, Paddy; Middle of the night, cl957. 

Text of a play dramatizing a Hay-October romance. 

812 Copel, Alex; Captains parad~.• cl961. 

A drama. 

812 Eliot, Thomas Stearns; The cocktail party, a comedy, cl950. 

This play is fascinating to read as well as to see on the 
stage. 

812 Goodrich, Frances; Diary of Anne Frank: dramatized, cl956. 

The play dramatizes Anne Frank: The diary of a young girl. 
Anne was the youngesto"fagroup of 'eight Jews 1~ho for t1vo 
years and one mo::;th hid in a cramped ati.ic over a warehouse 
to escape the G2stapo. 

812 Hansberry, Lorraine; A raisin in the sun; a drama in three acts, 
cl959. 

A play about the tensions and explosive elrama in a middle
class Neg;:-o family in Chicago, when they come into possession 
of a legacy. 

312 Hellman, Lillian; ~._E_!!ildren's hou!:> cl934. 

!lased on a case described in '·!ill iam Roughead' s Bad Companion. 

812 Hellman, Lillian; Toys in the attic; a play, cl960. 

A play about two genteel spinsters in poor circumstances 
and the younger brother whom they have been helping. 

812 Krasner, Norman; Kind Sir; a comedy in three acts, cl954. 

A sophisticated Broadway come.dy on the familiar theme of 
a determined bachelor's capitulation. 

812 Levin, Meyer; Compulsio~2-.a play, cl959. 

The author's dramatization of his novel by the same name. 

812 Mersand, Joseph E.; Three dramas of American individualism, cl961. 

Contents: Q£.,ljen ££Y by Clifford Odets; High Tor by Naxwell 
Anderson; ~1agnificent Yankee by Emmet Lavery. 

812 0' Neill, Eugene Gladstone; Ah, wilderner.s_, d 933. 

A lyric, nostalgic comedy of family life and a boy's adolescence. 
in 1906. 
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812 O'Neill, Eugene Gladstone; Desire~~the~, cl925, 

Evil and hatred on a farm in Puritan New England in the year 
1850. 

812 O'Neill, Eugene Gladstone; Emperor Jones, cl921, 

A study of the terrible night of terror of an American Negro 
ex-convict who had set himself up as the emperor of a <·lest 
Indian island. 

812 O'Neill, Eugene Gladstone; The hairy ape, cl922, 

Drama of class-consciousness, life as lived in the sto!~ehold, 

812 O'Neill, Eugene Cladstone; ~ong day's journey into night, cl955, 

Autobiographical play in four acts. 

812 O'Neill, Eugene Gladstone; A moon for the misbegotten, cl952, 

A tragedy about the belated romance of two misbegotten people, 
a drunken ne'er-do-well and a huge woman who is almoBt a freak. 

812 Pugh, Shirley; Confetti ball, cl965, 

Unpublished play in three acts. 

812 Sherwood, Robert Emmet; Abe Lincoln in Illinois; a play in twelve 
scenes, cl939, 

Deals with Lincoln's life from his first meeting with Ann Rutledge 
until he leaves Springfield to take office as president. 

012 Taylor, Samuel A,; Sabrina Fair, cl954, 

A comedy dealing with the results when the chauffeur's daughter 
returns from Paris and upsets various members of a well-to-do 
Long Island family. 

812 Thurber, James; The male a11imal, cl940, 

An amusing play about a midwestern college run by a group of 
people who seem to consider football more important than the 
classics. 

812 Vidal, Gore; The best man: a play about politics, c1960, 

The setting is a Presidential convention in Philadelphia where 
two candidates vie for their party's nomination in the summer 
of 1960, 

812 Vidal, Gore; Visit to a small planet, c1957, 



812 Hard, R. H.; ~rodigal son; a~, cl944. 

812 'vilder, Thornton Niven; Our .town: a play in three acts, cl933. 

An uplifting drama of life and death in a small New Hampshire 
village in the early 1900's; Pulitizer Prize play of 1938. 

812 Hill iams, Tennessee; Cat on a hot tin roof, cl955. 

The concentration of power in the central duologue is so 
intense that the rest of the play is virtually bound to suffer; 
the leading characters, father and son, emerge stripped to the 
psychological buff, and there is really no point in going on 
with their history, nothing more in the way of essential drama 
can happen to them. 

812 Hilliams, Tennessee; The rose tatoo, a play, cl951. 

This is the warmest and most human of Williams' plays. The 
scene is the American Gulf Coast; the characters mainly 
Sicilian fisherman and their women. 

812 Hilliams, Tennessee; Suddenly last summer, cl958. 

812.5 

812.5 

812.52 

812.52 

812.52 

812.54 

A play. 

Miller, Arthur; The crucible; drama in two acts, cl954. 

Salem witch trials of 1692 dramatized by the Des Moines 
Community Playhouse. 

Regan, Sylvia; The fifth season, a new comedy in three acts, cl953. 

Anderson, Mah-well; Four verse plays, cl959. 

Contents: Elizabeth the Queen; Hary of Scotland; r.Jinterset; 
High Tor. 

Kurnitz, Harry; A shot in the dar!~, a new comedy, cl962. 

Albee, Edward; l~ho • s afraid of Virgit1ia Hoolf?, cl962. 

Set on a college campus, this play exhibits a night of 
warfare between a professor and his wife, daughter of the 
college president, as Hitnessed by a young couple newly 
arrived on campus. 

Albee, Edward; ~~e zoo story, cl960. 

Through a conversation betHeen two male strangers, this 
play is the tragedy of man's struggle to communicate with 
his fellow man. 



812.54 

812,SL~ 

812.54 

813 
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Chayefsky, Paddy; Gideon, a play, c1962. 

A sentimental translation of the Bible story into the idiom 
of New York Yiddish. 

Gardner, Herb; ~~housand clowns, a~W__£?medy, cl962, 

Stevens, Leslie; The marriage-go-round, a comedy_in two acts, cl959. 

Fuller, Edmund; Man in modern fiction; some minority opinions on 
contemporary American writing, cl95G, 

Probably the most thorough and intelligent attack so far 
made on the filth and insanity now being dished up in fiction. 

813 Grunwald, Henry Anatole; Salinger; a critical and personal portrait, 
cl962. 

813.09 

813,09 

813.09 

813.09 

313.3 

813.5 

Time senior editor Grunwald has rounded up t1oo dozen products 
of the Salinger Industry and has reprinted them >lith his intro
duction and brief comments. 

Aldridge, John \Jatson; After the lost generation; a critical study 
of the VJriters o~ wars, cl951. 

A book written about the neH novelists who have appeared since 
l·lorld l'ar II. Aldridge sets them against the new novelists 
after Horld '·Tar I, and concludes that the members of the older 
group were doing more important work at the same age. 

Chase, Richard Volney; The American novel and its tradition, cl957. 

History and criticism of American fiction. 

Geismar, Maxwell D.; American moderns: from rebellion to confo~mity, 
cl958, 

A collection of critical articles and reviews dealing with 
individual writers of the 40's and 50's. 

Geismar, Nax~<ell D.; Rebels and ancestors; the American novel, cl953, 

The third in the authot" s five volume series on the novel in 
America, The exponents he chooses for his study of the period 
1890 to 1915 are Frank Norris, Stephen Crane, Jacl~ London, 
Ell'""' Glasgmo, and Theodore Dreiser. 

Humphreys, Arthur Raleigh; Herman Belville, cl962, 

Bellow, Saul; Seize the day, cl956, 

Seize the day; A father-to-be; Looldng for !1r, Green; ~ 
~aga manuscripts; and a one act play, The wrecker. 
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Howe, Irving; \•lilliam i?aulkner, a critical stud.z., cl%2. 

McElderry, Bruce Robert; ~'homas Uolfe, cl964, 

Reviews the highlights of Thomas r~olfe' s career then compares 
recorded fact with \·lolfe 's fictional or dramatic versions to 
show the depth and breadth of his literary artistry. 

814 Peterson, Wilfred A.; The art of living, cl960, 

23 inspirational essays including 17 individually published 
in "This \leek" magazine. 

814 Van Dyke, Henry; The rull.ng passion; tales of nature and human 
natur~, cl901. 

814 Vidal, Gore; Rocking the~· cl962. 

811~.5 

81~.5 

A collection of Gore Vidal's writings on politics, the theatre 
and literature. 

Blac:~mur, Ri.chard Palmer; The 1 ion and the honeycomb; essays in 
soli•citude.and critique, ci955, 

Commentaries on the position of literary arts in society. 

Hencken, Henry Louis; Prejudices, cl958, 

A collection of essays, 

817 Buchwald, Art; I chose Capitol punishment, cl963. 

This is the newspaper correspondent's first collection of 
colun,ns from his new home base, llashington, D. c. His targets 
for sl'.tire r•m the gamut from taxes and missiles to !~ashington 
political figures, modern art and eavesdropping at the Pentagon. 

817 Clemens, Sarrruel Langhorne; .!!!!e on the Mtssis!!i:J.'P.i, cl961. 

Historical s\mtchcs and vivid de.scri.ption make this a master
piece o~ the 1 ite:-ature of the ~ii.ddl e '·lest. 

817 Cuppy, Hilliam Jacob; ~cline and fall of pr~ically everybodt, cl950, 

This collectton is the synthesis of Curpy's wry and friendly at
titude tot-tc-.rrl birds, reptiles, fLJh, and mr.!mmals. He is a master 
of the flat st.ate.rN~nt which ends in a douLle.·~take.~ 

817 Holme.s, 01 iver ~~en<lell; At\tocrat of the bre'lkfa~~table, cl858. 

Full of alert wisdom, droll humor, and sound observation of 
life, this is his best book, 
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817 Hudson, Virginia Cary; 0, ye jigs and juleps, cl962. 

The actual diary, unwittingly humorous of a small girl in the 
South of yesterday. 

817 Playboy Magazine; Playboy's party j~, c nd. 

817 Skinner, Cornelia Otis; !_hat's me all over, cl91!8. 

All the favorite absurdities from Dithers and jitters; Soap 
behind the ears and ~xcuse it, please! along with Tiny garments. 

817 Thurber, James; The beast in me, cl948, 

A collection including short stories, a long report on soap 
opera, and an article from the New Yorker's Talk of the Town. 

817 Thurber, James; Lanterns and lances, cl961. 

Contains 24 pieces in which the well-known humorist is largely 
concerned with the survival of our English language, currently 
being subjected to much erroneous use. 

817 Thurber, James; OWl in the attic, and other perplexities, cl931, 

817.4 

817,44 

817.5 

817.5 

817.54 

818 

A collection of humorous sketches, some of which have appeared 
in the New Yorker magazine. 

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne; Letters from the earth, cl962. 

Selection of fresh materials from the Mark Twain papers plus 
other fairly obscure pieces. 

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne; Report from paradise, cl952, 

Contents: Introduction by D. Heeter. Captain Stormfield's 
visit to heaven; Letter from the recording angel. 

Cerf, Bennett Alfred; The laugh's on me, cl959, 

2,000 stories, anecdotes and amiable observations conveniently 
arranged for retelling. 

Leacock, Stephen Butler; Nonsense novels, cl911, 

As parodies, or more properly burlesques, the "Novels" are 
fastening upon the type in lieu of the individual, and con
ceived in a spirit of literary romping which, while not sounding 
the heights of ideal humor, can scarcely fail to exhilarate. 

Gre.gory, Dick; From the back of the bus, cl962. 

Jackson, Shirley; Life among the savages, cl953. 

Humorous chronical of the life of a middle-class int<>-ll"cl:.\lal 
family in a small New England town, 
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818 King, Alexander; I should have kissed her more, cl961. 

A volume of memoirs. 

818 Krutch, Joseph '?ood; Twelve seasons, cl949. 

A book of i.ntimate essays by the noted critic, each inspired 
by the passing tt•elve months as Nature made its changes in the 
Connecticut countryside. 

818 Smith, Robert Paul; "\•Jhere did you go?" "Out" "Fhat did you do?" 
"Nothing", cl957. 

Maintaining that children nowadays have too little to do and 
too much freedom to cope with, the author relives his own 
boyhood in a nostalgic tale of immies and one o'cat, tree 
houses, and vacant lots, and stern fathers, and school 
principals who were 16 and 23 feet tall, respectively. 

818 Thoreau, Henry David; l•lalden, cl960, 

818,3 

818,3 

818.5 

818,52 

818.52 

The great social philosopher and nonconformist of nineteenth 
century New England, when he lived alone at Halden Pond, was 
on the closest terms with Nature. This record of his experi
ment is a classic of regional literature, and conveys the 
author's individuality, his devotion to simplicity, and his 
joy in 1 iving. 

Mowat, Farley; The dog who wouldn't be, cl957, 

Reminiscences, rather than fiction, of a boy and his dog, and 
family life on the Saskatchewan River in the 1920's. 

"Jhitman, \Jalt; Specimen days, cl882. 

A partial autobiography containing his recollections of his 
early life, and notes on his hospital work during the Civil 
War. 

King, Alexander; Mine enemy grows older, cl958. 

An autobiography of the author who became one of the first 
editors of Henry Luce' s !:lli and who recently was cured of 
dope addiction. 

McNulty, John; The world of John McNulty, cl957, 

A view into the life of a humorist. 

Sorensen, Virginia; Hhere nothing is long ago; memories of a Mormon 
childhood, cl963. 

Recollections of the author's Mormon childhood are presented 
in ten autobiographical stories. 
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820,82 

820,82 

82u,82 

820,9 

820,9 
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Greene, Graham; The lost childhood and other essays, cl952, 

A collection of the author's essays on literary criticism, 

Agnew, James K.; Prose and poetry for appreciation, cl955. 

Textbook for Grade 10, 

Harrison, George B.; Major British writers, cl950, 

Included are: Chaucer; Spencer; Shakespeare; Bacon; Dunn; 
Milton; Dryden; Swife; Pope; Johnson; and Boswell, 

Simonson, Harold Peter; Trio; a book of stories, plays and poems, 
cl965, 

A college textbook, Contents: Youth by Joseph Conrad; That 
evening sun by William Faulkner;-The open boat by Stepheni:rane; 
The shades of spring by D, H. Lawrence; ·rtietiravest boat by 
Malcolm Lowry; A little cloud by James Joyce; Flowering Judas 
by Katherine Anne Porter; Big two-hearted river; part I and part 
II by Ernest Hemingway; Young Goodman Brown by Nathaniel Haw
thorne; The enormous radio by John Cheever; Little Herr Friede
mann by Thrnnas Mann; The fall of the house of Usher by Edgar 
Allan Poe; A hunger artist by Franz Kafka; Death in the woods 
by Sherwood Anderson; Hiss Brill by Katherine Mansfield; The 
secret life of '·lalter Mitty by James Thurber; The wall by "Jean
Paul Sartre; Bartleby the scrivener by Herman Melville; ~ 
death of Ivan Ilych by Leo Tolstoy; Ghosts by Henrik Ibsen; 
The cherry orchard by Anton Chekhov; The glass menagerie by 
Tennessee \>Jill iams, 

Alticl,, Richard Daniel; Scholar adventurers, cl950. 

Exposing frauds, exploding hoary errors, making discoveries, 
and calling on the aid of science to clear up baffling mysteries 
is only part of the romance of modern literary scholarship. Here 
is a book that makes a delightful reading experience. 

Johnson, Samuel; The lives of the English poets, cl779, 

Independent criticism of the personalities and works of 
Milton, Crowley and other 17th century poets. 

821 Browning, Robert; Poems of Browning, cl956, 

Poems selected with an introduction and notes by Donald Smalley. 

821 Chaucer, Geoffrey; Canterbury tales, rendered into modern English, 
cl959. 

Selections from the Canterbury Tales in modern, rhymed English. 
The prologue and the tales of The nun's priest, The pardoner, 
and The wife of Bath, 
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821 Coleridge, Samuel Taylor; Rime of the ancient mariner, cl904. 

Deals t<ith the supernatural punishment and penance of a seaman 
who had shot an albatross, a bird of good omen, in the Antaractic 
regions. 

821 Day-Lewis, Cecil; An Italian visit, cl954. 

The author has caught in this narrative poem that magic that 
Italy has for men from colder climes, has captured in words 
the brilliance of Italy's art and the warmth and variety of 
her countryside. 

821 Drake University Poetry Readings; Elizabethan lyrics - songs and poems, 
c nd, 

821 Kipling, Rudyard; Choice of Kipling's verse, cl957. 

Contains an essay on Kipling by T. S, Eliot >1ho says that 
Kipling writes transparently so that our attention is directed 
to the object and not the medium. 

821 Lewis, Clive Staples; A preface to Paradise Lost, cl~41. 

An interpretation of Milton's purpose in writing the epic, 

821 Milton, John; Paradise lost, c nd. 

Greatest epic in any modern language. Tells of Man's first 
disobedience and the fruit. 

821 Milton, John; Paradise lost---introduction only, cl667, 

821 Milton, John; Samson Agonistes, cl671, 

821 ,08 

821.08 

The most eloquent and solidly constructed Harks of English 
poetry and unquestionably the finest English tragedy Hritten 
on the Greek model. 

Benet, ''Till iam Rose; Anthology of famous English and American poetry, 
cl945. 

A collection of Anglo-American poetry from Chaucer to Auden 
in England, and from the Revolution through Horld Har II in 
this country. 

Palgrave, Francis Turner; Golden treasury, cl961. 

An anthology of English lyrical poetry selected with almost 
faultless discrimination, with the aid of Tennyson's advice 
and criticism. 
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821' •)ll2 

821.09 

821..09 

821.3 

8'l ,3l9 

821. 5L:. 

821.7 
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T~illiams, Oscar; A little treasury of modern poetry; English ''nd 
~merican, cl946. 

This anthology contains over four hundred poems representing 
work of English and American poets from the publication of 
A. E. Housman • s Shropshire lad to the end of '7orld "'ar II. 

Mack, Maynard; Modern poetry, cl961. 

English masterpieces, volume 7. Contents: Hopkins, Gerald 
Manley; Yeats, '·Till iam Butler; Frost, Robert Lee; Eliot, 
Thomas Stearns; Auden, Hystan Hugh; Dickinson, Emily Elizabeth; 
Hardy, 'l'homas; Housman, Alfred Edward; Robinson, Edwin Arlington; 
Stevens, T~allace; './ill iams, Hill iam Carlos; Lawrence, David 
Herbert; Eberhardt, Richard; Warren, Robert Penn; MacNeice, 
Louis, Roethke, Theodore; Prince, Frank Templeton; Barker, Geor~e; 
Nims, John Frederick; Reed, Henry; Pound, Ezra Loomis; Moore, 
Marianne Craig; Ransom, John Crowe; NacLeish, Archibald; Cum
mings, Edward Estl in; Tate, Allen; Thomas, Dylan; Lowell, Rober~: 
'~ilber, Richard; Amis, Kingsley; Larkin, Philip. 

~~arren, Robert Penn; Six centuries of great poetry, cl955. 

An anthology. 

Drew, Elizabeth A.; Discovering modern poetry; a series of study 
and discussion programs for .adult groups, cl961. 

A college textbool~. 

Tuve, Rosamond; Elizabethan and metaphysical imagery; renaissance 
poetic and twentieth-century critics, c1947. 

A study of the imagery employed hy the Elizabethan and metaphy
sical poets of the English renaissance. The poets who receh·ed 
most emphasis are Daniel, Donne, Drayton, Herrick, King, Sidney, 
and Spencer, among recent authors, Yeats. 

Spenser, Edmund; Selected poetry, c1961. 

A college textbook. 

Nicolson, Marjorie Hope; The breaking of the circle; studies in the 
effect of the "new science" upon seventeenth-century poetry, cl960. 

Albee, Edward; The American dream, a play and The zoo st~, a short 
play, cl960. 

'·7ordsworth, l~ill iam; Lyrical ballads: 1-/ordsworth and Coleridge, cl798, 
1805. 

Considered as the beginning of the English romantic movement. 
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Unterecker, John Eugene; !~~~]lection of critical essays, cl963, 

Bagnold, Enid; The chalk gar:_den, c nd. 

A witty English play about Madrigal, a mystet"ious companion 
to a precocious teenager who lives with her grandmother. 

822 Clark, Mabel Margaret (Cowie); Roar like a dove: a comedy in three 
~· cl958, 

822 MarloT~e, Christopher; Tragical history of Dr. Faustus, cl588. 

The legend of Faust, the man who sold his soul for knowledge and 
pot..rer. 

822 Maugham, Somerset; The circle; a comedy in three acts, cl921. 

An English comedy of divorce in "hich is held up the disastrous 
romance of an older generation to the affright of a younger. 

822 Moliere; The precious damsels, cl957, 

822 Rattigan, Terence Mervyn; Separate tables; two plays, cl957, 

The two plays (Table by the window and Table number t"o) share a 
common setting---the Beauregard Hotel, Bournemouth, a seaside 
town on the south coast of: England---as well as some of the 
same characters. 

822 Shakespeare, ''lilliam; All's well that ends well, cl598. 

Helena, only daughter of a famous physician, cures the king of 
an illness and is allowed to c hoose her o"n husband. She is 
married to Bertram who hates her and leaves the country almost 
immediately and Helena goes on a pilgrimage. 

822 Shakespeare, Hilliam; Comedy of errors, cl591. 

Aemilia, wife of Aegean, has twin sons who are shipwrecked in 
infancy and carried one to Syracuse the other to Ephesus. Later, 
Adriana, the wife of the Ephesian tt~in, mistakes the Syracuson 
for her husband and has her real husband arrested as a madman. 
Great confusion results and ultimately, the matter is brought 
into court, and the entire family is reunited. 

822 Shakespeare, Hilliam; Coriolanus, cl608. 

A tragedy in which Coriolanus returning to Rome in triumph is 
elected consul but opposes the plebeian interests and is shortly 
afterward banished. 

822 Shakespeare, t~illiam; Hamlet, cl600, 

The characters of Polonius and Ophelia, th~ comic scene of the 
gravediggers, and the many familiar quotations. are wi.d<c-1.-y ·\•-x\b'"-.'l'f\. ... 
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822 Shakespeare, Nill iam; Henry IV;_E!j:_!., cl598, 

Treats of English history from the depositi.on of Richard II 
to the defeat and death of Henry Percy (Hotspur) at the 3attle 
of Shret~sbury. 

82 2 Shakespeare, !Jilliam; Henry IV, part II, cl598. 

Continues English history from the battle of Shrewsbury to 
the death of the King. 

822 Shakespeare, lvilliam; Henry V, cl600. 

Historical drama reflecting both the glories and the crudities 
of feudal times. Covers the period from the opening of Parli
ament in 1414 to the preparations for Henry's marriage with 
Katherine in 1420. 

822 Shakespeare, William; Julius Caesar, cl601, 

An historic traged;• in which Caesar plays a subordinate part 
and the real hero is Brutus. 

822 Shakespeare, William; Merchant of Venice, cl596, 

Portia, disguised as a young lawyer, rules against Shylock 
the Jew. Originally conceived as a comic character and a 
natural butt. Shylock is now regarded as a dignified tragic 
figure, 

822 Shakespeare, lvilliam; t1ids~er night's dream, cl595, 

During one enchanted night in the forest, two pairs of lovers 
are hopelessly confused by the trickery of the fairy, Puck, At 
the same time, the fairy queen is infatuated t<ith Bottom the 
Heaver, t<ho wears an ass's head. The play of Pyramus and Thisbe 
adds a final antic touch to the popular comedy. 

822 Shakespeare, l>lill iam; Taming of the shre~<, cl596, 

The shrew is Katharine, a maiden of such violent t<hims and 
tempers that it seems unlikely she will find a husband, Her 
lovable sister must wait until Katharina is married before 
she can be married. The entire play is enacted for the benefit 
of Christopher Sly, a drunken tinker, who is fooled into thinking 
he is a nobleman, 

822 Shakespeare, Hilliam; The tempest, cl611. 

Prospera, t<ho t<as once Duke of Milan, and his daughter, Miranda, 
live on a desert island, One day Prospera sees a ship off the 
island and raises a tempest to wreck it. The play ends with the 
whole party conducted back to Italy. 
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822 Shakespeat"e, Hilliam; The tt"ar,edy of Ki:_f!a~• cl6CS. 

Shaltespeat"e' s most powerful tragedy, the stol"y of the. aging 
rulel" who divided his kingdom between his two eldet" daughtet"s. 
He finds that it 1~as Cordelia, the youngest, who •eally loved 
him. 

822 Shaltespeare, l-Jilli.am; The trar,edy of Othello, cl604. 

This dt"ama tells of the Moot" of Venice and of his bett"ayal 
by jealousy of his wife, Desdemona. 

822 Shakespeare, l{illiam; The tt"agedy of Richard III, cl901. 

Histol"ical d•ama •eflecting both the glot"ies and the cl"udities 
of feudal times. 

822 Shaw, Geo•ge Berna•d; Andt"ocles and the lion, cl913. 

The Sha>lian view on primitive Christianity. 

822 Shaw, Geo•ge Be•na•d; Major Barbat"a, cl905. 

D•ama showing Shaw's views on professional chal"ity. 

822 Van Druten, John; Bell, book and candle; a comedy, cl951. 

822.3 

822.3 

822.33 

822.33 

822.33 

About some present day witches living in the Murray Hill district 
of New Yol"k, and what happens when one of them falls in love. 

Marlowe, Christopher; Jew of Malta, cl588. 

A tragic drama of the Elizabethan pel"iod. 

Van Doren, Mark; Shalcespeare, cl939. 

Critical comment on the plays of Shakespeare; by use of 
direct quotation, Mr. Van Do•en recreates the inner life of 
each play. 

Craig, Hardin; An intl"oduction to Shakes12e~, cl952. 

Contains a general introduction to plays and introduction 
to each of the eight plays and selected sonnets in the boo!<. 

Norman, Charles; So worthy a friend: Hilliam Shal<espeare, cl947. 

Biographical. 

O'Donovan, Michael; Shakespeat"e's progl"ess, cl960. 

A poet and shol"t story writer who also directed the Abbey 
Theatt"e fol" which he wrote and produced plays, O'Connor 
here applies this knowledge to Shakespeare. 
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822.91 
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Partridge, Eric; §.!!.akespeare • s bawdyJ.....!!_ 1 iterarv and psychological 
essay and a comprehensive glossary, cl948. 

Study of the sexual and the non-sexual language and subject 
matter in Shakespeare. 

Rabkin, Norman; Approaches to Shal~espeare, cl964. 

Coward, Noel; Private lives, cl931. 

A three act comedy in ~1hich Amanda and Elyot, each on a honey
moon in Southern France with husband and wife number two, re
spectively, accidentally meet, fall in love all over again, and 
elope. 

Shaw, George Bernard; Caesar and Cleopatra, a history, cl898, 

Shaw• s challenge to Shal•espeare. Some consider it his greatest 
play. 

Greene, Graham; The potting shed; a drama in three acts, cl957. 

A drama of a modern Lazarus haunted by a memory lapse that 
has left him unable to have hope. 

Hawkes, Jacquetta (Hopkins); Dragon's mouth; a dramatic quartet in 
two parts, cl952. 

Williams, Emlyn; Night must fall: a play in three acts, cl936, 

Psychological murder play; the study of a pathological killer. 

Shaw, George Bernard; The millionairess, cl936. 

Bolt, Robert; ~~ for all seasons; a play in two acts, cl962. 

Set in 16th century England about Sir Thomas More, a devout 
Catholic and his conflict with Henry VIII which ended with 
More's execution. 

Drew, Elizabeth; The novel: .a modern guide to fifteen English master
pieces, cl962. 

Contents: Moll Flanders by Daniel Defoe; Clanisa by Samuel 
Richardson; Tom Jones by Henry Fielding; Tristram Shandy by 
Laurence Sterne; Emma by Jane Austen; Vanity Fair by vlill iam 
Thackeray; The miUOn the floss by George. Elliott; Far from 
the madding cro,'d. by Thomas Hardy; Lord Jim by Joseph Conrad; 
Huthering heig!tts by Emily Bronte; Great expectations by Charles 
Dickens; Homen in love by D. H. La¥1rence; Portrait of a ladx_ 
by Henry James; A portrait of the artist as a young man by Jam~s 
Joyce; To the lighthouse by Virginia Hoolf. 
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824 Addison, Joseph; ~-cted_!lssays f. com~!!!~ Tatl~an~ The Spectator, 
c nd. 

824 Arnold, Matthew; Cul. ture and anarchy: an es'!_ay in pol iti<;!!.!_ an<! 
social criti~~ cl869, 

This essay in social criticism is an attempt to define culture 
and to shm~ what it could do for social England in the Victorian 
age. 

824 Gissing, George Robert; ~ . ...e::~vate paper~..£! Henry rtyecroft, cl 927. 

l1r. Gissing collected these observations upon life, 1 iterature, 
art, philosophy, and religion and divided them into four chap
ters named after the seasons. 

824 Hazlitt, William; ~ix selected essays, c nd. 

The greatest of English essayists and critics. 

827 Lewis, Clive Staples; The Screwtape lette!!, c nd. 

Letters of instruction and encouragement from a shrewd old 
devil to an undergraduate imp on Earth; a revelation of Hell's 
official secrets. 

827 Sellar, Halter c.; !.2£i and all thas._a memorable his_tory of England, 
c1931. 

827.5 

827.91 

827.912 

According to the preface "history is not what you thought. It 
is what you can remember," There follm·JS a satirical history 
of England beginning with "the first date in English history 
is 55 B. C." and continues up to the period after the l~orld Har 
known as "the peace to end peace," 

S1~ift, Jonathan; Selected prose and poetrt, cl959, 

A college textbook, 

Jerome, Jerome Klapka; ~2..':..~n a boat, to nay notl1ing of the 
~· cl900, 

Three men in a boat was Jerome's immensely successful book of 
humot·. 

Potter, Stephen; ~ree-upman~~ip: the theory and practice of games
manship; someJ!2!;es on lifemanship and one-upmanship, cl962, 

Brings together under one title three previously pnbl ished 
books which the British humorist characterizes in his introduc
tion as "the three first definitive pamphlets of manship studi<>s." 
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828 Huxley, Aldous Leonard; ~lorld of A!do~l!'!.xle;c, cl91!.7, 

829.109 

829.912 

832 

An omnibus of his fiction and non-fiction over three decades, 

;cennedy, Charles Hilliams; ~ earli~~.f0:.ish poetr:~;, a critical 
~vey of the poetry ~~ritten before the Norman con~~· cl943. 

A critical history of Anglo-Saxon poetry vhich thro~rs 1 ight 
on •~hat used to be called the Dark Ages. 

Spilka, Marie; D. H. Lat.;rence: a collection of critical essays, cl963, 

Goethe, Johann 'lolfgang Von; ~· c1803. 

A dramatic poem vhose theme is of the Renaissance scholar 
~1ho sold himself to the Devil in his eagerness to have the 
knovl edge vhich is po1~er, 

832 Goethe, Johann Holfgang Von; The sufferings of yo!!!!.[.~~' cl774, 

The sentimental hero of this novel commits suicide because of 
the pangs of disprized love. 

832 Hochhuth, Rolf; The deputy, c nd. 

839.726 

839,8 

839,822 

839,322 

839,822 

A modern morality play focusing on the question of why Pope 
Pius XII refrained from denouncing and acting upon the Nazi 
slaughter of Jevs, it raises the issue of Christian commitment 
and personal responsibility. 

Strindberg, August; Miss Ju..!l!:_, cl96l.. 

Story of a girl of noble birth who succumbs to her physical 
desires. 

Ibsen, Henrik; Ghosts, clS!ll. 

A dreadful tragedy is caused by the wife's resolve not to walk 
out, <rhatever the provocation. 

Ibsen, Henrilq An enemy of the people, c1959. 

This pleads for the truth at <rhatever cost to him who tells 
it. 

Ibsen, Henrik; Arthur Miller's adaptation of An enemy of the people, 
cl951, 

Ibsen, Henrik; Peer Gynt, cl963, 

Childhood associations and the rich folklore of Scandinavia 
form the colorful background of this drama. 
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340 Baudelaire, Charles Pierre; L'art Romantj_~, cl869. 

Read in French. 

840 Daudet, Alphonse; Letters from my mill, cl866. 

A collection of tales, evokes the charm and legends of 
Provence. 

840 Gide, Andre Paul Gullaume; La symphonic pastorale, cl925. 

11ead in French. 

340 Sainte-Beuve, Charles-Augustin; Causeries du L~, cl851, 1862. 

Read in French, 

841 Baudelaire, Charles; ~~~s of evil, c1857, 

Poems admired for their beauty but prosecuted for their 
immorality. 

841 Chanson de Roland; Song of Roland, cl952, 

This heroic poem celebrates the mj.ghty feats of Roland, the 
great French hero in the time of Charlemagne. 

842 Camus, Albert; Caligula, cl938, 

A prophetic drama about the Roman emperor who is driven, 
through a sense of the terror and meaninglessness of life, 
to the cruelty for l•hich history remembers him, 

842 Genet, Jean; The blacks: a clown show, c1960. 

The author of the off-Broadway hit "The balcony" has written 
a drama not so much extolling the virtues of the Negro race 
as excoriating the white race. 

842 Giraudoux, Jean; Ondin~, cl954, 

This adaptation of a French play is based on the medieval legend 
of the mortal !might who fell in love with a water sprite. 

842 Rostand, Edmond; Cyrano de Bergerac, cl897, 

A delightful play of moderate length in which poetry, a sword 
and a nose play the principal parts. Thrilling war scenes and 
love-making mal~e this play easy to read, Setting and action in 
1640. 

842 Sartre, Jean Paul; The flies, c1946, 

A translation of Les Mouches. Produced dut:inl!; the German oc
cupation despite its underlying message of defianc~. 
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843.6 

843.89 

843,91 

16) 

Moliere, Jean Baptiste Poquelin; Le medeci.n mal~re l.!!J:.• cl950, 

Read in French, 

Constant De Rcbecque, Henri l3enjamin; Adolphe and the red notebook, 
cl959, 

Adolph translated from French by Carl '·1iedman, 
translated by Norman Cameron. 

Zola, Emile; r~erese Raquin, cl867, 

Roy, Gabrielle (Carbotte); The tin flute, cl947. 

The red notebook --· 

Story of a large Canadian-French family living in the poverty 
striclten Saint-Henri quarter of Nontreal. 

844 Camus, Albert; The myth of Sisyphus, and other essa~, c1955. 

f-undamental subject of book: is it legitimate and necessary to 
wonder t~hether 1 ife has a meaning. 

844 Camus, Albert; Resistance, rebellion, and death; the French, cl960. 

844.31 

The pieces in this volume---Nazi philosophy, political justice 
in Algeria, and capital punishment; Hhat the all have in common 
is the author's burning concern for liberty in jeopardy. 

Nontaigne, Michel Eyquem de; Essays; selected, c nd. 

Ninety-three miscellaneous essays, 
personal reflections, to leave for 
frank mental portrait of himself.. 

A kind of journal of 
the author's friends a 

044.31 t1ontaigne, Hichel Eyquem de; Selections from the essays of Michel 
Eyquem de Montaig!!.!:_, cl948, 

848.914 Bree, Germaine; Camus; a collection of critical essays, cl962. 

851.15 Dante, Alighieri; The inferno, cl954. 

352.91 

Using Dante's three line stanza but not his triple rhymes 
John Ciardi. has produced a translation which is idiomatic, 
colloquial, and economical 1~i thout a sacrifice of poetic 
purity. It can be enjoyed by the general reader, 

Pirandello, Luigi; Naked masks: five plays, cl952. 

Contents: Liola; It is so! (If you think so); Henry IV; Six 
characters in search of an author; Each in his own way. 

862 Garcia Lorca, Federico; The house of Bernarda Alba, cl947. 

The running of a family by a tyrannical mother. 
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870 Hamilton, Edith; The Roman way, cl932, -----· ........ 
This is not a formal history of Rome but an interpretation 
of the Roman way of. 1 ife as it is pictured in the worl's of 
her great writers from Plautus and Terence to Virgil and 
Juvenal. 

871 Ovid; ~~rphoses, cl955, 

Tales of miraculous transformations by one of the most versa
tHe narrative poets; its broad coverage of Greek and Roman 
myth has made it a most influential source book. 

873 Virgil; The Ae~~· 35 B,C, 

This national epic of Rome narrates the adventures of Aeneas 
on his journey home to Italy after the fall of '!'roy. Its 
purpose was the glorification of the Julian family--the 
reputed founder of which 1-1as As can ius, son of Aeneas. 

879 Erasmus, Desiderius; ~e essential Era~~!• cl964, 

Erasmus ~~as a Dutch satirist and classical and theological 
scholar; called the Voltaire of the Renaissance, 

880 Baldry, Harold Caparne; ~-],_i_!:~re for modern read~, cl952, 

An explanation of the great Hriters of ancient Greece for 
modern readers. 

GGO Plato; Apology.and Crito (Dialogues), c nd. 

The apology, the defense of Socrates; Crito, aims to establish 
the integrity of Socrates, 

880 Plato; Meno (Dialogues), c nd, 

One of the group of dialogues called ~laws, 

880 Plato; Phaedrus (Dialogues), c nd, 

A Socratic dialogue vlhich offers a new conception of the 
literary art, 

880 Plato; Vlorks of Plato; selected and edited by Irwin Edman, cl959, 

880.82 

Tape has only Lysis; Euthyphro; Phaedo; Protagoras; Symposium; 
Republic, books V and VI. 

HacKendrict,, Paul Lachlan; Classics in translation, cl952, 

Romer, The Iliad; Romer, The Odyssey; Aeschylus, Agamemno~; 
Sophocles, Antigone; Euripides, ~; Aristophanes, ~ 
Frogs; Selections, Resiod, ~~arks and days; Herodotus, Th~ 
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Classics in translation (continued) 

histo•ies; Thucydides, HistoJ:"y; PlutaJ:"eh, Life of Tiberius; 
Piat"o-;-Aristotle; Epicurus7"Epictetus, Lucian. 

882 Aeschylus; Q~teia: Agam~mnon; Libation beare•s; Eumenides, cl953, 

A modern translation of Aeschylus' tragic trilogy about the 
House of Atreus. 

882 Aeschylus; EFometheus bound, c nd, 

The tragedy of Prometheus who •~as chained to a rock £or having 
saved manl,ind from the tyranny of :oeus. 

882 /,ristophanes; The birds, cl955, 

In this extravaganza two disgruntled Athenians emigrate to 
the country of the birds, •~here is built a walled city, 
Cloud-Cucl~oo Land, from Hhich it is hoped to shut out the 
gods and foster bird-power. 

882 Aristophanes; The clouds, cl955, 

A pitiless satire against Socrates and the Sophists and their 
manner of argument, 

882 ALi.stophanes; The frogs, cl950, 

Describes the descent of Dionysus, patron of the drama, to the 
dark •ealm of Pluto, to bring back Euripides. After much 
squabbling in the lm~er regions, it is Aeschylus 1<rho is deemed 
more worthy to return to daylight, 

882 Aristophanes; L~sistrata, cl961. 

In this comedy the women of Greece unite in the determination 
to abstain from sexual relations with their husbands until they 
bring the war to an end, 

882 Sophocles; Oedipus.~J&i~, Oedipus at Colonus, cl954. 

Two tragedies. The fatefully tra~;ic story of King Oedipus 
is one of the great legends that VJestern culture has inherited 
from ancient Greece, 

882 Aristophanes; The wasps, cl955, 

Makes fun of the Athenian passion for hearing lausuits, 

802 Euripides; ~; Hippolytus; The trojan l<oman, c nd, 

Three plays by the last great author of Greek tragedy, who 
writes of men rather than of gods and demigods. 
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Lind, Levi Robert; Ten Greek plays in .. ~onteml2.££.ary .!E.~nslation~, 
cl9S7. 

Contents: Prometheus bou~ and Agamemnon by Aeschyl U:l; :!_nt igone, 
Oedious Rex, and Philoctetes by Sophocles; Alcestis, Suppliants, 
Andromache, and~~ byiftiripides; Lysistrata by Aristophanes. 

Bates, ~Jilliam N.; Euripides; a student of human nature, cl930, 

'the object of the book is to try to give the modern reader a more 
accurate account and a truer appreciation of the dramatic genius 
of Euripides than is to be found elset<here, 

883 Homer; The Odyssey, 850 B. c. 

084.082 

388 

Return of Odysseus (Ulysses in Latin) from the Trojan T·lar to 
his home in Ithaca. Rousing adventure of individual exploits 
combined with great human interest. 

Barnstone, Hillis; Greek lyric poetry, cl962, 

Aristotle; Physics, Book IV, c nd. 

On movement, or !cinesis. 

888 Aristotle; Politics, J3ook I, c nd. 

888,8 

890.8 

891.2 

891.23 

391.709 

891.723 

Discussion of public affairs. 

Plutarchus; On love, the f~mily, and the good life, selec~ es~, 
cl957. 

Yohannan, John David; !.~~y of Asian litera:tur~, cl956. 

Song, story and scripture of the great cultures of Asia 
selected from the classics of more than 2500 years. 

Valmild; £!mayana, and the l1aha-bh~rata, cl910, 

Ramayana: The history of Rama, the great epic poem of ancient 
India, Mahabharata: A second epic poem of India about eight 
times as long as-Hamer's Iliad and Odyssey together. 

Valmild; The Ramayana; or The '·landering of: Shri Raman, cl95~·· 

An epic of India, 

llirskii, Dmitrii Petrovich; History of. Russian literature: comprising 
a history of Russian lite.rature and contemporary Russian literature, 
cl9L~9. 

Classical history of r..ussian literature from the earliest times 
to 1925. 

Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich; Chekhov: the major plays, cl964. 
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Berlin, Isaiah; 'rhe hedgehog and the fox: an e.ssay on Tolstoy~ vi~ 
of history, cl953. 

In this brilliant essay, Berlin not only succeeds in making 
very good sense out of Tolstoy's historical theory but also 
finds in it an indispensable key to the complex and divided 
personality of the great Russian novelist. 

Kishon, Ephraim; Noah's ark, tourist class, cl962. 

A second collection of satirical sketches about life in present 
day Israel by the newspaper columnist who wrote Look back, Mrs. 
Lot. 

Gibran, Kahlil; The prophet, cl923. 

Brooks, Van l~yck; The flowering of New England, cl936. 

About the men whose portraits still decorate schoolroom walls 
throughout the nation: Longfellow, Emerson, Hawthorne, Thoreau, 
Lowell, etc. 

900 HISTORY 

900 Burckhardt, Carl Jacob; On history and historians, cl928. 

901 Adams, Brooks; Law of civilization and .decay; an essay on history, 
cl943. 

It is a study in historiography in which the author's theory 
is based upon the scientific principle that the law of force 
and energy is of universal application in nature. 

901 Aron, Raymond; The dawn of universal history, c1962. 

901 Berdiaev, Nikolai Aleksandrovich; The meaning of history, cl923, 

A masterpiece of modern thought. One of the really mature 
fruits of the European mind. 

901 Boak, Arthur Edward Romilly; The growth of lvestern civilization, 
cl95l. 

A college textbook and useful survey. 

901 Burke, Kenneth; Attitudes toward history, cl959. 

History seems to mean to the author the sum of all things, 
once the proper concern of theologians and philosophers. In 
particular, his book paints very neatly the problem of the 
status of history at the present time. 

901 Cottrell, Leonard; The anvil of civilization, cl9SB. 

An outline of the birth development of vl"stern A.sia .and the 
Mediterranean, 4000-400 B. C. 
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901 Ewing, Ethel E.; Our widening world; a history of the wor~ 
peoples, cl958. 

A high school textbook, 

901 Jackson, Barbara (l~ard); Faith and freedom, cl954, 

Argument and justification of IJ1estern civilization and its 
value, 

901 Linton, Ralph; Tree of culture, cl955, 

A history of society which traces the great civilizations of 
the world upward from tb.e 1 ives of human culture whi.ch have 
produced them. 

901 Magoffin, Ralph Van Deman; Ancient and medieval history: tb.e rise of 
classical culture and the development of medieval civilization, cl939, 

A textbook, 

901 Mendensb.all, Tb.omas Corwin; Problems in western,civiliza~, cl956, 

The individual and the state in the !,!estern tradition, select 
problems in historical interpretation, 

901 Muller, Herbert; Uses of the past, cl952. 

The author turns our attention to b.istory and its lessons for 
a world in a crisis, 

901 Neill, Thomas Patrick; Readings in the history and its lessons for 
~· cl957, 

901 Ortega y Gasset, Jose; Revolt of the masses, cl932, 

Analysis of society in tb.e terms of what he considers loss of 
cultural values through the use of a mass mind, 

901 Redfield, Robert; The primitive world and its transformation, cl957, 

A discussion of certain changes brought about in mankind by 
tb.e advent of civilization, 

901 ~~itehead, Alfred North; Adventures of ideas, cl933, 

901.9 

901.9 

The author attempts to sketch the development of the leading 
ideas which have molded civilization and to analyze the nature 
and implications of each, 

Burns, Edward McNall; '·!estern civilizations; their history and their 
culture, cl958, 

Carroll, Harry J,; The development of civilization: a documentary and 
interpretative record, cl961, 

A textbook. 
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McNeill, William Hardy; History han db~. of Hestern ci~il ization, cl953, 

Strayer, Joseph Reese; The course of civilization, cl961, 

A college textbook that traces the course of civilization from 
the beginnings to the present day, carefully weaving together 
political, social, economic and intellectual history, 

907 Butterfield, Herbert; Han on his past; the study of the his~ory of 
historical scholarship, cl955, 

This book is for those ··ho think that to reflect on history is 
valuable, 

907 Collingwood, Robin George; Idea of history, cl946, 

Traces the idea of history from the time of Herodotus, This 
book is full of controversial points---it can be read with 
profit, 

909 Easton, Stewart Copingor; Brief history of the !~estern World, cl962. 

909 Magenis, Alice; A history of the world, cl961. 

A high school textbool<:, 

909 Palmer, Robert Roswell; A history of the modern world, c1965, 

A remarkably penetrating review of !./estern civilization from 
the Renaissance to our own time. 

909 Rogers, Lester Burton; Story of nations, cl956, 

909,82 

909.82 

909,82 

909,82 

A high school text. 

Black, Joseph; Foreign policies in a world of cha~, cl963. 

A college textbook, 

Fromm, Erich; Hay man prevail?, cl961. 

A critique of American and Russian foreign policy. 

Fulbright, J. William; Prospects for the West, cl963, 

An analysis of three aApects of the current scene---the 
balance between East and "'est, and the United States and 
its allies, and ou,· domestic pcograms. 

Gatzke, Har,s Hilhelm; ".'he present in perspective; a loot<: at the 
world since 1945, c1957: 
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910.4 
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Ward, Barbara; The rich nations and the poor nat~, cl962, 

The author believes that the progressive political and 
economic advances of the richer nations of the world during 
the past two centuries are occurring simultaneously in the 
underdeveloped world at breakneck speed today, Without out
side help they must succumb to Communism, ~lhy and how the 
!~est must meet this challenge is the theme of the book, 

United States Office of Armed Forces Information and Education; 
Pocket guides to the Americas and the Arctic, c nd. 

Contents: Description and travel of Caribbean Islands, !1exico, 
Central America, South America, Iceland, Greenland, Newfound
land, and Alaska, 

United States Office of Armed Forces Information and Education; 
Pocket guides to Hawaii and the Far East, c nd, 

Description and travel of Hawaii, Philippines, Taiwan, Okinawa, 
Japan, and Korea and Viet Nam. 

Bradford, Ernie; Ulysses found, cl963, 

The author who had visited all of the places Homer evolced, 
including the Land of the Lotus Eater, Circe's domain, and 
Calypso's island traces the course of the Odyssey and gives 
his reasons for the challenging statement that the epic was 
based on fact. 

Dana, Richard Henry; Two years before the mast, cl840, 

The diary of what happened on the Pilgrim in its voyages 
round the Horn in 1834-36, a brig only 86 feet long and 
registering 180 tons, is a book so pre-eminent in the liter
ature of the sea that England at one time gave a copy of it 
to every sailor in the Royal Navy. 

Garland, Joseph E.; Lone voyager, c1963, 

A biography of Howard Blackburn who survived five blizzard
swept days in a derry adrift in the North Atlantic, He lost 
fingers and toes as a result, The author tells how Blackburn 
overcame his disability and made two lone voyages across the 
Atlantic, 

Nicolson, Marjorie; Voyages to the moon, cl948, 

Not one, but dozens of ingenious adventure stories told with 
humor, proportion, and a rich allusiveness, 

Slocum, Joshua; Sailing alone around the world, cl954, 

Describes actual experiences during cruia~ arounq ~~-~ ~orld 
in the sloop "Spray" with a crew of one, 
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Nowell, Charles E,; The great discoveries and the first colonial 
empir~, cl954, 

The development of !-!estern civilization, Narrative essays 
of history. 

Klimm, Lester Earl; Introductory economic geograp~, c1956, 

A college textbool< giving a balanced account of the physical, 
industrial, and regional facts of economic geography, 

Science for the Dlind; Archaeology; a series of five lectures de
livered by Dr!. Jl, H. Dison, cl957. 

Chiera, Edward; They wrote on clay, cl938. 

1'his study of the history and religion of the ancient Baby
lonians is based upon the records left by them on clay tablets. 

Barrot~, Reginald Haynes; The~~· cl949, 

A classic work on Rome's achievements and her contributions to 
Western civilization. 

914 Harrison, John Baugham; A sho~:t history of wester-n civilization, 
cl960, 

A brief survey text tailored to the practical realities of 
the academic year, with each chapter designed for a single 
assignments. 

914 Levi, Carlo; Christ stopped at Eboli; the story of a year, cl962. 

A compassionate account of the dismal life of peasants in a 
remote and primitive Italian village by a doctor artist who 
spent a year among them as a political exile. 

914 Schrier, Arnold, ed.; Modern European civilization; a documentary 
history of politics, society and thou~t from the Renaissance to 
t'h'e prese.nt, cl963, 

914.15 

A textbook, 

Bourniquel, Camille; Ireland, cl9GO, 

A vista travel book giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country, plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc. 

Vausson, Claude; Austria, cl960. 

A vista travel boo!< giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc, 
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Painter, Sidney; French chivalry, cl940. 

At almost any given period the ideals of feudal chivalry 
~<ere three: the knights, tlte churches, and the ladies. 
These three impinged upon, opposed and influenced each other. 

Paul, Jlll iot Harold; The las~ time I sa" Paris, cl942. 

For eighteen years, off and on, the author lived on a little 
side street in Paris. This book gives an account of life on 
the little street. 

Kubly, Herbert; American in I~y, cl955. 

1-/riting for American readers of what he saw and heard, this 
author reports on rich and poor, intellectuals and butter
flies, priests, politi.cians, and just what they say and think 
about themselves, Italy, and America. 

La,.rence, David Herbert; Twilight i.n Italy, cl916. 

Impressions of the Italian countryside and temperament, it is 
sketches of travel in Northern Italy, beginning with an account 
of the entrance to Italy by way of the Alps. 

Aubier, Dominique; Spain, cl96G. 

A vista travel book gLvLng information on the character and 
spirit of the countries, plus guidance on transport, c~trrency, 
etc. 

Miller, l<lright; Russians as people, cl960. 

A boo!' designed to help us understand how the mind of the 
Russian works, how he lives, how he reacts to politics and the 
Communist state, and how Russia itself shapes his character. 

Stevenson, Adlai; Friends and enemies; ~>~hat I learned in Russia, cl959. 

\~ith slight revisions articles previously published serially 
appear in book form and constitute a report of the author's 
journey through Russia in 1958. 

Van Der Post, Laurens; ~~~f all the Russias, cl9G4. 

It Has April when Colonel van der Post set out alone to visit 
all the Russias. By plane, train and by ship he saw the U.s.s.R. 
from west to east, and from north to south. 

Pingaud, Bernard; Holland, cl962. 

A vista travel book giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country, plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc. 
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Fabre, Domonic; ~~.:':.~-~.!t:!.i• cJ. 961. 

A vista travel boo!t giving information on the character and 
spirit of the count!:"y plus guidance on transport, curre.ncy, 
etc, 

Domenach, Jean-Marie; Yugosla~, cl962, 

A vista travel boolt giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country, plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc. 

915 Collis, Maurice; Marco Polo, cl960, 

A retelling, Hith commentary of Polo • s historic journey. 

915 Reischaur, Edwin Oldfather; History of East Asian civi.lization, 
c1960, 

915,2 

915.4 

915.61 

916,2 

916.7 

916.721 

This book gre1·1 out of the author's teaching at Harvard and in 
earlier form has been used in their classes, 

Yefine; Japan, cl962, 

A vista travel boolt giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc. 

Biardeau, Madeleine; India, c1960, 

A vista travel boo!< giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country, plus guidance on transport, currertcy, 
etc. 

Fallt, Andre; Turkey, cl963, 

A vista travel book giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country, plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc, 

Lacouture, Simonne; E~ypt, cl963, 

A vista travel book giving information on the character and 
spirit of the country, plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc. 

Tut·nbull, Colin; The lonely African, cl962. 

A collection of life-sl~etches of people torn from their 
social roots by the introduction of Hestern modes of life. 

Schweitzer, Albert; African notebook, cl939, 

Reminiscence essays. 
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917,3 

917,3 

917,3 

917,3 

lQO 

The American edur:ated British historian appraises the American 
way of life and its regional variation, including the midwest 
isolationism and the southern attitude toward Negroes, with 
penetrating objectivity and understanding. 

Amory, Cleveland; !~ho killed society?; cl960, 

A spirited survey of: American social doings and undoings from 
the early days through the Four Hundred to today's publi-ciety. 
Special inserts list the names of the original Four Hundred and 
all American families entitled to coats of arms, 

Boorstin, Daniel Joseph; America and the image of Europe; reflections 
on American thought, cl960, 

Eight essays by a professor of history assailing what he holds 
to be the misconceptions we nurture about Europe, ourselves, 
our history and our national character, 

Crevecoeur, Nichel Guillaume Jean de; Letters from an American farmer 
by J. Hector~· John Crevecoeu.!_, cl782, 

A popular series of essay letters. They deal t~ith farm life 
on the American frontier in the 18th century and with so-called 
life and customs in the American colonies and with America as 
a refuge for the persecuted and oppressed peoples of the world. 

Grob, Gerald N.; American ideas; source readings in the intellectual 
history of the United Stat~.!• cl963, 

A college textbook, 

Grund, Francis J.; Aristocracy in America, from the sketchbool~ 

a Ge~~n noblemal!, cl959. 

Hofstadter, Richard; Anti-inte~S!~ in American lif~, cl963, 

A review of the anti-intellectual trend of the fifties, the 
evangelical religious movement, practicality, and the other 
foes of the intellectual in education, business, and politics. 

Kempton, James Murray; America comes of middle age, cl963. 

The pieces joined here were written as columns for the "Neu 
York Post" between the summer of 1950 and the late fall of 
1962. One hundred thirty-six articles are arranged in eight 
sections, Subjects include: treatment of American CommunLsts, 
James Hoffa, southern Negroes and Khrushchev in America, 

Life, The national purpose, cl960, 

Ten articles, 
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Miller, Henry; ~ember to remember, cl947. 

An unorganized harangue on the state of civilization in 
America which the author finds deplorable. 

Mills, Charles Hright; The pow~ elite, cl?56. 

A provocative analysis that •aises important and disturbing 
questions. It says that a few at the top are in power 
positions and that the middle levels of power are stalemated. 

t1m<ry, George Ed>rin; The twenties; Fords, flappers, and fanatics, 
c!J63. 

Nevins, Allan; The emergence of modern America, 1865~, cl927. 

A careful and detailed study of social condi.tions, economic, 
and cultural, 

Roosevelt, Eleanor; Tomorrm• is now, cl963. 

An examination of the revolutionary world in which we are now 
living, to indicate the magnitude of the problems that must 
be faced and solved, 

Stewart, George R.; American l<ays of life, cl954, 

A good social history based on documentary and secondary sources 
;rell seasoned by humorous turn of phrases. 

Troll ope, Frances (Mil ton); Domestic manners of the Americans, cl949. 

Travel book that caused most Americans of the 1830's to feel 
that its author manifested an even greater want of •efinement. 

lvyl ie, Philip; Generations of vipers, cl942. 

A survey of American habits, customs, beliefs, and methods of 
behavior. 

Thoreau, Henry David; A ~<eek on the Concord and !1errimack Rivers, 
c1849, 

A trip the author took in 1039 in a small boat to the '.Jhite 
Mountains, 

Nicholls, William Hord; Southern tradition and regional progress, 
cl960. 

The author focuses attention on five principle aspects of 
Southern tradition: the dominance of agrarian values, the 
rigidity of the social structure, the undemocratic political 
structure, etc. 
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Aikman, Lonnelle; \'le, the people; the story of the United States 
Capitol, its past and its_.J?_~mi.se, c1963, 

Moody, Ralph; Little britches, c1950, 

\1hen Ralph Moody was eight years old, his fami.ly moved to 
Colorado because the father ~~as threatened with tuberculosis. 
He lived valiantly through the ordeal of helping to establi.sh 
the family on a barren ranch, starting from scratch in a 
brol<en do 1m house. 

917.944 Muir, John; The mountains of California, cl849. 

A naturalist's description. 

918 Alexander, Robert J,; Today's Latin America, cl962. 

918 Hanke, Lewis; Modern Latin America: continent in ferment, cl959, 

918 MacCreach, Gordon; White waters. and blacl<, cl961, 

919.7 

919.9 

Lively and unique account of the difficult trek in search of 
a waterway across South America, 

Shapiro, Harry L.; Heritage .2E:_the Bounty; the -~2!1: of Pitcairn 
through six generations, cl936, 

This book on the Pitcairn islanders is the work of an anthro
pologist, Dr. Shapiro gives a history of the islands, a full 
account of the wort' and domestic 1 ife of the colony, and a 
study of their physical and social characteristics. 

Chappell, Richard Lee; Antarctic Scout, cl959. 

Eighteen year old ~\!chard was chosen as an outstanding Boy 
Scout to take part in the 1957-58 GYA Exposition. 

920 Barzun, Jacques; Darwin~larx, Hagner, c1951. 

The thea is is that these three "intellectual imperialists," 
who were all collators rather than originators of ideas, really 
established the mechanistic pseudo-scientific "system" which is 
the root of all Communism and Fascism. 

920 Bolton, Sarah (Knowles); Famous men of science, cl961. 

Contents: Nicolaus Copernicus; Galilee Galilei; Isaac Newton; 
l•1ill iam Herschel; Michael Faraday; Lord Kelvin; Thomas Alva 
Edison; Marie and Pierre Curie; Guglielmo Harconi; Luther Bur
bank; '~alter Reed; Arthur Karl; \'lilson Compton; Alexander Fleming; 
Albert Einstein; Harold c. Urey; Herman Mark; Enrico Fermi; 
Jonas E. Salk; Tsung Dao Lee; Chen Ning Yang. 

920 Breit, Harvey; The writer observed, cl956. 

Over a period of four years the author conducted a series of 
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The writer observed (continued) 

talks with well-known authors and 
published in the New York Times. 
printed in this book. 

the resulting sltetches were 
Sixty of these talks are re-

920 Briggs, Asa; Victorian people; some reassessments of people, institu
tions, ideas, and events, 1851-1867, cl954. 

A study of that period of English history from the opening of 
the Great Exhibition of 1851 to the second Reform Bill of 1867, 
which the author regards as the golden age of Victorian England. 

920 Lengyel, Cornel Adam; ~dents of the United States, cl964. 

Stories and pictures of the background and career of each of 
our Presidents. Hith a detailed summary of important events· 
and dates in the public life of each. 

920 Radio Programs; Interviews with interesting people in Hashington, 
~' c nd. 

920 Tanner, Louise (Stickney); ~ today.,,L c1959, 

Contents: F. Scott Fitzgerald; Charles A. Lindbergh; Edna St. 
Vincent Millay; Whittaker Chambers; Haywood Patterson; Barbara 
Hutton; Brenda Frazier; Cabina Wright, Jr.; Harold Russell; 
Shirley Temple; James Dean; l~illiam F. Buckley, Jr.; Claude 
Batchelor; John IN. Aldridge, 

930 Breasted, ,James Henry; Ancient times; a history of the early world, 
cl916, 

A delightfully written textbook that is also for the general 
reader. 

930 Easton, Stewart Copinger; Heritage of the past: from the earliest 
times to the close of the Middle Age.!, c1955, 

A college textbook. 

935 Kramer, Samuel Noah; History begins at Sumer, cl957, 

Twenty-seven "firsts" in man's history. 

937 Couch, Herbert Newell; Classical civiliz~, cl940. 

A textbook about Greece and Rome, 

937 Rostovtzeff, Mikhail Ivanovich; ~· c1960, 

This author is noted for his vivid style and brilliant inter
pretations of the ancient world for the general reader as well 
as the scholar. 



937,07 
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Suetonius Tranquillus, c.; The lives of the twelve Caesars, cl965. 

Suetonius recorded the most minute details of his subjects' 
lives in a lively informative style which became a model for 
many later biographies, 

940 Bailey, Thomas Andrew; ~odrow l·lilson and the great betrayal, cl963. 

A sequel to T~oodrow l~ilson and the lost peace, 

940 Bailey, Thomas Andrew; Hoodrow lvilson and the lost peace, cl944. 

A critical analysis of the part played by the United States 
in the world settlements of 1919, the president's policy dur
ing the war years, the armistice, the Versailles Treaty, and 
the reaction of the American people to t~ilson's idealistic 
principles. 

940 Ferguson, Wallace Kl ippert; A survey of European civilization, cl952, 

A textbook for first year college students. 

940 Schapiro, Jacob Salwyn; Modern and contempora:y European history, 
cl918, 

940.1 

940.1 

940.184 

940,2 

Admirably suited for the general reader who wishes 
knowledge of European affairs of the last century. 
an excellent introduction for the student, 

Huizinga, Johan; The waning of the Middle Ages, cl924, 

an elementary 
It is also 

Not so much a history as a study of the psychology and manner 
of thought of the period immediately preceding the Renaissance 
in France and the Netherlands. 

Rand, Edward Kennard; Founders of the Middle Ages, c1928, 

Brings out clearly that the Middle Ages were not a period of 
barbaric ignorance, but a period of notable achievement on 
which in many ways modern civilization depends, 

Villehardouin, Geoffroi de; Memoirs of the Crusades, cl958, 

Contents: Villehardouin's chronicle of the Fourth Crusade and 
~-~2.?2~-~:_·o!._.f_~t;tstantinople; Joinville' s chronicle of the 
~:.::~~~~~.Jt. J_,cv.·~ .. s. 

Becker, Cexl Lotus; ModP.rn history; the rise of a democratic, sci
~.ic,~~l.:<~ inr~ustri&YIZe.d civilization, cl952. 

First published in 1931, The 1952 edition is revised and brought 
up to date, with a new chapter on recent world history and a 
resume of modern historical events for the general reader, 



940,2 

940,22 

940,28 

940.28 

940,23 

940.28 

940.28 

940.311 

940.311 

940,5 
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Sumner, Benedict Humphrey; Peter thP:_Great, and the emergence of 
~~· c1951, 

Swiftly moving drama of Peter's reign, the military campaign 
in the South and in the North, his administrative reforms, the 
transformation of the church into a state serving agency, the 
social and economic changes during the turbulent period follow
ing Peter's reign. It >Tinds up with a general evaluation of 
the first Russian emperor who was instrumental in setting 
Muscovite Russia on the road to Imperial Russia. 

Gershoy, Leo; From despotism to revolution, 1763-1789, c1944. 

The theme of the book is the rise and fall of enlightened 
despotism in eighteenth-century Europe, and its point is that 
revoluti.ons are made before they break out. 

Binldey, Robert Cedric; Realism~ nationalism, 1852-1871, cl935, 

The period from 1852 to 1871 saw the rise of German and Italian 
nationalism. 

Croce, Benedetto; History of Europe in the nineteenth century, cl933, 

A philosophical interpretation of the history of Europe from 
the fall of Napoleon to the end of the l~orld War. 

Hall, Halter Phelps; The course of Europe since l•laterloo, cl947. 

A college textbook. 

Hayes, Carlton Joseph Huntley; Generation of materialism, 1871-1900, 
cl941. 

These thirty years of European history are crowded and impor
tant years and are in some senses a history of the world. 

Kranzberg, Melvin; 1848, a turning point?, c1959, 

A college textbook, 

Lee, Dwight Erwin; The outbreak of the First Horld '·lar: who was 
responsible?, cl958, 

Tuchman, Barbara (Wertheim); The Zimmermann telegram, cl958, 

Story of how the u. s. >Tent to war in 1917 with emphasis on 
the events surrounding the celebrated telegram sent by German 
Foreign Minister Arthur Zimmermann to his ambassador in Mexico. 

Koestler, Arthur; The Yogi and the commissar, cl945. 

These essays by Arthur Koestler possess a particular value for 
Americans since we have no equivalent for him in this country, 



940,53 

940.531 

940,54 

940,54 

940.54 

1.86 

Shirer., r•iill. iam L.; Berlin diary; the. jo~al of. a for.eign correspond,. 
ent, 1934-41, cl9Lfl, 

The best book which describes the coming and first years of 
r~orld '·Jar II. 

Snell, John L.; The outbrealt of the Second World ~?ar, design or 
blunder?, cl962.----

Altieri, James; The spearheaders, cl960, 
. -

A book about the author's experiences as a member of Darby's 
Rangers, the American counterpart of the British commandos, 
trained to kill ruthlessly. 

Lord, Y·lalter; Day of infamy, cl957, 

A reconstruction of the events immediately preceding Pearl 
Harbor, and the actual attack on December 7, 1941. 

O'Callahan, Joseph Timothy; I was chaplain on the Franklin, cl956, 

Father O'Callahan's experiences aboard the Franklin, which won 
its place in Navy history as the ship that would not die, be
gins with his assignment as chaplain in 1945. The reader is 
moved to a feeling of deep pride at this story of fellow 
Americans under fire. 

940,545 Morison, Samuel Eliot; The two-ocean war, a short history of the 
U, S, Navy in the SecondTTOrid War, cl963, 

Ret~ritten and condensed from the author's History of United 
States ,Naval Operations in Horld \~ar II. 

942 •·Jallbank, Thomas ~·!alter; Short history of India and Pakistan, c nd. 

9113 Rovan, Joseph; Germany, cl959, 

943,087 

943.603 

944.03 

A vista travel boolt giving information on the character and 
spirit of the countries plus guidance on transport, currency, 
etc. 

Flenley, Ralph; Modern German hi,_story, cl953, 

A history of Germany from the time of the Reformation, takes 
up philosophical, literary, and religious factors, as well as 
political developments, 

Kohn, Hans; The Habsburg Empire, 1804-19~, cl961. 

A history of Austria from 1789-1900, 

Lewis, Warren Hamilton; The splendid century; life in the France of 
Louis XIV, cl953. 



944.04 

944.04 

944.04 

944.05 

944.07 

945.091 

947 
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A clear and unified summary for the student and the general 
reader, 

Goodwin, Albert; The French !\evolution, cl956, 

Herold, J. Christopher; .!l,_onaparte in Egypt, cl962, 

Describes Napoleon's ill fated attempt at empire building, 
Takes up the capture of Malta, the victories and the disasters 
in Egypt and Syria, the labor of the experts in Cairo, and 
the plagues, 

Tocqueville, Alexis Charles Henri Maurice; The old regime and the 
French Revolution, cl856, 

A history of the French nevolution of 1789, left unfinished 
at the time of his death. 

Bruun, Geoffrey; Europe and the French imper.ium, 1799-1814, cl938 

l~hile summarizing Napoleon's better knm•n achievements, Mr. 
Bruun also shows how Napoleon perfected the governmental 
machinery produced by Richel.ieu. 

Hilliams, Roger Lat•rence; The world of Napoleon III, 1851-1870, cl965, 

Ten sketches of men and women chosen to portray the many facets 
of the Second Empire. 

Halperin, Samuel Hill iam; Mus sol ini and I~ ian fascism, cl964. 

Charques, Richard Denis; A short his~ory of Russ~, cl956, 

Though very brief, this is a complete and useful book for 
general readers who want an overall vieH of Russia and Russian 
history, 

947 Horizon Magazine; Russia under the czars, cl962. 

Contents: Enemies of the czars; The house of Rurik; Ivan the 
Terrible; The pretenders; Pcoter the Great; Catherine, Empress 
of all the Russias; The mystery of Alexander; Revolution; Russia 
since the czars. 

947 Pares, Bernard; Russia between reform and revolution, cl962, 

947,08 

For all who wish to broaden their knowledge of a highly com
plex question, this book is recommended as a safe guide; in 
reality it is encyclopedic, 

Hough, Richard; The Potemkin mutiny, cl961, 

A description of how the crew of the Russian bat.t1<>-ship Po
temkin revolted in the Black Sea in June, 1905, 



947,085 

947,09 

949.3 
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Lin, Yutang; The se~t name, cl~58, 

Outlines the growth of Communism in the past L!O years and 
urges a free world international poli.cy to fight the cold 
war. 

Bauer, Raymond Augustine; How the Soviet system works; cultural, 
psychological, and social themes, cl956, 

Represents an attempt to assess the social and psychological 
strengths and weaknesses of the Soviet system from the per
spective of an unique body of data, Interviews with hundreds 
and questionnaires administered to thousands of refugees from 
the Soviet Union in Europe and the United States in 1950 and 
1951, 

Arango, Ergasto Ramon; Leopold III and the Belgian royal question, 
cl961. 

Arguments for and against the actions of King Leopold III, who 
in May, 1940 capitulated to the Germans after 18 days fighting, 
and subsequently remained in Belgium against the advise of his 
exiled government. 

949.702 D jlas, Milovan; Conversation::_~~.th St~, cl962. 

For laymen and specialist alike, Written simply, it is a 
moving story as well as an important political document. 

951 Seeger, Elizabeth; The pageant of Chinese hist~, cl962. 

951.05 

Partial contents: Mythical times; Legendary times; Altar and 
temple; The Chou dynasty; The sages; The Han dynasty; The Tang 
dynasty; The Sung dynasty; The Ming dynasty; The Manchu dynasty; 
The revolution; The New China. 

Snow, Edgar; The other side of the river; Red China today, cl962, 

The author discusses Communist China, its economics, collectivi
zation, educational system, army, agricultural crisis, relations 
with Russia, and possible future, 

952 Sansom, George Bailey; Japan; a short cultural history, cl931. 

956.4 

History of Japan from prehistoric times to 1868, pays par
ticular attention to the growth of economic, social and re
ligious institutions rather than to dynastic and purely 
political events. 

Comay, Joan; Is~, cl964, 

Information on the country; its geography, people, education, 
lar.~uage, government, and external affairs. 



956.93 

956.94 

959.7 

959,7 
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!3rowne, I.ewis; Stranger than fi.ction: shor.t history of the Jews from 
earliest times to the presentda;:,::, cl935:----

Throughout, every effort has apparently been made to place 
emphasis upon those basic factors of heredity and environment 
best calculated to explain the unique cat·eer, and 1.n that way 
the present psychology, of the Jewish people, 

Bright, John; A history of Israel, cl959. 

A book which no student of the Bible can afford to ignore, t.t 
begins with the prehistory of Israel and continues through the 
Old Testament period. 

Scheer, Robert; ~w the United States got involved in Viet Nam, cl965. 

A report to the Center of Democratic Institutions. 

u. s. Government Printing Office; Why Viet Nam?, cl965, 

A pamphlet. 

960 Lomax, Louis E.; The reluctant A~~· cl960, 

970.1 

970.5 

972 

972.015 

972.910 

973 

An experienced American Negro journalist describes his 1960 
journey to Cairo, East and South Africa, meeting insurgent 
leaders, recording their philosophies and methods, 

Lowie, Robert Harry; Indians of the plains, cl954, 

An account of the Indians of the Great Plains; deals wi.th their 
culture social organization, games, religion, and pre-historical 
exis-c.cnce. 

Downey, Fairfax Davis; Indian wars of the u. s. Ar~y, 1776-~~. 
cl963, 

McHenry, John Patrick; A short history of Nexico, cl962. 

Von Hagen, Vi.cto;; ~~olfgang; Horld of the Maya, cl960. ---
Sartre, Jean··Paul; ~eon Cuba, cl961. 

Bragdon, Henry '''·; ~t~~ry of a free people, cl958, 

U. s. history. 

973 Canfield, Leon R,; ::!::~_...!"-"ldng of modern A•,.erica, cl956, 

A hir,h school textbook. 

973 Degler, Carl Neumann; Out of our past; the forces that shaped 
modern Arne·,·: .. ~, cl959. 

Fluent writing style and richly erudite background combine in 
an absorbing, positive exploration of American history, 



973 
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Huthmacher, J. 
!:!_ith readin~s,, 

,Joseph; Twentieth-century America; an interpretation --·-· ---· cl966. 

A textbook, 

973 Koenic, Louis \~illiam; Invisible presiden_£1::0 cl960. 

The behind-the-scenes account of seven po~Jerful presidential 
favorites from l~ashington' s time. 

973 Livy (Titus Livius) 59 B.C. - 17 A.D.; Early history of Rome, cl960. 

History of Rome from its foundations. 

973 Morison, Samuel Eliot; The gro!Jth of the American republic, cl962. 

VielJing history as the !Jhole of a people's activity, the IJork 
embraces not only political and mi.l itary aspects, but economic, 
social, spiritual, and literary aspects as !Jell. 

973 Morison, Samuel Eliot; An hour of American history; from Columbus to 
Coolidg~, cl960, 

A rapid survey necessarily greatly compressed yet comprehensive 
and highly readable, covering the course of American history 
from the earliest discoverers. 

973 Blum, John M.; The National Experience: a histo~ of the United 
~~· cl963. 

An authoritative, compact treatment of social, economic, 
intellectual, and political history, emphasizing the shifting 
patterns of American public policy. 

973 Perkins, Dexter; The American Way, cl959, 

A book about socialism. 

973 Schlesinger, Ar.thnr Meier; PathL,!:o the present, cl949, 

Contents: Hhat then is the American, this new man; Biography 
of a nation of joiners; Role of the immigrant; Tides of national 
politics; Yardstick for presidents; Persisting problems of the 
presidenc.y; America's stake in one IJorld; American and world 
history; Martial spirit; City in American civilization; Food in 
the making of America; Casting the national horoscope. 

973 Thistlethwaite, Frank; The great experiment, cl955, 

An introduction to the history of the American people, 

973 Hilson, Hoodro>~; Division and reunion: 1829-1889, cl893, 

A valuable brief survey of the history of this period, 
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973 ~irth, Fremont P,; United S~ates h.istory, cl958, 

973,082 

973,082 

973.1 

973,1 

973.2 

973,2 

973.2 

973,3 

973.3 

A high school textbook, 

Ezell, John Samuel; Readings in American history, cl964, 

College textbook. 

Inter-university Case Program; Case studies in American government, 
cl962. 

A textbook, 

Parkman, Francis; Discovery of the great '•lest: La Salle, cl869. 

Originally published 1869 this 1956 edition is a republication 
of the eleventh revised edition. 

Parkman, Francis; Pioneers of France in the. new world, c1865, 

Histories of the Huguenots in Florida and Champlain in the 
North. 

Boorstin, Daniel Joseph; ~.~ericans; the colonial experience, 
cl958, 

This book i.s scholarly, detailed and a little heavy in style, 
appealing to specialists, but no intelligent American should 
find it difficult. 

Rossiter, Clinton Lawrence; The first American revolution; the 
American colonies on the eve ..£t_ independence, cl956. 

A survey of the rise of liberty in Colonial and Revolutionary 
America. A revision of Part I and Seedtime of the Republic, 

Hright, Louis Booker; The Atlantic frontier; colonial American 
civilization, 1607-176~194~ 

A study of the growth of the civilization in the thirteen 
color,ies from 1607 to 1763, Few scholars succeed in writing 
books tha·;; may be read by their colleagues and by the casual 
readr.t· with equal pleasure. This is one of the few, 

Becker, Carl Lotns; Eve of the revolution; a chr~onicle. of the breach 
with E~e~:!• cl918, 

In ·ctc .. Ls brief sl:etch the author has chiefly endeavored to con
vey to the reader not a record of ~1hat men did, but a sense of 
how they thought and felt about what they did, 

Peckham, Howard Henry; ;1ar of independence; a military history, cl958, 

The author delineates the significant happenings from the firing 
of the first shots at Lexington to the day exactly eight years 
later when Congress ratified the treaty of peace. 
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973.33 

973.54 

973.6 

973.7 

973.7 

973.7 

973.7 
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Van Doren, Carl Clinton; Secret history of the American Revolution, 
cl941. 

An account of the conspiracies of Benedict Arnold and numerous 
others drawn from the secret service papers of the British 
headquarters in North America. 

Padover, Saul Kussiel; The world of the Founding Fathers, their basic 
ideas on freedom and self:gOvernment, cl960. 

An anthology of the political opinions of about 30 persons who 
took a considerable hand in the formulating of the basic philo
sophy of American governance. 

Wallace, l{i.llard Mosher; Appeal to arms, a military history of the 
American revolution, cl951, 

Eminently readable and very good history; any layman, proud of 
his heritage and interested in the lessons of the past, will 
enjoy and profit from this book. 

Turner, Frederick Jackson; Rise oL_!:he new !<Test, 1819-1829, cl906. 

The panic of 1819, the Missouri compromise; The Monroe doc
trine; the tariff disputes; internal improvements and foreign 
trade relations in general are fully treated. 

Nevins, Allan; Ordeal of the Unio~, cl947. 

History of the United States, 1847-57; the causes of the Civil 
Har. 

Catton, Bruce; America goes to war, cl958. 

In these essays he ranges through such subjects as the impact 
of the new weapons introduced in the Civil Har, the employment 
of political generals in the North, and the psychology of the 
citizen soldier. 

Catton, Bruce; ~coming fury, cl961. 

Chronicles the break between the South and the North leading 
to the Civil ''lar, from the Democratic Convention in April, 1860, 
to First Bull Run in July, 1861. 

Catton, Bruce; Glory road; the bloody route from Fredericksburg to 
Gettysburg, cl952. 

Recounts of the short and unhappy commands of Burnside, Hooker, 
and Meade, highlighting the fierce encounters at Fredericksburg, 
Chancellorsville, and Gettysburg, 

Catton, Bruce; Terrible swift sword, cl963, 

Covers events of the Civil War from 1861 to the fall of 1862. 
Describes how the war got out of control to become longer t.han 
planned, 



973,7 

973,7 

973.7 

973.71 
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An informal history of the Civil ~·Jar. 

Randall, James Garfield; ~il ''lar and. recon'!.!.!,.uction, cl937, 

A college textbook. An interesting and attracti.ve, as ~~ell as 
authoritative treatment of the Civil lolar era. 

Sprague, Dean; ~edom under Lincoln, cl965. 

Examines the Lincoln administration policy regarding the 
conflict between federal power and personal liberty during 
the Civil IVar. 

tenBroe!t, Jacobus; Antislavery origins of the Fourteenth amend~, 
cl951. 

The author here traces the origins of the Fourteenth Amendment 
back to the constitutional arguments of the abolitionists in 
the eighteen thirties, 

Eaton, Clement; H.!:.story of the Southern Confederacy, cl954. 

Study of the life of the Southern people dur-ing the four years 
of the Civil Har, 

973,73L~ Downey, Fairfax Davis; The guns at Gettysburg, cl958, 

973,8 

973.8 

973.782 

An artilleryman's view of the Civi.l Har. 

Bowers, Claude Gernade; Tragic era; the revolution after Lincoln, 
cl929. 

This history recreates the Reconstruction period after the 
Civil Har, The twelve tragic years that stretched from the 
death of Lincoln to the close of the Grant administration. 
The period lives again in this documented account of the po
litical corruption of the times. 

Goldman, Eric Frederick; Rendezvous ;rith destiny; a history of modern 
American reform, cl952, 

A chronolog{cally arranged discussion of liberalism·.in the 
United States from directly after the Civil '\Tar. 

Fremantle, Arthur cTames I,yon; The Fremantle diary; being the journal 
2!_Lieutenant Colonel James Arthur Lyon Fremantle, Goldstream Guards, 
on his three months in the Southern States, cl956. 
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973,91 
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Allen, Frederick Lewi.s; On!J::.~~terday; an informal history of the 
nineteen-twent~, cl931, 

A retrospect of the years from May, 1919, to the present, giv
ing a lively picture of the politics, morals, fashions, heros, 
finances, arts, and crimes of the period. 

Beard, Charles Austin; America in midpassage, cl939, 

Beginning ~1ith Coolidge and the great boom, it continues to 
the autumn of 1938, 

Lord, Halter; The good years; from 1900 to the first_~ld~, 
cl960, 

In this account of the United States from 1900 to 1914, the 
author concentrates on such major episodes as the Americans 
besi.eged along with other nationals in the Boxer rebellion; 
1-Jc!Cinley' s assassination; railroad speculation; the l·lrights' 
new flying machine; the San Francisco earthquake fire; union 
troubles; the banlt pani.c of 1907; Peary's expediti.on to the 
North Pole; the l<oman suffrage movement. 

Link, Arthur Stanley; !Voodrow '·lilson and the progre!!_Sive era, ..!2!,£-
1917, cl954, 

This boolt represents an attempt to comprehend and recreate the 
political and diplomatic history of the United States from the 
beginning of the disruption of the Republican party in 1910 to 
the entrance of the United States into the First Horld l~ar in 
1917. 

Harbaugh, Hill iam Henry; Life and times of Theodore Ropsevel t, cl963. 

A book for the general reader. 

973,918 Davis, Elmer Holmes; !:!!!_tHe were born free, cl95l~. 

973.918 

973,921 

This is a hard hitting and exhilarating book crisply written, 
Mr. Davis takes the offensive in the fight for freedom of the 
mind. His six essays are often amusing, occasionally sarcastic, 
and ah1ays interesting, 

Goldman, Eric Frederick; The crucial decade: America, 1945-1955, 
cl956. 

The author revieHs the past ten years with a sense of its 
significance in the changing pattern of America. Beginning 
with an uneasy peace, a relatively uncertain new president-
Truman--and a surge of pressure to return to the old Hays, 
and ending with another president (EisenhoHer) but a pattern 
of continuing policy. 

Rockefeller, Brothers Fund; Prospect for America, the Rockefeller 
panel reports, cl961. 

The six reports provide a lucid introduction to American l~adere. 
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Levin, Hurray Burton; The ... !!!Jenated voter; pol i tics__in Bostol!, cl%0. 

A college textbook. 

VanDusen, Albert Edward; Connecticu!, cl961. 

A definitive history from the 17th centUJ:y on. 

Ellis, David Maldwyn; New York: the empire state, c1961, 

A textbook. 

Bridenbaugh, Carl; Rebels and gentlemen: Philcadelphia in the age of 
Franklin, c1942, 

A study of the life and culture of Philadelphia from 1740 to 
1776, with some account of its inhabitants--both rebels and 
gentlemen. 

975 Cash, Wilbur Joseph; The mind of the s~, c1941. 

A critical analysis of the social bacl:ground, temperament, and 
characteristic t~ays of the Southerner. 

975 Taylor, 1-lilliam Robert; Cavalier and Yankee; the old South and Ameri
can national character, CI96f: 

976,24 

976.4 

978 

This erudite and well written boot~ is one for scholars and 
teachers and is an important addition to the critical study of 
ante-bellum American thought and letters, 

Smi.th, Frank E.; The Yazoo r~, cl954. 

The Yazoo river rises in Tennessee and JOLns the Mississippi 
at Vicksburg. This 47th volume in the Rivers of America series 
describes the life in the delta formed by these rivers. 

Bryan, Louise c.; !~xas! one and indivisi~~· c nd, 

Billington, Ray Allen; \-lestward expansion, a history of the American 
frontier, cl949, 

A broad history of America's frontier from the earliest days of 
the Spanish explorers to the end of the nineteenth century, as 
well as a study of the effect of the frontier on American charac
ter and present day American life. 

978 Holbrook, Stewart Hall; The wonderful '-les!:_, cl963. 

A survey of the far Hest. 

978 Smith, Henry Nash; Virgin land; the American f·lest as symbol and myth, 
cl950. 



1% 

978 :·lebb, Halter Presc.ott; The g~t plains, cl931, 

~78.8 

A volume as interesting to a wide range of readers as it is 
monumental in the field of: social and environmental research, 
The historical truth that becomes apparent in the end is that 
the Great Plains have bent and molded Anglo-American life, have 
destroyed traditions, and have influenced institutions in a 
most singular manner, 

Gage, Pauline C.; Select fiction; history of Colorado, c nd, 

Stories of Colorado and its people. 
fictionalized biographies from early 
what is now the state of Colorado, 

Selected stories and 
people lifho 1 ived in 

979 Hollon, lvilliam Eugene; The Southwest: old and ne1{, cl961. 

979.4 

A social, political and cultural history of the Southwest from 
the ancient cliff-dwellers' communities discovered by the 
Spaniards to modern Houston, Phoenix and Santa Fe, 

Marryat, Francis Samuel; Mountains and molehills; or, Recollections 
of a burnt journal, c1855, 

A description and travel book of Cali.fornia. 

980 Haring, Clarence }Jenry; Spanish empire in Ameri.ca, cl947, 

This volume brings together what is known about the institu
tional history of the Spanish colonies in rumerica, It is con
cerned with the transfer of Spanish modes of government and 
society from the Old l•lorld to the New, and with their evolution 
in a remote and very different American environment, 

)85 Von Hagen, Victor H.; Realm of the Incas, cl957, 

996,9 

996.9 

Adams, Ben; Hawaii, the aloha state; ou1· island democracy, cl959, 

A description of the geography and natural beauties of the 
islands, together with basic facts and up-to-date information, 

Judd, Gerrit Parmele; Hawaii, an informal history, cl%1. 
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Alcott, Louisa May; Jo's boys, cl886, Grades 6-8. 

'1hat happened to Daisy and Deni, Nat and Dan, and the rest of Aunt Jo • s 
little men and ~1omen. 

Batten, Harry Mortimer; The singing fo~, cl964, Grades S-8, 

The story of a red deer in the forests of the Scottish Highlands, There 
is a rather old-fashioned air about this narrative of the orphan rescued 
by a laird and his children and later set free to live in the wilds, It 
is told with great perception and understanding. 

Deals, Frank Lee; The rush for gold, cl946, Grade 6, 

The American Adventure series, 

Burgess, Thornton r,Jaldo; Tommy's change of heart, cl959, Grades 1-4. 

Cameron, Eleanor; A mystery for Mr. Bass, cl960, Grades 4-6, 

Fourth adventure in the author's Mus~oom planet series of mystery 
stories. 

Collodi, Charles; Pinocchio, written late in the 1900's, Grades 4-6. 

A fantasy about the Italian puppet \~hose nose grows longer each time he 
tells a 1 ie, 

Hall, Gordon Langley; ~ter jumping hors~, cl959, Grades 4-6. 

Johnson, Annabel; A golden touch, c1963, Grades 6-10, 

Young Andy was excited about meeting his father for the first time and 
also his new life in Cripple Cree!t, a gold mining totm in the ''lest during 
the early 1900's, But soon there were things that puzzled Andy, Hhy 
was the sheriff dogging their footsteps and t~ho, if not his fathet·, Has 
stealing gold from the mine? As the exciting days passed Andy found that 
neither man nor mine could be judged by its surface appearance. 

Meader, Stephen ''l,; Buffalo and beaver, c1960, 

Young Jeff Barlow, t~ho loves to paint, joins his father on a trac!dng 
and hunting mission in the Rocldes, enduring all the hardships, enjoying 
all the adventure of that rugged life. Later, he returns to St. Louis 
where he will study the techniques of painting in order to prepare him
self as the graphic portrayer of the frontier. 

Patrick, Pearl Haley; O'po of the ~aaha, cl957, Grades S-7. 

The story of an Indian boy and his kindly, troubl~d people in the early 
1850's, The rites and ceremonies are of the Omaha Indian trtb~, 
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Scott, ~obert Lee; ~ru, the elephant, cl957, Grades 5-6. 

A great South African elephant and the white hunter who had dare 
for 2~ years of hunting him. 

Se1·1ell, Anna; Black Beauty; the autobiography of a horse, cl877, Grades Lf-6. 

As Black Seauty, a fine horse, goes from one master to another, readers 
learn the story of his li.fe in nineteenth century England. 

THain, t1artc; ~.!:,~_nd the pauper, cl881, Grades 6-9. 

By a strange accident, the boy ldng, Edt·mrd the Sixth, becomes a poor 
boy and the poor boy becomes King. Exciting adventures bring out the 
pluckiness of the street waif, the manly courage of the nobly born, and 
humanity of both. 

~·Ji.ggin, Kate Douglas; '1ebecca of Sunnybroolr. Farm, cl908. 

The story of a Harm hearted, impulsive "..ebecca Randall's life at 
Sunnybrook Farm Hith her stern Aunt lliranda and of her later boarding 
school days. 
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JUVENILE NON-FICTION 
JUVENILE BIOGRAPHY 

Waite, Helen Elmira; Make a joyful sound; the romance of Mabel Hubbard and 
Alexander Graham Bell, cl961, Grades 8-12. 

A biography of Alexander Graham Bell and Mabel Hubbard, 

McGuire, Edna; Daniel Bo~, cl961, Grade 6, 

A biography of the frontier adventurer, Daniel Boone. The American 
adventure series, 

Hornblm~, Leonora; Cleopatra of Egypt, cl962, Grades 7-8, 

A biography of the legendary Cleopatra. 

Dahl, Borghild; Finding my way, cl962, Grades 7-10, 

The author, Borghild Dahl, recounts adjustments that she made in her 
way of living after becoming totally blind, in this her autobiography. 

Latham, Jean Lee; On stage, Nr. Jefferson!, cl958, Grades 7-8. 

Ten-year-old Joseph Jefferson followed in his father's footsteps when he 
went on the stage, An account of his first 25 years in the theatre. 

Lenski, Lois; Ind~ captive: the story of Mary Jemiso~, cl941, Grades 6-9, 

The fictionalized story of Mary Jemison a white child captured by Indians 
in 1758, She was taken from her Pennsylvania home to a Seneca village in 
New York State, 

Gittings, Robert; The story of Joh~~· cl963, Grades 9-12. 

An account of the full life of one of England's great poets who lived 
to be only 25. 

Holberg, Ruth Langland; An American bard; the story of Henry Hadsworth Longfellow, 
cl963, Grades 4-8, 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's youth, career, marriage, and traveling are 
covered. 

Brown, Marion Marsh; The silent storm, cl963, Grades 6-10. 

An account of the early years of Anne Sullivan companion to Helen Keller, 

Rix, M. Bright; Mary and the Black \>larriors (Mary Slessor of Africa), cl943, 
Grades 8-12. 
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JUVENILE NON-FICTION 

200 RELIGION 

268 t~estenberger, E, J.; God is with me, cl960, Grade 8, 

323.65 

341.13 

372,35 

372.4 

372.42 

372.42 

372,5 

372.5 

372,891 

389.1 

A Catholic textbook. 

300 SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Painter, Fred B.; Citizenship in action, cl963, Grades 8-12. 

Epstein, Edna; First book of the United Nations, cl959, Grades 4-8, 

\ilhat the United Nations is and the main purpose in its charter, 

Schneider, Herman; Science in your life, cl961, Grades 5-8, 

Health science series, book 4. 

Hilda Marie, Sister; Building language powe~, cl962, 

A high school textbook, 

Yoakam, Gerald A.; Learning to spell, cl961, Grade 2, 

A textbook, 

Yoakam, Gerald A.; Learning to spell, cl961, Grade 6. 

A textbook. 

Fauquez, Arthur; Reynard the~, cl962, Grades 3-5. 

The escapades and trials of that sly fellow, Reynard the Fox. 

Fleshacl~er, Daniel J.; Merry pranks of Tyl:u_ a comedy for young 
people, cl961, Grades 5-8. 

Tyll Ulenspiegel is a legendary fi~1re of Germany and Flanders 
who runs from pillar to post as charlatan, physician, fool, 
artist, jack-of-all trades, etc, 

Hamer, 01 iver Stuart; Exploring the Old l>lorld, cl960, Grades 6-7. 

A textbook, 

Bendick, Jeanne; How much and how many: the story of weights~ 
measures, cl947, Grades 7-9. 

A true story of how weights and measurements have affected 
trade, science, and everyday living through the centuries. 
Full of information with tables of measurements and valuable 
for reference, and of great interest to the practical mind~d 
of any age. 
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398 Andersen, Hans Christian; Fairy tales and other short stories for 
children by various author;:-c nd. 

Contents: Fairy tales; Donald Duclt and the new birdhouse; 
Ginger; \~onder book of Christmas; The happiest Christmas; 
Round about; Looking forward; Lassie finds a friend; Chicken 
Little; Pets; Johnny and the birds; !~onder book of flowers; 
Mother Goose; The house that Jack built; Bingo and the lost 
ldtten; Donald Duck and the Mousekeeteers; The moppets sur
prise party. 

398 Buchannan, William V.; Great classic treasury of fairy tales, cl959, 
Grades 5-7. 

398.2 

398.21 

Contents: The sleeping beauty; Jack and the Beanstalk; Little 
Red Riding Hood; Rumpelstiltskin; Goldilocks; The three bears; 
Cinderella; The ugly duclcling; Puss in boots; Gulliver; The 
nightingale; The pied piper; The fox and the grapes. 

Credle, Ellis; Tall tales from the high hills: two short stories, 
cl957, Grades 5-8. 

Contents: The man who rode the bear; Janey's shoes. 

Andersen, Hans Christian; Fairy tales, cl961, Grades 5-7. 

Contents: Andersen, Hans Christian, Princess and the pea; 
Longman, Wonderful true house; Sherman, Gwendolyn, the miracle 
hen; Brown, Hait till the moon is full; Djurlclo, Nail broth; 
Price, Tale of the name of the tree. 

500 SCIENCE 

500 Brandwein, Paul Franz; You and your world; science for better living, 
cl960, Grade 7. 

520 Gallant, Roy A.; Exploring the universe, cl956, Grades 5-8. 

The beliefs of ancient civilizations, theories and discoveries 
of early astronomers, present day concepts and facts about the 
universe, and research methods are discussed in clear, inter
esting text. 

540 Morgan, Alfred Powell; First chemistry book for boys and girls, cl950, 
Grades 6-9. 

551.5 

An introduction to chemistry with experiments that can be done 
at home. 

Fenton, Carroll Lane; Our changing weather, cl954, Grades 5-8. 

A clear explanation of the whys and ~erefo~eq of ~eather. 
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551 Hyde, Margaret o.; Exploring~rth and space, cl957, Grades 7-11. 

Describes briefly the scientific work being done on earth
quakes, the sea, the sun, rockets, different types of earth 
satellites, and space travel. 

551 Schneider, Herman; Rocks, rivers, and the changing earth; a first 
book about geology, cl952, Grades 5-9, 

551,2 

551.21 

551.59 

A truly readable first book in geology divided as follows: 
The land torn down; The sea filled in; The land built up; 
and man and the earth. 

Galt, Thomas Franklin; Volcano, c1946, Grades 5-8. 

The story of the birth and growth of Mexico's volcano, Pari
cutin. It is seen through the experiences of a village boy 
as it appears in a peasant's field, grows and threatens the 
village, Scientists come to study it, and to find out what 
happens to the village and its people, 

Pough, Frederick H.; All about volcanoes and earthquakes, cl953, 
Grades 4-7. 

Explores the occurrences and causes of volcanoes and earth
qualtes, Describes the different kinds of volcanoes and points 
out their beneficial and good aspects, Indicates what man can 
do by way of protection against volcanic eruptions and earth
quakes. 

Gallant, Roy A.; Exploring the weather, c1957, 

An inviting, readable, and informative book on weather pheno
mena, their causes and prediction. 

574 Cooper, Elizabeth K.; Science in your own back yard, c1958, Grades 5-8, 

Invites the reader to explore the world of nature from his 
own back yard by means of careful observation and scientific 
methods. 

Life (Periodical); Horld we live in; by the editorial staff of Life, cl956, 
Grades 5-B. 

A physical history of our planet, Earth, its formation and the 
forms of life upon it. 

574 Peattie, Donald Curlross; Rainbow book of nature, cl957, Grades 5 and 
up. 

Takes the reader on a trip where he is allowed to discover 
for himself all the wonders of the ponds, meadows, fields, 
and woods. The book is intended not only for the child who 
already loves the out-of-doors, but for the city child as well, 
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591 Barker, Will; Winter-sleeping wildlife, cl958, Grades 4-8. 

An account of the hibernation of not only the usual mammals, 
but also the bumblebee, the dragonfly, the spring peeper. 

591 Cavanah, Frances; Friends to man; the wonderful world of animals, 
cl961, Grades 4-8.--

Twenty-six warmhearted animal stories, both real and fic
tional. 

599 Sch~<artz, Elizabeth; Cottontail rabbit, cl957, Grades 3-5. 

In this story we see 1~here the cottontail rabbit flees and 
hides. He watch it feed, play, mate, mal'e nests, bear young, 
nurse them, and elude its enemies or finally become food for 
some other animal. The cottontail is an important link in 
the food chain of the wildlife community. 

59) l~illiamson, Margaret; First book of mammals, cl957, Grades 4-7. 

An introduction to the subject of mammals. 

600 TECHNOLOGY 

612 Schneider, Herman; How your body works, cl949, Grades S-8. 

The first part of the book deals with the digestive processes, 
from taste to the distribution of food throughout the body, and 
its function in growth, heat and power. The second part deals 
with the senses, and the nervous system, the brain, the glands, 
the hormones, and Hhat they contribute. 

621 Schneider, Herman; More po1·1er to you; a short history of power from 
~7indmill to the at2!!.!_, cl953, Grades 4-8. 

621.47 

The ways in which man gains power from wind, water, fire, 
electricity, and the atom are explained. 

Halacy, DanS.; Fun with the sun, cl960, Grades 7-12 

Seven solar energy projects to build and use. 

624 Peet, Creighton; First book of bridges, cl953, Grades 4-7. 

629.143 

An explanation of the bows and whys of bridge building from 
the si~plest log structures to the most modern suspension 
bridges. How foundations are sunk and spans are erected, the 
calculation of stresses and loads and the principles behind 
fixed, movable, and floating bridges. 

Goodwin, Harold Leland; ~al book about space travel, cl952, Grades 6-9. 

Tells the elementary facts about space, rockets, ·t.h<>. \>'"-'"'~-"• 

and the laws of the solar system. 
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Gurney, Gene; ~ericans into orbi.t; th.!_~ry of Project Mercury, cl962, 
Grades 5-8. 

An account of America's major space program and of how the 
astronauts were trained and prepared for successful space flight. 

636 Morgan, Alfred; A pet book for boys and girls, cl9119 1 Grades 5-8. 

Careful directions for keeping different ldnds of pets are to 
be found in this boolc. It tells how to choose and obtain 
suitable animals, how to house and feed them, how to handle 
sanitation in their quarters, hoH to treat them in sickness, 
and teach and train them. 

644' Schneider, Herman; Everyday machines and how they work, cl950, Grades 
5-8. 

668.4 

G08.8 

An explanation of the workings of all kinds of machines and 
devices used in the horne from electric toasters and Yale loclcs 
to electric trains and musical instruments. 

Lewis, Alfred; The new ~~orld of plastics, cl963, Grades 3-6, 

How plastic has been developed, what it is now being used for 
in many different forms, and what we can expect of plastic in 
the future. 

800 LITERATURE 

Bailey, Matilda; Horlds to explore, cl956, Grade 9. 

The third boolc of the Mastery of Reading series, 

811 Aldis, Dorothy (Keeley); Hello da~, cl959, Grades K-3, 

A collection of over 30 poems about every day childhood 
happenings, 

812 Avery, Helen P.; Snow Hhite and the seven dwarfs; a play, c nd, 
Grades K-3, 

The beloved story of the little princess who wandered into 
the home of the seven dwarfs and of her encounters with her 
wicked step-mother, 

812 Beleno, Alex; !:!,~Pip~r, a pla.z, c nd, Grades 3-6, 

This ple.y iH drawn directly from the Pied Piper of Hamlin by 
Rober.r Browning and presented by the Adventure Theatre, Tells 
of the Pied Piper employed to rid the town of the rats and who 
pipes the children of the town into the mountain. 

812 Dias, Earl J,; The case of the missing pearls, cl957, Grades 5 and up. 

A menacing villain, a fair young maiden, a st~ong here, and 
feuding hillbillies rnal~e an amusing play. 
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812 Short, Raymond; The red shoes, c nd, Grades S-7. 

820.82 

820.82 

917.1 

Presented by the Adventure Theatre and based on the Hans 
Christian Andersen fairy tale. 

Lodge, Evan and Braymer, Marjorie; Adventures in :eading, cl958. 

A textbook. 

T~agenheim, Harold H.; Exploring life, cl956, Grade 9. 

A literature textbook. 

900 HISTORY 

Harris, Leila; Let's read about Canada, cl949, Grades 4-7. 

This book will take young Americans on a tour of the great 
cities of Canada. In the province of Quebec they will see 
an ancient way of life. In the vast northern and western 
regions they will see the people winning aliving from the 
rugged land. 

918 Goetz, Delia; Let's read about South America, cl950, Grades 5-7. 

918.1 

918.5 

940.54 

940.54 

Briefly covers practically every phase of life in South America 
including important facts about geography and industries. 

Brown, Rose (Johnston); Land and people of Brazil, cl946, Grades 7-9. 

A study of the history, geography, manners, and customs of 
the people of the land of Brazil. 

Bowen, J, David; The land and people of Pe~, cl963, Grades 6-10. 

An introduction to the history, geography, culture, and people 
of Peru. 

Shirer, T~illiam L.; The sinking of the Bis~, cl962, Grades 5-8. 

Reconstruction of the sinking of the German battleship, 
Bismarck, by the British in 1941. 

Tregaskis, Richard lnlliam; John F. Kennedy and PT-109, cl962, 
Grades 7-10. 

PT boat operations in the Solomon Islands during l•lorld War II 
and how John F. Kennedy rescued his crew when their PT-109 was 
cut in half during a collision. 

942 Street, Alicia; Land of the English people, cl953, Grades 6-10. 

Present a England's countryside and its P"-<>I>le and outlines 
England • s history to the coronation of' Queen El izab"'"-" 1.1. 
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947 Nazaroff, Alexander; The land of the. Russian peop..!.!:., cl9114, 
Grades 6-9, 

The first part of this 
varied land of Russia, 
history of Russia--hoi~ 
and the Soviet. 

book is a trip across the vast and 
The rest of the book deals with the 

it came to be, the czars, the emperors, 

972 McNeer, May Yonge; The Mexican story, cl953, Grades 6-9. 

The Mexican story related in a series of episodes from the 
early Mayan civilization through Montezuma's magnificence, 
the glory of Cortez, down through the great and contrary 
figures of Father Hidalgo, Maximilian, Juarez, Diaz to Villa 
and modern man, 

973 Moon, Glenn tv.; Story of our land and people, cl961, Grades 7-8, 
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